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1. Architecture.  
Printed for Carrington Bowles, in S.t Pauls Church 
Yard, London. [n.d., c.1765.] 
Engraving, sheet 250 x 350mm (9¾ x 13¾"). 18th 
century watermark. Trimmed within plate. £280 
Two couples ponder an architect's plan that he gestures 
to. Men work on the construction. In the middleground 
the structure is part finished with scaffolding erected to 
continue.   
Stock: 57085 

 
2. The Image of Nilus brought by 
Vespasiam out of Aegypt and now to be Seene 
at Rome in the Vatican.  
[George Sandys. n.d. c.1621.] 
Engraving. Plate 139 x 222mm. 5½ x 8¾".  £190 
A statue found in the Vatican Garden brought by Titus 
Flavius Vespasianus from Egypt when in July 69 he 
was declared emperor by the Roman Senate. Nilus in 
Greek mythology represented the god of the Nile river 
itself. 
This particular engraving was published in Sandys's 
"Relation of a Journey begun An Dom. 1610". On 
verso is text and another engraving of night-time 
festivities with fireworks attending the rise of the Nile.   
Stock: 18129 

 
3. [Town and Country Magazine] 
Frontispiece Vol VII. No 1.  
I. Taylor f. [1775.] 
Engraving. 170 x 115mm (6¾ x 4½") very large 
margins.  £60 
An allegorical frontispiece for the 'Town and Country 
Magazine', featuring classical gods, including Apollo 
and Cupid, around a globe. 
Isaac Taylor's original artwork, a pen and ink sketch 
with grey wash, is in the Yale Center for British Art.   
Stock: 56786 

 
4. Je vous offre l'Histoire et profane, et 
sacree; Ou tous les grands Heros, des pays 
Estrangers, Ayans braue, le Temps, l'Enuie et 
les dangers, Sont rauis qu'a vous seut leur 
gloire est consacree: Et restans immortals 
meme apres leur trepas, Ils admirent en vous 
les grandeurs qu'ils nont pas. 
[n.d., c1750]. 
Engraving, sheet 380 x 255mm (15 x 10"). Trimmed 
and glued to backing sheet. Some brown stains. £160 
A muse or angel offers a book to Colbert at a writing 
desk while another holds a globe and a palm leaf or 
large quill.   
Stock: 57105 

 
5. [Constitutions of Masonry Frontispiece]  
G.B. Cipriani & T. Sandby Delin. F. Bartolozzi & J 
Fittler. Sculp. [n.d., c.1785] 
Scratched proof engraving, sheet 270 x 215mm (10½ x 
8½"). Trimmed within plate. £190 
Illustration to 'Constitutions of Masonry' 1785.  
An allegorical scene within Free-Masons Hall. Truth 
stands on clouds holding a mirror in her right hand 
which shines rays of lights into the hall. Wisdom, 

Hope, Charity and three children, sit around Truth and 
a winged figure holding a torch in his right hand, 
descends from the clouds. In the foreground sits a 
celestial sphere, a terrestrial sphere, a compass and 
other Masonic instruments on a table; by its side, a 
candle and an armillary sphere on the floor Calabi & 
De Vesme 2546 State IV of V.  
Stock: 57076 

 
6. The Oxford Almanack for the Year of 
our Lord God, MDCCXCIV. A South View of 
the Observatory. 
J. Dixon delin. W. Lowry sculp. [n.d., 1794]. 
Engraving, sheet 380 x 475mm (15 x 18¾"). Trimmed 
within plate. £160 
A view of the Radcliffe Observatory in Oxford, which 
was finished in that same year and which is now part of 
Green College. 
The Oxford Almanack is an annual almanac published 
by the Oxford University Press since 1674. 
John Dixon (c. 1740 - 1811) mezzotint engraver who 
had trained as a painter in Dublin then moved to 
London in 1765 where he married a rich widow in 
1775, and henceforth only engraved for amusement.   
Stock: 56973 

 

 
7. Observatory, Clifton. Mr. West begs 
most respectfully to inform the Subscribers, 
Visitors, and the public generally, that the 
Observatory is now open, and that it contains, 
for their use, by day or night, large and 
powerful Reflecting and Achromatic 
Telescopes... 
[n.d., c.1842.] 
Wood engraving and letterpress, sheet 190 x 105mm 
(7½ x 4¼").  £120 
Clifton Observatory is a former corn and snuff mill, but 
in 1777 the sails were left turning during a gale and 
caused the equipment to catch light. After being 
derelict for 52 years, William West rented it from the 
Society of Merchant Venturers and installed a 
telescope and a camera obscura.   
Stock: 50589 



8. Illuminate! Illuminate! Illuminate! 
Crowns, Stars. Wreaths, Ties, Letters, and 
Devices of every description, for Gas or 
Variegated Lamps, on Loan from 6s. each 
device, and 1s. 6d. per dozen Lamps, at 
Walmsley's Furnishing Ironmongery 
Warehouses, 125, 137. 128, London Road, 
Southwark, London. Order Early! 
Alfred Boot, Printer, Dockhead, Bermondsey. 29th 
May, 1856 [old ink mss.]. 
Scarce letterpress handbill. 85 x 190mm (3¼ x 7½"). 
Notches in top edge, mounted on card. £180 
An advertisment for outdoor lights.   
Stock: 57176 

 
9. James Pilton's Manufactory, King's 
Road, Chelsea, Middlesex. The Interior of the 
Menagerie, Displaying Ornamental Works for 
Country Residences, and Specimens of the 
Invisible Fence. 
Mercier and Chervet, printers, 32, Little Bartholomew 
Close. [n.d. c.1809.] 
Wood engraving on india. India 120 x 195mm (4¾ x 
7¾").  £60 
It was in 1809 when James Pilton's Manufactory in 
King's Road advertised its fences, verandahs and other 
ornamental metalwork. Guildhall: q8052663.  
Stock: 56981 

 
10. To Robert Stevenson Esq.r F.R.S.E Civil 
Engineer who with distinguished credit to 
himself and advantage to his country held the 
office of engineer to the commisioners of the 
northern light houses for nearly half a century 
and has now retired from that honorable 
station: the officers and light keepers who 
served under him, have presented this piece of 
plate as a mark of thier respect for his strict 
and impatial exaction of duty as their Chief 
Officer and aslso their high esteem for all the 
private virtues which distunguish him as a 
man. 
June 1843. 
Very rare engraving with letterpress, sheet 320 x 
245mm (12¾ x 9½"). Creases where previously folded. 
Some cockling and time staining. £240 
An image of a dish with sea monster legs; wave 
handles and a lighthouse handle on the lid plus 
letterpress. 
Robert Stevenson (1772 –1850) was a Scottish 
engineer and famed architect of lighthouses. Most 
famous for the construction of the Bell Rock 
Lighthouse.   
Stock: 56994 

 

11. Comparative View of the Mountains and 
Hills of England and Wales; with their 
Geological Structure.  
[James Reynolds, London 1889] 
Hand coloured engraving. Sheet 180 x 115mm (7 x 
4¼"). Trimmed. Minor creasing in bottom left and top 
right corners. £60 
A plate from James Reynolds' 'Geological Atlas of 
Great Britain' 1889 second edition.   
Stock: 56929 

 

 
12. The Multiplication Table on a New & 
Extended Plan.  
[n.d., William Snow? c.1820.] 
Rare engraving with hand colour. Circle, 100mm (4") 
diameter. Trimmed to printed border, as issued? £280 
A disk with multiplications from 2 to 24.  
The publisher William Snow issued many such 
educational cards.   
Stock: 57006 

 
13. [A volvelle disk with a map of the 
Northern Hemisphere.]  
[n.d., c.1820.] 
Scarce engraving with original hand colour. Cut into a 
circle, 115mm (4½") diameter, pinhole in centre. 
Lacking backing sheet. £320 
A volvelle disk, probably for calculating time 
difference. See reference 56881  
Stock: 56798 

 
14. A Merry Christmas.  
Frank Paton. [signed in pencil]. [London: E.C. Leggatt, 
c.1880.] 
Etching, signed by the artist. 200 x 265mm (8 x 10½"). 
A little foxing. £390 
A variety of sea creatures, including fish, crabs and 
lobsters, visit a museum with human exhibits.  
Frank Paton (1856-1909) was a successful artist during 
his lifetime and could even count Queen Victoria as an 
admirer of his work. He is perhaps most widely known 
for his series of etched Christmas cards published 
annually by Edward Ernest Leggatt from 1880 until 
Paton's death in 1909. They were intended to be a cut 



above the average Christmas card and sold for half a 
guinea each. A number of the prints would be sent 
from the printers to be signed in pencil by Paton.   
Stock: 56696 

 
15. The Cork Jacket. Sung by J. Nash. 
Written by T. Palmer Esq. Compsed by J.F. 
Callcott. 
R.d Child del. London: J. McDowell & Co, 25 
Warwick Street, Regent Street W. [n.d., c.1870.] 
Tinted lithographic music cover. 355 x 255mm (14 x 
10"), with 5pp. of music and lyrics, probably from a 
small edition. Laid on two album pages. £140 
A smiling man floats in a stormy sea, aided by a life 
jacket, surrounded by grinning fish.   
Stock: 57044 

 
16. Elevation of a Greek Temple Erected at 
Eton on the Day of Her Majesty's Marriage 
February 10, 1840.  60 Feet Wide._ 30 Feet 
High_and illuminated by 5000 Lamps. 
Day & Haghe, liths. to the Queen. [c.1840.] 
Lithograph on india laid paper, sheet 235 x 305mm. 9¼ 
x 12". Margins soiled, with one tear. £120 
A grand illumination to celebrate the marriage of 
Queen Victoria to her cousin, Prince Albert, on 10 
February 1840, in the Chapel Royal of St. James's 
Palace, London. Very scarce.   
Stock: 11916 

 
17. Guy Fawkes detected & seized under the 
House of Lords Nov.r 5th 1606. Percy & 
Catesby slain in attempting their escape from 
Holbeach. 
London Pub by Thomas Kelly, Paternoster row, Oct 16 
1813. 
Engraving, sheet 330 x 210mm (13 x 8¼").  £130 
Two famous scenes from British history.   
Stock: 39218 

 
18. [The Grand Jubilee Celebrations in 
London's Parks.] View of the Bridge and 
Pagoda, from the Canal, St James's Park.[&] 
The Chinese Pagoda and Bridge in St James's 
Park (previous tot he Fire.) [&]  The Fortress 
(which inclosed the Grand Pavillion.) in the 
Green Park; with the ascent of the Balloon. [&]  
The Grand Pavillion in Green Park. [&] The 
View in Hyde Park, with the Fleet at Anchor, 
on the Serpentine River. [&] The Jubilee Naval 
Action on the Serpentine in Commemoration 
of the Battle of the Nile. [&] The Action 
between the British & American Frigates on 
the Serpentine, Hyde Park, 1st August, 1814. 
[&] Scene on the Serpentine, Hyde Park, on the 
Night of the Grand Jubilee, Aug.t 1. 1814. 
Published Aug.t 12 [& 24th], 1814, by Tho. Palser, 
Surry Side, West.r Bridge. 
Eight etchings with hand colour.  Each c. 245 x 345mm 
(9¾ x 13½"). Each plate trimmed to plate top and 
bottom. £2500 

 
On 1st August 1814 a series of events celebrating both 
the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the centenary of 
Hanoverian rule in England. In St James's Park a 
Chinese bridge with a pagoda was built over the lake; 
in Green Park a revolving Temple of Concord was 
constructed by Sir William Congreve (of rocket fame); 
and in Hyde Park naval battles with miniature frigates 
were fought (the 'Nile' and 'Trafalgar' against the 
French and a third against the Americans, a reminder 
that Britain was still fighting the War of 1812). The 
battles were successful events: however the pagoda in 
St James's Park was set alight by fireworks, killing one 
and injuring another; and the balloon ascent, by James 
Sadler (1753-1828, the first English balloonist) did not 
go as planned and he had to make an emergency 
landing.   
Stock: 49810 

 
19. Naumachy (or Sham Sea fight) on the 
Serpentine, and display of Fireworks in 
Celebration of the Grand Jubilee.  A.t 1st 1814.  
[n.d., 1814.] 
Rare aquatint. Sheet 285 x 305mm (11¼ x 12"), ink 
mss. ownership inscription on reverse dated 'September 
19th  1814'. Trimmed within plate at sides, repaired 
tears in left and right edge. £390 
A printed souvenir of the event, which saw a mock sea 
battle between 42 miniature warships, 40 feet long and 
12 feet wide, each carrying ten guns and thirty crew, all 
of which had to be constructed on site. Provenance: 
Athelhampton House, Dorset.  
Stock: 52924 



 
20. [Firework display in Amsterdam on 7 
September 1667 to commemorate the peace 
between England and the Netherlands] Victori 
en Vreugde-Vuren gehouden op den 7 
September Ao 1667, ter gedachtenis van de 
Engelse en Nederlandtse Vreede 
[published by Marcus Willemsz Doornick, Amsterdam, 
c.1667] 
Etching, sheet 155 x 235mm (6 x 9¼"). Possibly 
trimmed from larger broadside and glued to backing 
sheet. £260 
Firework display held to commemorate the signing of 
the Treaty of Breda, signed on 24 August 1667, which 
ended the second Anglo-Dutch war. This etching first 
appeared as part of a large broadside, and subsequently 
in the book 'Kort en Bondigh Verhael Van't geene in 
den oorlogh ... in't Jaer 1667', both published by 
Marcus Doornick.   
Stock: 42586 

 
21. Atom.  
Corbould del. Walker sculp. Published as the Act 
directs by Harrison & Co. APril 15 1786. 
Engraving. 115 x 180mm (4½  x 7"). Trimmed to plate 
on left, damp stains.  Large margins on 3 sides. £50 
A 'Japanese' man sits in his study holding up a piece of 
paper lettered with 'Hob Nob', surrounded by books, a 
globe and a pair of compasses. 
A frontispiece to 'The Novelist's Magazine' when it 
published Tobias Smollett's novel 'The History and 
Adventures of an Atom', a satire of British politics 
during the Seven Years' War.   
Stock: 56784 

 
22. England and Wales with the Channel 
Islands and parts of Scotland Ireland and 
France.  
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 240 x 185mm (9½ x 
7¼"). Folded as issued, time staining along taped fold.
 £30 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
geological map of Britain with the land colour coded 
by rock type.   
Stock: 56924 

 

23. Map & Sections Illustrative of the 
Geology of Surrey.  
G. A. Mantell del.t 1840. Standidge & C.o Litho. 
London. Engraved for D.r Mantell's Geological 
Memoir in Brayley's History of Surrey. [1860]. 
Coloured lithograph. Sheet 285 x 215mm (11¼ x 8½"). 
Faint time staining. £50 
A book plate with six cross sections and maps 
illustrating and comparing the geological make up of 
Surrey and West London. From the geological section, 
written by Gideon Mantell, of E. W. Brayley's 'A 
Topographical History of Surrey', published in 1850. 
Mantell struggled for much of his life with destitution 
and then scoliosis but at the time of his death was 
credited with the discovery of four of the five genera of 
dinosaurs known then.   
Stock: 56932 

 
24. Cambridgeshire and Huntingdonshire. 
Railways. 4. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 240 x 185mm (9½ x 
7¼"). Folded as issued, time staining along fold. £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56925 

 
25. Cornwall. Railways. 6. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 185 x 240mm  ( 7¼ x 
9½"). Folded as issued, time staining along fold. £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56926 

 
26. Essex. Railways. 13. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 185 x 240mm  ( 7¼ x 
9½"). Folded as issued, time staining along fold. £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56927 

 
27. Hampshire. Railways. 15. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 185 x 240mm  ( 7¼ x 
9½"). Folded as issued, time staining along taped fold.
 £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56919 

 
28. Middlesex Hertforshire, Bedfordshire 
and Buckinghamshire. Railways. 2. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 240 x 185mm (9½ x 
7¼"). Folded as issued, time staining along taped fold.
 £40 



From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56920 

 
29. Norfolk. Railways. 21. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 185 x 240mm  ( 7¼ x 
9½"). Folded as issued, time staining along fold. £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56921 

 
30. Suffolk. Railways. 27. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 185 x 240mm  ( 7¼ x 
9½"). Folded as issued, time staining along fold. £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56922 

 
31. Surrey and Sussex. Railways. 28. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 185 x 240mm  ( 7¼ x 
9½"). Folded as issued, time staining along taped fold.
 £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56923 

 
32. West Yorkshire and Lancashire. 
Railways. 18. 
[James Reynolds, London 1863] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 240 x 185mm (9½ x 
7¼"). Folded as issued, time staining along fold. £40 
From 'Reynolds's Geological Atlas of Great Britain'. A 
map of the railways showing ones under constuction 
and stations.   
Stock: 56918 

 
33. The Great Globe Quadrilles by Stephen 
Glover 
[S. Rosenthal lith.] London: Robert Cocks & C.o New 
Burlington S.t Regent S.t W. [n.d. c.1870] 
Colour lithograph. 330 x 240mm (13 x 9½"). Trimmed 
with creasing in the top left corner and a small repaired 
tear in the upper left margin. Two worm holes in top 
left and bottom right corners. £190 
An illustrated cover of the Eastern hemisphere for the 
sheet music to Stephen Glover's 'Quadrilles'.   
Stock: 56908 

 
34. H.M. Ship, Thisbe. N.o2. On Fire by 
Lightning at Sea. 4.th Jan.y 1786 
From a Drawing by N.M. Condy. Esq.re. Engraved on 
Copper by C. Rosenburg. London, Published by John 
Weale, 1849. 
Very rare aquatint, plate 255 x 305mm (10 x 12"), with 
large margins.  £350 

A view of the HMS Thisbe sailing on fire after being 
struck by lightning. Text below image goes into the 
details. 
The HMS Thisbe was a 28-gun Enterprise-class sixth-
rate frigate of the Royal Navy. She was first 
commissioned in December 1787 under the command 
of Captain George Robertson.   
Stock: 57086 

 

 
35. [World War I Aeroplanes: two RAF 
single-seater Scout aircraft attacking a larger 
German two-seater fighter.]  
Norman G Arnold [19]18- [crayon signature.] [British, 
1918.] 
Set of three sepia photomechanical prints on thick grey 
paper mounts; each signed & dated and with pastel 
Remarque of bi-plane. Each image c. 195 x 250mm, 
7¾ x 9¾". Each plate is captioned, numbered in 
sequence and signed by the artist to the verso in pencil, 
with note "Original in possession of officers mess RAF 
Uxbridge". One rust spot to second image; generally 
good. £460 
Three dramatic images showing three stages of a dog 
fight in the sky between British and German biplanes. 
Arnold was a Lieutenant in the Royal Air Force. Ten of 
his watercolours are in the collection of the Imperial 
War Museum. The RAF was formed on 1 April 1918, 
and is the oldest independent air force in the world.   
Stock: 27378 

 
36. Spooner's Protean Views No.4. 
Destruction of a Swiss Village by an 
Avalanche. The Village is seen by Moonlight, 
the inhabitants, by the lights gleaming from the 
casements & reflected on the Lake are not yet 
retired to their beds. The Morning dawn 
brings to the destruction of the Night an 
Avalanche has buried in its fall the village 
leaving but the Spire of the Church and the 
Turret of the castle to mark its situation. 
London, W. Spooner, 377 Strand. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Coloured lithograph, trimmed and laid on card with 
title label, backed with tissue, as issued. Sheet: 225 x 
285mm (9 x 11¼'').  £240 
A scene which changes when held to the light.   
Stock: 48067 

 



37. The Chinese Bridge on Fire, on the night 
of the celebration of the glorious Peace of 1814. 
Published & Sold Aug.t 12th 1814, by Edw.d Orme, 
Bond St. London. 
Coloured mezzotint, prepared as a transparency. 180 x 
125mm (7 x 5"), with small margins, some staining.
 £190 
On 1st August 1814 a series of events celebrating both 
the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the centenary of 
Hanoverian rule in England. In St James's Park a 
Chinese bridge with a pagoda was built over the lake; 
in Green Park a revolving Temple of Concord was 
constructed by Sir William Congreve (of rocket fame); 
and in Hyde Park naval battles with miniature frigates 
were fought (the 'Nile' and 'Trafalgar' against the 
French and a third against the Americans, a reminder 
that Britain was still fighting the War of 1812). The 
battles were successful events: however the pagoda in 
St James's Park was set alight by fireworks, killing one 
and injuring another; and the balloon ascent, by James 
Sadler (1753-1828, the first English balloonist) did not 
go as planned and he had to make an emergency 
landing. 
This print has been treated with oil and colour on the 
reverse to create more vivid colours when held up to a 
light.   
Stock: 53152 

 

 
38. No. 16 Morgan's Improved Protean 
Scenery. Mont Blanc. This Print at first 
represents a view of the splendid Mountain by 
day and upo holding it before the light, the sun 
will sink to rest and the Moon will supplant its 
place [...] 
London. Published by Wm. Morgan, 25, Bartletts 
Buildings, Holborn, October 12th 1838 
Coloured lithograph and text, combined dimensions 
approx 210 x 245mm (8¼ x 9½"). Trimmed and laid 
on card with title label, backed with tissue, as issued; 
damaged. £240 

View of Mont Blanc by day which, when held up to the 
light, transforms into a nocturne owing to a small hole 
(representing the moon) cut in a second sheet of paper 
behind.   
Stock: 43100 

 
39. John Adams, of Edmonton; Teacher of 
the Mathematics, Navigation, &c. Born at 
Pondersend 1737/8. Aged 56. To his numerous 
Pupils, both at sea & son land; to his extensive 
aquaintance, & particular friends, this Portrait 
is respectfully inscribed by their obedient 
Serv.t J.T. Smith. 
Painted & Engraved by J.T. Smith, Engraver of the 
Antiquities of London and Environs. Pub.d Feb. 1 1795 
by N. Smith, Rembrandt's Head, G.t May's Buildings, 
St Martin's Lane. 
Engraving with stipple. 185 x 138mm (7¼ x 5½"). 
Small margins. £230 
Half-length portrait of John Adams, seated at a table on 
which are a telescope and sextant. He was headmaster 
of Latymer School, Edmonton, and author of 'The 
Mathematician's Companion'.   
Stock: 56806 

 
40. Isaac Barrow D.D. and Chaplain in 
Ordinary to King Charles II. professor of 
Geometry in Gresham College, and of the 
Greek Tongue and Mathematics at Cambridge, 
and Master of Trinity College in that 
University.  
Vandyke pinx.t. Pelit Sculp.t.. Engrav'd for the Royal 
Magazine. [n.d., c.1770] 
Engraving, plate 175 x 100mm (7 x 4"), with large 
margins. Some surface dirt on left. £70 
Oval portraits of Isaac Barrow (1630 –1677) an 
English Christian theologian and mathematician who is 
generally given credit for his early role in the 
development of infinitesimal calculus. Wellcome: 183-
7  
Stock: 57053 

 
41. Dr Chauncy [pencil mss., Nathaniel 
Chauncy?]  
[n.d., c.1780.] 
Etching. Sheet 135 x 95mm (5¼ x 3¾"). Trimmed to 
plate, laid on album paper. £130 
Caricatured profile portrait, possibly of Nathaniel 
Chauncy, described by the BM as an 'Antiquary and 
virtuoso', not a doctor. See BM 1868,0822.2302 for a 
portrait after Reynolds.  
Stock: 57208 

 
42. Is. Dalby Late Professor of Mathematics 
in the Royal Military College at Farnham. 
Drawn by Derby, from the Original by Halls, in the 
Royal Military College, Sandhurst. Thomson sculp. 
[n.d.,c.1827] 
Engraving with stipple, sheet 160 x 95mm (6¼ x 3¾"). 
Trimmed within plate. £65 
Portrait of Isaac Dalby (1744–1824) English 
mathematician, surveyor and teacher. He was involved 



in the Principal Triangulation of Great Britain, the first 
high-precision trigonometric survey of Great Britain. 
In 1799 he was appointed first professor of 
mathematics in the senior department of the Royal 
Military College, High Wycombe, which subsequently 
moved to Farnham in Surrey, and later became the 
Royal Military College, Sandhurst. He held this post 
for twenty-one years, resigning it in 1820, when old 
age and infirmity had overtaken him. He was a 
contributor to The Ladies' Diary, and was an original 
member of the Linnean Society of London. Wellcome: 
749-1.  
Stock: 57075 

 
43. Edward Flower, Esq.re. Painted & 
Engraved for the Gentlemen who were 
Educated at Mr. Flower's Academy, Islington. 
Painted by J. Linnell. Engraved by Henry Cook. 
London, Published Oct.r 14.th 1828 by Carpenter & 
Son, Old Bond St. Colnaghi, Cockspur S.t Moon, Boys 
& Graves, Pall Mall & Scholey, 100, Upper St. 
Islington. 
Engraving, very fine & rare impression. Plate: 335 x 
235mm (13 x 9¼''). Staining on right margin and slight 
foxing £280 
A portrait of schoolmaster of Flower's Academy in 
Islington, a stricking image.   
Stock: 50654 

 
44. Le Seur, Professeur de Mathematiques a 
la Sapience, A Rome. 
Dessine a Rome par C.N. Cochin en 1750. Grave par 
B.A. Nicollet.  
Engraving, 185 x 135mm (7¼ x 5½"). Trimmed within 
plate. £85 
Oval portrait in a cartouche of a Professor of 
mathematics, most likely a teacher at the Sapienza 
University of Rome (often known simply of Sapienza) 
which was founded in 1303. 
Bernard Antoine Nicolet, or Bénédict-Alphonse 
Nicolet (sometimes written Nicollet c.1740-c.1807), 
Swiss born French desinger and engraver. He was 
mayor of Saint-Imier for a few months, he 
distinguished himself at the court of Marie-Antoinette 
where he served as the queen's engraver.   
Stock: 57073 

 
45. Socrate Ateniese, Inventore della 
Filosofia Morale, mori quattro Secoli prima 
dell'Era Cristiana condannato a morte, ch'egli 
si diede col bere la Cicuta. V. 
P. Fidanza del. ed inc. [n.d., c.1785]  
Rare etching, plate 375 x 265mm (14¾ x 10½), with 
large margins.  £260 
A head and shoulders portrait of Socrates (469-399 
BC) from the side with Italian text: 
'Socrates Athenian, Inventor of Moral Philosophy, died 
four Centuries before the Christian Era condemned to 
death, which he gave himself by drinking hemlock.' 
After the depiction of Socrates in Raphael's School of 
Athens painted in c.1509-10 in the Stanza della 
Segnatura in the Vatican. Most likely from from 'Tetes 
choisies de personnages illustres...' published by Paolo 

Fidanza in Rome in 1785. Fidanza became famous for 
publishing six volumes of prints of heads after Raphael 
between 1757 and 1763.   
Stock: 57138 

 
46. [Voltaire] Post genitis hic carus erit, 
nunc carus amicis.  
peint par de Latour en 1736. gravé par Balechou. [n.d., 
c.1760.] 
Engraving. 160 x 110mm (6¼ x 4¼"), large margins on 
3 sides. Narrow right margin. £75 
Medallion portrait of François Marie Arouet de 
Voltaire (1694-1778), French philosopher, after 
Maurice Quentin de La Tour (1704-88).   
Stock: 57212 

 
47. Marie François Arouet de Voltaire de 
l'Academie Francoise... 
ex [erasure]. à Paris chez Petit rue S. Jacques à la 
Couronne d'epines [n.d., c.1742.] 
Engraving.  145 x 100mm (5¾ x 4"), with large 
margins.  £120 
Portrait of François Marie Arouet de Voltaire (1694-
1778) French philosopher.   
Stock: 56871 

 
48. François Marie de Voltaire, 
MDCCLXIX. Praesenti tibi maturos largimur 
honores. HOR. 
J. June sculp. [n.d., c.1769.] 
Etching. 135 x 90mm (5¼ x 3¾"). Trimmed into plate 
on right. £50 
Medallion portrait of François Marie Arouet de 
Voltaire (1694-1778), French philosopher, after a bust 
by Lemoyne.   
Stock: 57198 

 

 
49. Mr Robert Barker, Inventor and 
Proprietor of the Panorama. 
G. Ralph pinx.t. J. Singleton Sculp.t. Published Oct.r 
1,,st 1802, by W.m Richardson, York House, Strand. 
Rare Stipple. Sheet 170 x 130mm (6¾ x 5¼"). 
Trimmed at sides. £240 



Half-length portrait of Robert Barker (1739-1806), 
who coined the word 'panorama' in 1792 for his 
method of painting 360º views on a cylindrical surface. 
The following year he opened the world's first purpose-
built panorama building, in Leicester Square. One of 
his most successful panoramas, showing London from 
the roof of Albion Mills, drawn by his son Henry 
Aston Barker, was published on six sheets in 1792.   
Stock: 57194 

 
50. [René Descartes] Renatus Des-Cartes, 
Dominus De Perron, Natus Hagae Turonum, 
Anno. M.D.X.CVI, Ultimo Die Martii. 
Franciscus à Schooten Py Mat. ad vivum delineavit et 
fecit anno 1644. [c.1644.] 
Engraving. Sheet 170 x 105mm (6¾ x 4¼"). Trimmed 
to plate and laid on album paper. £130 
Portrait of French philosopher, mathematician and 
scientist René Descartes (1596 - 1650), the frontispiece 
of Francis van Schooten’s important second edition of 
the 'Geometria', Descartes’s greatest academic work, 
one of the key texts in the history of mathematics. Six 
lines in lower margin by 'Constantini Hugenii F.ly'. W. 
795.  
Stock: 57209 

 

 
51. Doctor Goldsmith.  
Poupard sculp.t [after Aundinet]. [Philadelpha, n.d., c. 
1780]. 
Stipple. Sheet 105 x 85mm (4¼ x 3½"), large margins 
top and bottom. Trimmed to plate, laid on album paper.
 £450 
A portrait of Oliver Goldsmith (1728-74), from an 
American edition of Goldsmith's work.  By James 
Poupard of Philadelphia & New York, 1772-1814. See 
Wellcome 1160.  
Stock: 57211 

 

52. Thomas Lediard Linguarum 
Ocidentalium Professo [...] Anno 1735 
T. Lediard inven.  
Rare engraving, sheet 325 x 200mm (12¾ x 8"). 
Trimmed to image. £180 
Thomas Lediard (1685-1743), writer and surveyor 
whose varied career included organising firework 
displays, teaching languages and managing the opera 
(all in Hamburg), working as justice for the peace in 
Westminster, and playing a key role in the 
development of the first bridge across the Thames at 
Westminster. He also wrote various historical works 
including the 'Naval History of England' to which this 
is the frontispiece (the Muse can be seen resting upon a 
copy of the book while drawing a map of Georgia). 
Lediard himself designed the ornate border to this 
portrait, including allegorical representations of various 
branches of learning.   
Stock: 31327 

 
53. The Rev.d T. R. Malthus, M.A._F. R. S. 
Professor of History & Political Economy at 
the East India College, and Author of an Essay 
on the principle of Population, &c. &c. 
Painted & Engraved By J. Linnell. Lonson, Published, 
January 1.st 1834 for John Linnell, Porchester Terrace, 
Bayswater by Dominic Colnaghi & C.o Pall Mall East. 
Very fine mezzotint, plate 455 x 345mm (18 x 13½"), 
with large margins.  £520 
Three quarter length portrait of Thomas Robert 
Malthus (1766 – 1834) seated on a chair with a book in 
his lap, dressed in an academic gown over his dark 
tailcoat. 
Malthus was an English cleric, scholar and influential 
economist in the fields of political economy and 
demography. In his 1798 book An Essay on the 
Principle of Population, Malthus observed that an 
increase in a nation's food production improved the 
well-being of the population, but the improvement was 
temporary because it led to population growth, which 
in turn restored the original per capita production level. 
In other words, humans had a tendency to utilize 
abundance for population growth rather than for 
maintaining a high standard of living, a view that has 
become known as the "Malthusian trap."   
Stock: 57141 

 
54. A Comet.  
Drawn by T. Harper Esq.r. Engraved by G. Maile. 
London, Published Sep.r 1st. 1820, by J. Brooker, 5, 
Southampton Row, Russell Square. 
Coloured mezzotint. 280 x 205mm (11 x 8"). Crease 
across lower third. Trimmed to plate mark with small 
nicks in the upper left margin £180 
A comet shown as a young woman's head rising from 
clouds, with light shining as the tail. See BM 
2010,7081.7217 for a proof from the Lennox-Boyd 
collection.  See ref: 38818 for another version.  
Stock: 56974 

 



55. Psyche  
Drawn by T. Harper. Engraved by G. Maile. London. 
Published Jan.y 1. 1824, by J. Brooker. 5, Southampton 
Row. Russell Square. 
Fine coloured mezzotint. 280 x 205mm (11 x 8"). 
Thread margins, very slight foxing. £240 
A beautiful half portrait of Psyche with butterfly wings 
and holding a butterfly to her left on a small box.   
Stock: 56909 

 

 
56. A Newly discovered Star of the Greatest 
Magnitude.  
Painted in Enamel by J. Barrow. Engraved by G. Maile 
34 Fred.k Place Hampstead R.d. London Published 
Feb.y 14.th 1822 by J. Barrow Weston Place S.t 
Pancras. 
Extremely fine coloured mezzotint. 275 x 205mm 
(10¾ x 8") very large margins. Mint.  Top margin 
trimmed to plate mark. £360 
A star depicted as young woman with plumes in her 
hair, shining amid dark clouds and an inky blue night 
sky.   
Stock: 56910 

 
57. George Bidder, of Devonshire, AET.13. 
Whose extraordinary power of Calculation 
developed itself without instruction & reached 
an unprecedented height before he attained his 
seventh year. From a Miniature in the 
possession of the Rev.d Tho.s Jephson, of St. 
John's College Cambridge. 
Painted by Miss Hayter. Engraved by J.H. Robinson. 
London, Published June 25, 1819, by Colnaghi & Co. 
Cockspur Street. 
Engraving. 245 x 175mm (9½ x 7"). Thread margins.
 £280 
George Parker Bidder (1806-1878), the English 
engineer, architect and calculating prodigy. In 1834 
Robert Stephenson, whose acquaintance he had made 

in Edinburgh, offered him an appointment on the 
London & Birmingham Railway, and in the succeeding 
year or two he began to assist George Stephenson in 
his parliamentary work, which at that time included 
schemes for railways between London and Brighton 
and between Manchester and Rugby via the Potteries. 
In 1837 he was engaged with Stephenson in building 
the Blackwall Railway, and it was he who designed the 
peculiar method of disconnecting a carriage at each 
station while the rest of the train went on without 
stopping, which was employed in the early days of that 
line when it was worked by means of a cable. He also 
advised on the construction of the Belgian railways; 
with Robert Stephenson he made the first railway in 
Norway, from Christiania to Eidsvold; he was 
engineer-in-chief of the Danish railways, and he was 
largely concerned with railways in India, where he 
strongly and successfully opposed break of gauge on 
through routes. 
In 1860 he was elected president of the Institution of 
Civil Engineers. He was also one of the founders of the 
Electric Telegraph Company, which enabled the public 
generally to enjoy the benefits of telegraphic 
communication. In hydraulic engineering, he was the 
designer of the Victoria Docks (London). Bidder also 
investigated the practicality of steam trawlers in 
conjunction with Samuel Lake. See Ref: 55257 for 
another version.  
Stock: 56988 

 
58. [John Buddle, Esq.r.]  
Painted by Tho.s Carrick. Engraved by Edw.d 
MacInnes. Published Aug.t 20. 1836, by Hodgson & 
Graves, London; Currie & Bowman, Newcastle. 
Mezzotint, proof before title, printed on chine collé. 
365 x 260mm (14½ x 10¼"). Buddle's name in old ink 
mss (signature?), a little wear. £450 
Half-length portrait of John Buddle (1773-1843), 
sitting at a table with a cog mechanism on it, holding a 
Davy lamp. As manager of the Wallsend colliery he 
helped introduce Humphrey Davy's safety lamp. He 
also helped design the pioneering locomotive 'Steam 
Elephant' for Wallsend Colliery.   
Stock: 57096 

 
59. Ida Pfeiffer [facsimile signature].  
A Dauthage 1855. Ged bei Jos. Stouss.  
Very rare and scare lithograph, sheet 440 x 315mm 
(17½ x 12½"), very large margins. Trimmed and glued 
to backing sheet. £360 
Portrait of world traveller Ida Pfeiffer with the 
Pyramids of Giza in the background. 
Ida Laura Pfeiffer (1797-1858), née Reyer, was an 
Austrian explorer, travel writer, and ethnographer. She 
was one of the first female travelers, whose bestselling 
journals were translated into seven languages. During 
her travels she collected plants, insects, mollusks, 
marine life, and mineral specimens. Many were sold to 
Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin and the British 
Museum.   
Stock: 57088 

 



60. Sir Tho.s Stamford Raffles, Kn.t F.R.& 
A.S. Lieut-Governor of Bencoolen, &c. 
Engraved by Thompson, from a Miniature in 
possession of Mrs. Raffles. Published by Henry Fisher, 
Caxton, London, Jan.ry. 1824. 
Engraving. 220 x 140mm (8¾ x 5½"), large margins. 
 £85 
A portrait of the British statesman Thomas Stamford 
Raffles (1781-1826), Lieutenant Governor of British 
Java and the founder of modern Singapore. 
He returned to England in 1824 and turned his 
attention to botany and zoology. He was founder and 
first president in 1826 of the Zoological Society of 
London and the London Zoo. W. 2420.  
Stock: 56805 

 
61. Abrahamvs Ortelivs Antverpianvs. 
Orteli dum proponis Spectantibus Orbem, 
Quam tua delectant structa theatra bomines! 
Pulchrum opus est, plaudunt omnes; fed queis 
tua virtus Nota patet, plaudunt laetis artifici. 
Ar. Montannus. 
[n.d., c. 1572] 
Engraving, sheet 220 x 130mm (8¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed 
and glued to backing sheet. £160 
Portrait of Abraham Ortelius, bust in profile to the left, 
wearing a ruff and a fur-trimmed coat. With latin text 
by Benito Arias Montano.  
From the series irorum Doctorum de Disciplinis 
benemerentium Effigies XLIIII. 
Abraham Ortelius (also Ortels, Orthellius, Wortels; 
1527 – 1598) was a Brabantian cartographer, 
geographer, and cosmographer, conventionally 
recognized as the creator of the first modern atlas, the 
Theatrum Orbis Terrarum (Theatre of the World). 
Ortelius is often considered one of the founders of the 
Netherlandish school of cartography and one of the 
most notable figures of the school in its golden age Not 
in Wellcome: 2188  
Stock: 57152 

 
62. [Franz Ludwig Pfyffer von Wyher] Louis 
Pfyffer Seigneur de Wyher Lieutenant-General 
des Armées du Roi de sa Majesté Très-
Chret.ne, Commandeur de l'Ordre Royal et 
Militaire de St Louis &c. Né à Lucerne en 
1716. 
Gravé en 1786. A Basle chez Chrétien de Mechel 
Graveur. 
Aquatint. Sheet 245 x 175mm (9¾ x 7"). Trimmed 
within plate, a little soiling. £140 
Franz Ludwig Pfyffer von Wyher, an officer in the 
French king's Swiss Guard who made a three-
dimensional map of the area around Lake Lucerne, 
completed in 1786 and now the oldest relief map in 
existance. He took 24 years to construct it, using 
available materials including plaster, charcoal, sand, 
beeswax, brick & pottery, in 136 separate sections for 
easy transportation. It has been on display in the 
Glacier Garden in Lucerne for over a century. His 
military career was also successful: he retired with the 
rank of lieutenant general in 1768.   
Stock: 57010 

 
63. [Major James Rennell F.R.S.]  
Drawn by Scott. Engraved by A. Cardon. London. 
Published as the Act directs, February 1799. 
Fine stipple, proof before title. 205 x 115mm (8 x 
6¼"), with large margins.  £180 
Major James Rennell (1742-1830), regarded as the 
Father of both Indian Cartography (for his survey of 
Bengal for the East India Company) and Oceanography 
(for his study of ocean currents). He compiled a map 
for the account of Mungo Park's first expedition to the 
Niger River that started the myth of the 'Mountains of 
Kong'.   
Stock: 57014 

 
64. [Major James Rennell F.R.S.]  
[Drawn by Scott. Engraved by A. Cardon.] [London. 
Published as the Act directs, February 1799.] 
Stipple, proof before letters. Sheet 205 x 115mm (8 x 
6¼"). Trimmed to plate. £160 
Major James Rennell (1742-1830), regarded as the 
Father of both Indian Cartography (for his survey of 
Bengal for the East India Company) and Oceanography 
(for his study of ocean currents). He compiled a map 
for the account of Mungo Park's first expedition to the 
Niger River that started the myth of the 'Mountains of 
Kong'.   
Stock: 57015 

 

 
65. Rear Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort, 
K.C.B. D.C.L. Corr. Mem. Inst. France, F.R.S. 
Hydrographer to the Navy from 1829 to 1855. 
From the original Portrait presented to 
Greenwich Hospital by the Subscribers to the 
Beaufort Testimonial. 
Painted by Stephen Pearce. Engraved by James Scott. 
London, Published by Henry Graves & Compy. March 
17th. 1857; Printsellers to the Queen__6 Pall Mall. 
Fine & rare mezzotint. 40 x 415mm (21¼ x 16½"). 
Thread margin on left. £480 



Francis Beaufort (1774-1856), naval officer and 
hydrographer, creator of the Beaufort wind scale. Early 
in his career at sea Beaufort's gallant record and 
scientific talents made him well known throughout the 
navy. In 1817 he published a record of his survey and 
exploration of the southern Turkish coast (then little 
known to Europeans). In 1829, at the age of 55, 
Beaufort became the Hydrographer of the British 
Admiralty, remaining so for 26 years, charting the seas 
to make them safe for the increasing amount of British 
and foreign shipping. Beaufort converted a minor chart 
repository into the finest surveying and charting 
institution in the world. Some of his excellent charts 
are still used, 200 years after he created them. Ex: 
collection of the Late Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd;  
Stock: 57021 

 
66. [John Freeth and the Birmingham Book 
Club]. Birmingham Men of the Last Century. 
From a fine Picture in the possession of 
Dugdale Houghton Esquire. 
Painted by John Eckstein. W. Underwood Lith. 
Published by T. Underwood, Castle St., Birmingham, 
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 180 x 205mm (7 x 8"), 
with large margins.  £130 
A meeting of the Birmingham Book Club, at the 
Leicester Arms, a coffee house run by John Freeth 
(1731-1808), who was also a poet and songwriter 
under the pseudonym John Free.  
A book club and debating society, its members 
included Radicals, supporters of John Wilkes and 
Unitarians, causing its opponents to call it the Jacobin 
Club. It existed until at least 1964.   
Stock: 56870 

 
67. Erasmus.  
Painted by Hans Holbein. Engraved by Tho.s Lupton. 
Published by J Brydone Leicester 1823 
Scratched letter proof. Mezzotint plate 415 x 300mm 
(16¼ x 11¾"). Thread margins.  Margins bit ragged.
 £260 
Half length portrait of Desiderius Erasmus 
Roterodamus (1466 – 1536), wearing a hat and fur 
lined robe, his hands rest on a book with 'Desg 
Erasmvs Roterod,' written on the pages. 
Erasmus was a Dutch philosopher and Catholic 
theologian who is considered one of the greatest 
scholars of the northern Renaissance.   
Stock: 57143 

 
68. Gulielmus Oughtred Anglus ex 
Academia Cantabrigienfi An.o Aetat. 73. 1646.  
[After Wenceslaus Hollar] [F. S. sculp] [n.d., c.1657] 
Engraving, image 155 x 95mm (6 x 3¾"). Trimmed 
losing printmakers inscription. Glued to backing sheet.
 £160 
Half length portrait of William Oughtred wearing a 
skull-cap, collar and gown, and holding book. Crudely 
made after an etching by Hollar.  Frontis to: "Clavis 
Mathematicae" 1667. 
William Oughtred (also Owtred, Uhtred, etc 1574 – 
1660) was an English mathematician and Anglican 
clergyman. He is credited with creating the slide rule in 

1622, which allowed for direct multiplication and 
division, with introducing "x" to signify mulplification, 
and the abbreviations "sin" and "cos" for sine and 
cosine.   
Stock: 57147 

 
69. Venerable et Scientifique Messire Robert 
Sorbon Fondateur du College dit de Sorbonne,  
[B. Moncornet excudit cum Privilegio Regis.] [n.d., 
c.1650.] 
Engraving. Sheet 160 x 115mm (6¼ x 4½"). Trimmed 
within plate, losing publication line. £65 
Robert de Sorbon (1201-74), French theologian, 
chaplain of Louis IX and founder of the Sorbonne 
college in Paris.   
Stock: 57204 

 

 
70. John Dalton, D.C.L. L.L.D. F.R.S. L.&E. 
&c.&c. President of the Lit. & Phil.l Soc.y of 
Manch.r. 
Drawn& Etch'd by J. Stephenson. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Etching. 190 x 115mm (7½ x 4½"), on card, with large 
margins.  £260 
A half-length portrait of John Dalton (1766-1844), 
scientist and natural philosopher credited as the 
inventor of atomic theory. He peers through spectacles 
at a liquid in a glass.   
Stock: 56774 

 
71. Joseph Priestley, L.L.D. F.R.S.  
[n.d., c.1800.] 
Stipple. 195 x 130mm (7¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed into plate 
at sides. £140 
Joseph Priestley (1733-1804), theologian, Dissenting 
clergyman and scientist, renowned for his discovery of 
oxygen and carbon monoxide. A close friend of 
Benjamin Franklin, he was an avid supporter of the 
American and French Revolutions, resulting in him 
leaving for the USA as the British government cracked 
down on radicals. Wellcome Library 2385.  
Stock: 57210 



72. Bristol  
T. H. Maguire. 1849. [Etched in plate.] M & N Hanhart 
Imp.t 
Lithograph on chine collé. 610 x 445mm (24 x 17½"), 
very large margins. Foxing in the margins. Small loss 
to lower left corner and tear in lower margin. £130 
A three quarter length portrait of Frederick William 
Hervey (1769-1859), 1st Marquis of Bristol, seated 
with a book in his lap. From the Ipswich Museum 
Portraits series published by George Ransom in 1852: 
the sixty portraits of distinguished men of science were 
designed to commemorate the foundation of the 
museum in 1846.   
Stock: 57163 

 
73. [Robert Adam.]  
Published March 1st 1808 by William Richardson, 31, 
Strand. 
Etching. 200 x 125mm (8 x 5"). Trimmed into plate at 
sides. £65 
Profile bust portrait of Robert Adam (1728-92), 
architect   
Stock: 57207 

 
74. W.m. Darling [facsimile signature].  
Painted by John Reay. Drawn on Stone by Weld 
Taylor. London, Published by Thos. Mc.Lean, 26, 
Haymarket & Currie & Bowman, Newcastle upon 
Tyne. J.Graf, Printer to Her Majesty [n.d., c.1830]. 
Rare lithograph on chine collé, with printed backing 
paper. Printed area. 360 x 240mm (14¼ x 9½"). Soiling 
to backing paper.  Margins bit messy. £230 
William Darling (1786-1865), keeper of Longstone 
lighthouse, seated but with a wreck behind him. On the 
7th of September 1838, the "Forfarshire"with sixty-
three persons on board, struck on the Farne Islands, 
and Darling, along with his daughter Grace Darling, 
rescued nine survivors from the shipwreck, earning 
them a gold medal from the Humane Society. 
The original painting, by John Reay (active 1838-1900) 
is in the RNLI Grace Darling Museum .   
Stock: 57056 

 
75. Hieroglyphic for the Eventful Year 1838.  
Engraved by Mansell. [n.d., 1837] 
Aquatint, sheet 205 x 265mm (8¼ x 10½"). Trimmed. 
Folds as normal, taped tears. £130 
Nine vignette scenes of 'events' forefold for 1838. The 
centre image shows a woman (possibly Queen 
Victoria) being held by a centaur and grabbed by 
Death. Other scenes include; a woman greeting 
someone; someone trying to snatch the crown, a drier 
looking River Thames; a ship sinking; war; an 
allegorical scene; a natural disaster; and rural plague 
victims.   
Stock: 56980 

 
76. Astronomy. - New System. Signs of the 
Zodiac.  
[by Robert Seymour?] London Published by Thos. 
McLean, 26 Haymarket, 1827. 
Rare hand-coloured etching. Sheet: 200 x 260mm (8 x 
10¼''). Trimmed, tipped into album sheet. £260 

 
A ring of satirical representations of the twelve zodiac 
signs surround a basket in which the traditional signs 
have been thrown. On the basket is a sign 'Old Signs to 
be sold cheap'. BM Satires Undescribed.  
Stock: 50968 

 
77. [Five comic scenes] Plate 15. 
Designed and Drawn on Zine by  A.I. Molinari. Printed 
by J. Grieve. Nicholas Lane London. London: Charles 
Tilt, Fleet Street. [n.d.,c.1820]. 
Very rare zincograph, sheet 220 x 275mm (8¾ x 
10¾").  £160 
Five comic scenes with one line of text; A man being 
handed a piece of paper, 'Hope I don't Intrude?', two 
men dragging a hot air balloon out of the water, 
'Cloud's Omnibus arrival at the bank,' dance partners 
with the woman's feather accessory attaching itself to 
the man's hair, 'Miss Huggins, M.r Huggins,' a man 
sliding down a ladder from a gas lamp post,'More 
speed than pleasure,' and two gentleman leaning, 'a pair 
of Cross-grained fellows'.   
Stock: 57072 

 
78. Syntax Star-Gazing.  
Drawn by Rowlandson. Pub.d May 1.1821, at R. 
Ackermann's, 101 Strand. 
Coloured aquatint, sheet145 x 230mm (5¾ x 9½")  £95 
Dr Syntax with a young lady on a small balcony; she 
looks through a telescope to the sky. Two further 
couples, one on the bridge look up to the sky and the 
other do the same by the lake. To the right, a butler 
holding a tray of tea trips over a dog and falls down. 
From 'The Third Tour of Dr Syntax. In Search of a 
Wife'. In the Science and Society Picture Library.  
Stock: 57063 

 
79. Levers. Book 13. 1.  Six Droll Prints of 
the Mechanical Powers, Allegorically and 
Laughably Expressed. 
Printed for & Sold by Carington Bowles, No. 69 St 
Paul's Church Yard, London [n.d., c.1780]. 
Coloured engraving. Sheet 205 x 155mm (8 x 6"). 
Trimmed to engraved border, glue stains in corners, 
slight creasing. £130 
Two men on a make-shift see-saw of a plank  and log, 
one falling off. Ex Collection Norman Blackburn.  
Stock: 56773 

 



80. L'Eclipse. Dediée aux Astronomes, et aux 
Philosophes du dixhuitieme Steele par VA. 
Etch'd by J. Barlow. Publish'd as the Act directs, Feb.y 
20, 1787, by H. Humphrey No 51, New Bond Street. 
Rare etching with fine hand colour. 300 x 215mm (12 
x 8½"). Mounted in album paper. £480 
A woman's head, topped with a conical hat trimmed 
with a monstrous arrangement of feathers, peers over a 
huge fur muff. Eclipses were in the news in 1787 
because there were seven full eclipses of the sun and 
moon, the maximum number possible, which usually 
happens once every 130 years.  
A note on the British Museum's example of this print 
(from the Banks Collection) ascribes it to a Miss V. 
Aynscombe. BM Satires 7248. The three examples in 
the BM are all uncoloured.  
Stock: 43889 

 

 
81. An Historical, Emblematical, Patriotical, 
and Political Print, representing the English 
Balloon, or National Debt in the year 1782, 
with a full View of the Stock Exchange, and its 
supporters the Financiers Bulls, Bears, 
Brokers, Lame Ducks, and others, and a 
proportionate Ball of Gold, the specific size of 
all the Money we have to pay it with supposing 
that to be Twenty Millions of Pounds sterling, 
the Gold, and Silver Trees entwined with 
Serpents, & upheld by Dragons, for the 
pleasure of Pluto & all his Bosom Friends. 
E.H.P. Eliz.h Hen.ta Phelps, pinx.t. W.m. Phelps Inv.t. 
F. Jukes Sculp.t. London, Publish'd as the Act Directs, 
by W.m Phelps, July 1, 1785. 
Aquatint with etching & engraving. Sheet 540 x 
410mm (21¼ x 16"). Trimmed into plate, some wear, 
with repairs.  Extremely rare but damaged. £950 
A satire of the National Debt, with the Stock Exchange 
(New Jonathan's Coffee House in Change Alley) with a 

balloon on the roof held in place by bulls and bears 
with human faces. In the street are investors, some with 
webbed feet indicating they are 'lame ducks'. BM 
Satires 6803.  
Stock: 57123 

 
82. L'Eclipse de 1832.  
Lith. de Delaporte Sr. de Langlume. On s'abonne chez 
Aubert, Galerie Vero Dodat. [Paris, 1832.] 
Lithograph with some hand colouring, sheet 255 x 
330mm. 10 x 13".  £190 
A contemporary satire on reactions to the solar eclipse 
of July 1832; a military officer (centre) tries to rouse a 
man in theatrical costume from his slumber in a chair, 
gesturing towards the celestial phenomenon (coloured) 
upper right. Rows of sleeping men in armchairs to 
right, several figures looking through telescopes to left. 
The unrest of 1830 brought about the popular 
overthrow of the entrenched power within France and 
by summer 1832 the political scene was quite altered 
and the eclipse is used as an analogy. 
For the Paris periodical 'La Caricature', numbered 
'No.60' upper right.   
Stock: 17981 

 
83. Compensations N.o11 bis. Celui la 
voudrait zedescendre. 
Ch. Philpon inv et del. Lith de Ducarme. Wattier, lith. 
a Paris, chez Ostervald aine, Quai des Augustins, N.o 
37 etched Hautecoeur Martinet rue du coq S.t Honore. 
Very rare lithograph, sheet 325 x 225mm (12¾ x 8¾"). 
 £240 
A man in the basket of a hot air balloon crouches, 
mouth agape in terror looking down at the mountainous 
scenery. Text in French captures his sentiment 'He 
would like her to come down.'   
Stock: 57081 

 
84. Paris L'Ete. N.o 12 
Henry. Emy. Imp. d'Aubert & C.ie Chez Aubert Pl. de 
la Bourse, 29. 
Lithograph, sheet 340 x 260mm (13½ x 10¼").  £190 
Four comic scenes of Paris in the summer; A crowd 
gathering to depart on a coach,' D'epart pour une petite 
partie de campagne,' a woman with a huge hat carrying 
a parasol, 'Une dame qui veut se conserver le teint,' a 
woman in a hot air balloon, 'M.lle Garnerin repondant 
aux acclamations d'un public idolatre,' and a man in 
hunting gear stalking in an unsuitable enviroment, 
'Etudes de chasse avant l'ouverture.' 
Elisa Garnerin (1791-1853) was a French balloonist 
and parachutist. She was the niece of the pioneer 
parachutist André-Jacques Garnerin, and took 
advantage of his name and of the novelty of a woman 
performing what were at the time extremely daring 
feats.   
Stock: 57078 

 
85. An Extraordinary Eclipse.  
Rowlandson. sc. Quiz.fecit. London Publsihed by T. 
Tegg. N.o111. Cheapside. Nov. 1. 1815. 
Coloured aquatint, sheet 135 x 230mm (5¼ x 9"). 
Some surface dirt. Repaired tears. £85 



From the series 'The Grand Master or Adventures of 
Qui Hi? In Hindostan a Hudibranstic poem in eight 
cantos by quiz'. A group of officials, military and 
civilian, watch an eclipse across a piece of water. 
Satire phrophesising Francis Edward Rawdon-
Hastings', 1st Marquess of Hastings (1754 –1826), 
failure as Governor-General of India. BM Satires 
12725  
Stock: 57064 

 
86. The Grand Entertainment.  
G. C.k. fec.t. [n.d., c.1814.] 
Hand-coloured engraving. Sheet: 200 x 240mm (8 x 
9½"). Trimmed, losing original letterpress verse. £180 
A satire on the attendence of the Prince Regent at a 
celebration of the end of the Napoleonic War (prior to 
Napoleon's 100 Days), at the Marquess of Hertford's 
mansion, 16th June 1814. The Prince Regent was 
reported to have 'engaged in the festive dance' until 
5.30 in the morning. Here he shown dancing around a 
large 'Temple of Folly', between Lady Hertford and her 
husband who wears the cuckold's horns, a reference to 
the lengthy affair of his wife Isabella and the prince. 
BM Satire 12303.  
Stock: 46160 

 

 
87. The Craft in Danger. An uproar among 
the Craftsmen at Ephesus. opposing a new 
Species of Knowledge which they thought 
might interfere with the profits of their trade.  
Acts XIX Ver.23 &c. 
[John Kay.] [n.d., Edinburgh 1817.] 
Etching. 200 x 280mm (8 x 11"), very large margins. 
Slight creasing.  Repaired tears in borders. £320 
Caricature of Dr. Barclay riding on the skeleton of an 
elephant in Edinburgh University, engaged in an 
academic disputation with other professors about 
muscular motion. By John Kay (1742 - 1826), 
Edinburgh etcher of portrait caricatures. Image lettered 
with speech bubbles. Not in BM Satires.  
Stock: 56989 

 
88. Doctor Syntax Going to Richmond in the 
Steam Boat.  
[Drawn & etched by Isaac Robert Cruikshank?.] 
[London, J Johnston, 1820.] 
Hand-coloured aquatint. Sheet: 145 x 235mm (5¾ x 
9¼''). Mount burn. £60 

The cleric is sprayed in the face by a fellow passenger 
opening a bottle. 
From 'The tour of Doctor Syntax through London, or 
the pleasures and miseries of the metropolis', an 
imitation of the original work by William Combe. Both 
Thomas Rowlandson (artist of the original work) and 
Cruikshank have been credited with the illustrations; 
the BM thinks it is more likely Cruikshank.   
Stock: 56868 

 
89. Magnus Alexander Achillinus.  
[Bologna, Hieronymum de Benedictis, n.d., c.1520.] 
Very scarce woodcut, set in Latin text. Sheet 205 x 
135mm (8 x 5¼"). Small notch in top edge, slight 
spotting. £360 
An early portrait of Alessandro Achillini (c.1463-
1512), philosopher and physician of Bologna, who 
studied anatomy. It was published as the frontispiece to 
'Annotationes anatomiae magni Alexandri Achillini 
Bononiensis', first published 1520. Wellcome 8-1.  
Stock: 57195 

 
90. Chiromancy.  
Published by Longman & C.o 1810. 
Rare etching, plate 180 x 105mm (7 x 4¼"), with large 
margins.  £160 
A numbered diagram of a hand, presumbably it 
originally came with a key, for palm reading.   
Stock: 57068 

 
91. [John Couch Adams] I.C. Adams, A.M. 
Coll. Divi Johannis apud Cantabrigienses 
Socius. Neptunus calculo monstratus, A.D. 
1845. 
Painted by Thomas Mogford. Engraved by Samuel 
Cousins, A.R.A. London, July 10, 1851, Published for 
the Proprietor Thomas Mogford, by J. Hogarth No. 5 
Haymarket. 
Scarce mezzotint on chine collé. 450 x 335mm (17¾ x 
13¼"). Repaired tear in backing sheet. £460 
John Couch Adams (1819-92), mathematician and 
astronomer. famed for predicting the existence and 
position of Neptune, using only mathematics, 
explaining the discrepancies of Uranus's orbit and the 
laws of Kepler and Newton.   
Stock: 57110 

 
92. G. B. Airy [facsimile signature].  
1852 T.H. Maguire.  
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 330 x 240mm (13 x 
9½"), very large margins.  £320 
A half-length portrait of George Biddell Airy (1801-
92), seated, holding a device. During his tenure as 
Astronomer Royal (1835-1881) he established 
Greenwich as the location of the prime meridian.   
Stock: 57109 

 
93. Henry Andrews, Astronomer and the 
celebrated Author of Moore's Almanack. Aged 
71 -- 1815. Born at Frieston, near Grantham, 
February 4th 1744; Died at Royston, in 
Hertfordshire, January 26th, 1820, aged 76 
years. 



J. Watson Pinxt. T. Blood Sculpt. [n.d. c.1815.] 
Very rare stipple with letterpress attachment. Plate 165 
x 114mm (6½ x 4½"), very large margins. Some age 
spots and creasing. £260 
Half portrait of Henry Andrews (1744 –1820) 
mathematician and astronomer. For 43 years he worked 
in his spare time as 'Compiler of the tables detailing the 
movement of the planets' for Old Moore's Almanac 
aside his day job as Calculator to the Board of 
Longitude. W: 72.  
Stock: 56979 

 
94. Petrus Apianus Binvitzius Astrologus. 
Qvod Coelos Pandis, Radio Qvod Sidera 
Pingis, Germanvs Merito Diceris Archimedes. 
[n.d. c.1598]. 
Engraving sheet, 220 x 135mm (8¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed 
and glued to backing sheet. £80 
Bust-length portrait of Petrus Apian wearing flat cap 
and coat with embroidered broad collar; in an oval, 
beautifully flanked by wasps, butterflies flowers, 
strawberries and laurel branches. With latin text 
underneath that reads 'You'll be rightly called 
Archimedes.' Most likely an illustration to a book. 
Petrus Apianus (1495-1552), also known as Peter 
Apian, Peter Bennewitz, and Peter Bienewitz, was a 
German humanist, known for his works in 
mathematics, astronomy, cartography and 
cosmography. His most famous publications were: 
Astronomicum Caesareum (1540) and Cosmographicus 
liber (1524). The lunar crater Apianus and asteroid 
19139 Apian are named in his honour. Not in 
Wellcome.  
Stock: 57158 

 
95. Sphere.  
[n.d., c.1700.] 
Engraving with fine hand colour, including gold 
highlights, pt 17th century watermark. 180 x 125mm (7 
x 5").  £130 
An illustration of an armillary sphere on a tromp l'oeil 
wall hanging. The stand and pair of compasses are 
highlighted in gold.   
Stock: 56808 

 
96. Origin of the Asteroids. N.o 79 
[Published 1842, London for "The Beauty of the 
Heavens: A Pictorial Display of The Astronomical 
Phenomena of The Universe" by Charles. F. Blunt.] 
Very rare coloured lithograph, sheet 160 x 205mm (6¼ 
x 8¼") Right edge of paper missing. A few tears and 
creases repaired. Some time staining. £120 
An astronomical diagram.   
Stock: 56986 

 
97. Relox Astronomico. Tomo I, N.o4 
Lamina 32. 
R. Ackermann's Repository of Arts &c. 1824. 
Finely coloured aquatint, sheet 240 x 140 (9½ x 5½"). 
 £85 
An astronomical device.   
Stock: 56985 

 

98. [Total Solar Eclipse.] Astronomy. Plate 
5. 
Engraved & Printed in Colours by W. & A. K. 
Johnston. Edinburgh. William Blackwood & Sons. 
Edinburgh & London. [n.d. c.1855-77.] 
Chromolithograph. 270 x 350mm (10 ½ x 13¾"). 
Central fold crease as normal. £80 
Plate 5 of Blackwood & Sons' 'School Atlas of 
Astronomy' by Scottish borthers William and 
Alexander Keith Johnston who established their own 
printing business in Edinburgh after training under 
globe maker James Kirkwood. The Atlas included 
eighteen coloured plates of celestial bodies, first 
published in 1855, the final edition was published in 
1877.   
Stock: 56913 

 

 
99. Practical Astronomy. Come-It by 
Candlelight or Plan-It Airy-Motions. 
E. Wright del.t. F. C. Hunt sculp.t. London, Pub.d by 
Harrison Isaacs, Charles S.t Soho Square. [n.d. c.1830.] 
Rare & scarce aquatint with original hand colour. Sheet 
280 x 355mm (11 x 14"). Trimmed to image at sides, 
into plate top and bottom, tear at top taped, damage in 
inscription area. £280 
A man looks through a telescope with amazement, not 
knowing what he is looking at is a night watchman's 
lantern. Meanwhile another man picks his pocket. 
Hickman: pg 117 (uncoloured).  
Stock: 57042 

 
100. Solar Spots. The Comet of 1811. 
Telescopic Appearances of Venus. Telescopic 
Appearances of Mars. The Great Meteor of 
November 13 1803. 
Neele & Son Sc. 353 Strand. [London: Sir Richard 
Phillips, c.1823.] 
Three mezzotint plates on one sheet, scarce. Sheet 450 
x 270mm (17¾ x 10½"). Some damage, creasing, laid 
on archival paper. £360 
From 'The Atlas of Nature: being a Graphic Display of 
the Most Interesting Subjects in the Three Kingdoms of 
Nature, for Study and Reference.   
Stock: 56815 

 



101. [Astronomy] Die fanstu haben eien 
schein: Wie gros dort werd die freude sein.  
G. Strauch del. M. Küsell sc. [n.d., c.1650.] 
Engraving. 115 x 145mm (4½ x 5¾") very large 
margins. Old ink mss. in margins. £180 
Three cherubs looking at the sun through telescopes.   
Stock: 56816 

 
102. [8 illustrations of astronomy.]  
Jaede del. G. Brinckmann sculps.t Leipzig. Druck von 
Voigt & Günther [n.d., c.1850.] 
Steel engraving with hand colour. Sheet 255 x 195mm 
(10 x 7¾").  £140 
Eight numbered vignette illustrations: an observatory 
building, the Moon, Saturn, a telescope, a reflecting 
telescope, a celestial globe, how to observe an eclipse 
via a reflection in water and a comet.   
Stock: 56835 

 

 
103. [Telescope and Cross-staff.]  
S. Fokke in fe. [Amsterdam, c.1745.] 
Engraving. 150 x 235mm (6 x 9¼"), with large 
margins. Some slight staining. £160 
Two scenes on one plate. On the left a group use a 
telescope to look at the stars. On the right a navigator 
uses a cross-staff from a ship, looking up at the Plough 
(Big Dipper); the plate demonstrates how to use the 
asterism to locate Polaris.   
Stock: 56822 

 
104. Astronomy. [Fitzgeralds General 
Preceptor Vol. pa:] 
[London Publish'd by C. Taylor Holborn Dec.r 1 1795] 
Stipple proof, plate 175 x 1105mm (7 x 4½"), very 
large margins.  £95 
Female figure alongide telescope and astronomical 
instruments, with a starry sky behind.   
Stock: 56984 

 
105. Die sichtbare Seite der Mon-Oberflache. 
[The visible side of the Moon's Surface.]  
Steiler's Hand-Atlas N.o 2. u. 3. Gotha: Justus Perthes 
1872. 
Chromolithograph. 375 x 460mm (14¾ x 18"). Some 
minor toning around the edges. Folded along central 
crease as normal. £140 
An impressively detailed map of the moon's 
topographical features as well as a small inset diagram 
that shows the daily changes of the lunar phase. This 
sort of detail was typical of the maps designed by 
Adolf Stieler. His 'Handatlas' enjoyed huge popularity 

as a scientific publication, and ran from 1816 to 1945 
in ten editions.   
Stock: 56912 

 
106. [Astronomy.] Come forth O Man, yon 
azure Round survey [...]. Baker on the 
Universe. 
[n.d., c.1750.] 
Engraving. 200 x 120mm (8 x 4¾"). Bottom margin 
trimmed to plate mark. Repaired damage to title area. 
Repaired wormhole in top margin. £85 
A frontispiece to an edition of Henry Baker's 1730 
poem 'On the Universe', illustrated with a scene of five 
people using telescopes, an armillary sphere and a 
globe in a classical garden. Compasses, telescopes and 
other astronomical instruments litter the ground. See: 
Science Museum 13619.  
Stock: 56934 

 
107. M. Bailly, Mayor of Paris 1789 and 1790.  
Boizot, del. Cook, sculpt. [n.d., c.1793]. 
Engraving, plate 180 x 110mm (7 x 4¼"), with 
margins. Small margin on left. Foxing, mainly in 
margins. Holes in right margin where previously 
bound. £60 
Portrait of Jean Sylvain Bailly bust in profile to the 
right, wearing a queue wig. 
Jean Sylvain Bailly (1736 –1793) was a French 
astronomer, mathematician, freemason and political 
leader of the early part of the French Revolution. He 
presided over the Tennis Court Oath, served as the 
mayor of Paris from 1789 to 1791, and was ultimately 
guillotined during the Reign of Terror. Wellcome: 148-
1.  
Stock: 57161 

 
108. Tycho Brahe Astronome. Ne a Knud- 
Strup pres d'Helsinborg en Dannemare le 19 
x.bre 1546. Mort a Prague le 24 Octobre 1601. 
[after Jacques de Gheyn II] A Paris chez Odieuvre, 
M.d d'Estampes, quai de l'Ecole vis a vis la Samarit.e 
ala belle Imag. CPR. [n.d., c.1730.] 
Engraving, shet 220 x 130mm (8¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed 
within plate and glued to backing sheet. £95 
Half-length portrait of Tycho Brahe, wearing a 
feathered beret and collar of the Order of the Elephant, 
holding glove and resting hand on ledge. 
Tycho Brahe (born Tyge Ottesen Brahe 1546 –1601) 
was a Danish astrologer, alchemist and astronomer 
known for his accurate and comprehensive 
astronomical observations. Not in Wellcome: 405  
Stock: 57154 

 
109. Plani Sperium Coeleste.  
[Engraved by Jan Peeters] [Antwerp, 1692.] 
Engraving. 150 x 285mm (6 x 11¼"), large margins. 
Some creasing as normal. £160 
A double-hemisphere celestial map, with allegorical 
figures of the bodies of the Solar System in the corners 
and cusps. 
From ''L'Atlas en Abrege, ou Nouvelle Description du 
Monde''.   
Stock: 56823 



 
110. [Celestial Hemispheres] The First Part of 
the Northern Celestial Hemisphere. [&] The 
Second Part of the Northern Celestial 
Hemisphere. [&] The First Part of the So.n 
Celestial Hemisphere. [&] The Second Celestial 
Hemisphere. 
J. Mynde sculp. [on one plate.] [London, c.1760.] 
Set of four engravings with hand colour. Each c. 155 x 
295mm. All plates with binding folds, 2nd plate with 
damp and damage top right. £500 
Four plates making up the two celestial hemispheres, 
with the constellations in their classic shapes. 
From volume 4 of 'Spectacle de la Nature: Or Nature 
Display'd. Being Discourses on Such Particulars of 
Natural History as Were Thought Most Proper to 
Excite the Curiosity and Form the Minds of Youth', an 
English edition of a work by Noël Antoine Pluche.   
Stock: 56837 

 
111. [Celestial Globe.] Engraved for the 
Universal Magazine. 
Printed for J. Hinton in Newgate Street [n.d., 1757]. 
Coloured engraving. 190 x 120mm (7¼ x 4¾"), large 
margins on 3 sides.  £120 
A celestial globe with a mechanism for positioning the 
sun and moon.   
Stock: 56827 

112. [Pair of Celestial Hemisheres] Northern 
Hemisphere. [&] Sothern Hemisphere.  
J. Shury sc. [London: Thomas Tegg, 1826.] 
Two engravings with hand colour. Two sheets each 
150 x 165mm (6 x 6½"). Trimmed and laid on album 
paper. £140 
A pair of celestial hemispheres, with the classical 
depictions of the constellations.   
Stock: 57036 

 
113. Chart of the Heavens, for the Latitude of 
Great Britain. Shewing The Stars Visible On 
Any Night Throughout The Year. 
London: Published By James Reynolds, 174, Strand. 
[n.d., c.1850] 
Hand tinted engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 11¼"). 
Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools Mount 
Vernon.' £360 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
A celestial tranformation map with calendar scale 
round the outside; holes where the stars are so when 
held up to the light they "shine".   
Stock: 56836 

 
114. Globe Celeste. Hemel-Globe,  
[n.d., c.1700] 
Engraving with hand colour, pt 17th century 
watermark. 180 x 130mm (7 x 5"). Glue stains in 
margins. £130 
An illustration of a celestial globe with a rococo base, 
with a classical background.   
Stock: 56809 

 
115. [Shooting Star.]  
[n.d.] 
Engraving. 110 x 140mm (4¼ x 5½"). Trimmed and 
laid on album paper. £240 
A scene of townspeople gaze upward in shock at a 
bright shooting star while an anthropomorphic moon 
looks down at them.  The German Comet of 1619.   
Stock: 57217 

 
116. Eigentlicher Abriss und Situation des 
Neuen Sterns, wie derselbe zu Regenspurg, und 
anderer Orthen im h. Röm. Reich den 14. 15. 
16. Decembris deß 1652 Jahres, observirt und 
gesehen worden. 
[Frankfurt, Matthaus Merian, c.1652.] 
Etching. 235 x 260mm (9¼ x 10¼"). Vertical fold, tear 
in edge of right margin. £280 
Four illustrations of a comet seen over Regensburg in 
mid-December 1652.   
Stock: 56807 

 



117. The Comet. Grand Meteoric 
Phenomenon. - The Comet. 
[n.d., c.1860.] 
Wood engraving with letterpress. Sheet 160 x 165mm 
(6¼ x 6½"). Trimmed from a larger sheet. £45 
The Great Meteor Procession of 1860, with a meteor 
leaving a long trail caused by debris. According to the 
text, Sir John Herschel published a detailed notice of 
the event.   
Stock: 56862 

 
118. The Comet of 1811, As seen at Day 
Break the 15th Oct.r from Otterbourne Hill, 
near Winchester. 
Engraved by H,R, Cook from a drawing by Pether for 
the Gallery of Nature & Art. [London: R. Wilkes, 
1815.] 
Engraving. Sheet 110 x 175mm (4¼ x 6¾"). Trimmed 
close to image, backed with archival paper. £160 
The Great Comet of 1811 (designated C/1811 F1) with 
an estimated an orbital period of nearly 3,000 years.   
Stock: 56825 

 
119. The Comet and Zodiacal Light, as seen 
from the Terrace of the Maison Guiglia at 
Nice, on the evening of the 17th March 1843. 
London, Published June 9th 1843 by William Spooner, 
377 Strand. 
Scarce lithograph. Printed area 285 x 215mm (11¼ x 
8½"). Tears in inscription area taped, edges chipped.
 £490 
An illustration of the Great Comet of 1843 (designated 
C/1843 D1 and 1843 I), one of the Kreutz Sungrazers, 
noted for its long tail. Its orbital period is believed to 
be between 600 and 800 years. 
Also shown is the zodical light, a false dawn caused by 
sunlight scattered by interplanetary dust.   
Stock: 56813 

 
120. The Great Comet of 1861 as seen from a 
Newtonian Equatorial of 13 inches aperture. 
July 2 10,h 10.m G.M.T. July 3 12.h 40.m 
G.M.T. 
Waren de la Rue del. J. Basire sc. [c.1861.] 
Scarce mezzotint. 230 x 290mm (9 x 11½"). Tear in 
top margin. £380 
Two illustrations of the coma of the Great Comet of 
1861 (designated C/1861 J1 and 1861 II). It is believed 
to have an orbital period of 400 years.   
Stock: 56812 

 
121. Comets. Comets are heavenly bodies of a 
luminous and nebulous appearance which 
approach and recede from the Sun, moving in 
very elliptical... 
[Drawn and Engraved by John Emslie.] London, James 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. Sep.r 25 1860 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Some foxing. £390 
Astronomical diagram from a set of teaching cards 
published by Reynolds; depicting comets in the years 
1811, 1680, 1858, 1835 and 1741 with explainary text. 

Most likely drawn and engraved by John Emslie, who 
frequently collaborated with Reynolds on diagrams.   
Stock: 56830 

 
122. Cometes et Aerolithes Pl. XI 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg. [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £360 
Celestial map showing and explaining comets and 
aerolites (a meteorite composed mainly of silica). One 
of twelve from the French version of the 
Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 'Astronomie Populare en 
Tableaux Tansparents', from Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56891 

 

 
123. Cosmography Epitomised, In Six Copper 
Plate Delineations.  
By S. Dunn, Teacher of the Mathematical Sciences, 
London. 1786. London. Printed for Rob.t Sayer, No 53 
in Fleet Street, as the Act directs 10 January 1774. 
Engraving with mezzotint, 18th century watermark; 
370 x 550mm (14½ x 21¾"), very large margins.  £450 
A diagram with twelve spheres, illustrating the Solar 
System, the orbits of the inner planets, the compass, 
magnetic variation, etc. 
From the first edition of ''A New and General 
Introduction to Practical Astronomy, with its 
application to Geography'' by Samuel Dunn (1723-94). 
He taught at the Maritime Academy, Ormond House, 
Paradise Row in Chelsea. 
The use of mezzotint on such scientific diagrams is 
unusual.   
Stock:  

 
124. Cosmography Epitomised, In Six Copper 
Plate Delineations.  
By S. Dunn, Teacher of the Mathematical Sciences, 
London. 1786. London. Printed for Rob.t Sayer, No 53 
in Fleet Street, as the Act directs 10 June 1786. 
Engraving with mezzotint, 18th century watermark; 
370 x 550mm (14½ x 21¾"), very large margins.  £450 
A diagram with twelve spheres, illustrating the Solar 
System, the orbits of the inner planets, the compass, 
magnetic variation, etc. 
From ''A New and General Introduction to Practical 
Astronomy, with its application to Geography'' by 



Samuel Dunn (1723-94). He taught at the Maritime 
Academy, Ormond House, Paradise Row in Chelsea. 
The use of mezzotint on such scientific diagrams is 
unusual.   
Stock: 57113 

 

 
125. [William Cuningham] [Greek title] Aetat 
28.  
[by William Cuningham?] [London: John Day, 1559.] 
Woodcut. Sheet 170 x 120mm (6¾ x 4¾). Narrow 
margins, a little damp staining. £280 
An oval portrait of William Cuningham (1531- after 
1586, born Keningham), physician, astrologer and 
engraver, appointed public lecturer at Surgeons' Hall in 
1563. The title gives his age as 28, suggesting this 
portrait was made in 1559 for his book, 'The 
Cosmographical Glasse, conteinyng the Pleasant 
Principles of Cosmographie, Geographie, 
Hydrographie or Navigation'. It is probable that he 
engraved it himself, along with the map of Norwich in 
the same work, the earliest English townplan to be 
published. Not in Wellcome, see 733 for later versions.  
Stock: 56860 

 
126. Petrus Aponensis. Medicus', Astrologus 
et Philosos 
[n.d., c.1688]. 
Engraving, sheet 220 x 125mm (8½ x 5"). Trimmed 
and glued to backing sheet. £50 
Head and shoulders portrait of Pietro d'Abano wearing 
a cap and gown. 
Pietro d'Abano, also known as Petrus de Apono, Petrus 
Aponensis or Peter of Abano (c. 157 – c.1316), was an 
Italian philosopher, astrologer, and professor of 
medicine in Padua. He was born in the Italian town 
from which he takes his name, now Abano Terme. He 
gained fame by writing Conciliator Differentiarum, 
quae inter Philosophos et Medicos Versantur. He was 

eventually accused of heresy and atheism, and came 
before the Inquisition. He died in prison in 1315 (some 
sources say 1316) before the end of his trial. R. 
Burgess, Portraits of doctors & scientists in the 
Wellcome Institute, London 1973, no. 2290.2  
Wellcome 84  
Stock: 57159 

 
127. Jos de Beauchamp. Astronomer.  
Eng.d by Mackenzie from an Original Picture. [after 
François Marie Rosset] [Published by A. Tilloch Carey 
Street June 1.st 1802] 
Engraving, sheet 220 x 130mm (8¾ x 5"). Trimmed 
within publication line. Glued to backing sheet. £65 
Head and shoulders portrait of Pierre Joseph de 
Beauchamp, wearing a headscarf and fur trimmed coat. 
Pierre Joseph de Beauchamp (1752-1801) was a 
French diplomat, clergyman and astronomer. Not in 
Wellcome.  
Stock: 57162 

 
128. The Earth - Its Annual Revolutions, and 
the Seasons of the Year. Nebulae _ Comets. 
Plate LIX. LX. 
Blackie & Son, London, Glasgow, Edinburgh & 
Dublin [n.d., c.1880]. 
Coloured wood engraving. Sheet 250 x 320mm (9¾ x 
12½").  £45 
Multiple images of the Earth within a ring demarqued 
with the Zodiac, showing the seasons. In the borders 
are 21 illustrations of nebulae and comets, including 
the Crab Nabula and three views of Halley's Comet as 
seen in 1835.   
Stock: 57133 

 
129. Geographical Diagram of The Earth. 
Adapted for Illustrating Its Movements &c. 
[Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie] London: J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand; Reeves & Sons; Rock & Co; 
Peacock & Mansfield. [n.d., c.1850] 
Engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 11¼"). Missing 
two volvelle, pinholes where they would have been. 
Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools Mount 
Vernon.' Ink stains upper right corner. £130 
Series of six diagrams illustrating day and night, the 
climatic zones and the Earth's rotation and its 
movement through space with two rotating, hand-
coloured discs showing the hemispheres of the Earth 
which are sadly missing. See reference 56798.  
Stock: 56881 

 
130. A Partial Eclipse.  
[n.d., c.1840.] 
Lithograph. Sheet 125 x 160mm (5 x 6¼"). Taped to 
album sheet. £80 
A half-length portait of a young woman, with some of 
her face obscured by a veil.   
Stock: 57095 

 



131. The appearance of the Total Solar eclipse 
from Haradon hill May 11. 1724.  
Stukeley del. E. Kirkhall Sculp. [c.1724 bit later.] 
Mezzotint on wove paper. 175 x 280mm (7 x 11"), 
very large margins. Slight creasing in margins. £230 
Three men, two holding their horses, looking across a 
field at the solar eclipse; rays edged with light radiating 
from a bank of darkened clouds. The artist was Dr 
William Stukeley (1687-1765), best known for his 
early researches of the prehistoric monuments of 
Stonehenge and Avebury in Wiltshire.  
In the modern calendar the date of the eclipse was May 
22nd.   
Stock: 57017 

 
132. [Untitled map of the path of the 1764 
Solar Eclipse]  
Gent. Mag. 1764. 
Engraved map. 185 x 115mm.  £120 
A map of the path of the 1764 solar eclipse across 
northern France and south east England. Three disks 
show how much of the sun was obscured in Bologne 
(total), Orleans & London (almost total) 6.   
Stock: 56817 

 
133. Eclipse of the Moon.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £85 
The eclipse of the Moon over Naples, with Vesuvius. 
Plate 58 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56794 

 
134. Annular Eclipse of the Sun.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Damage in right corner repaired, £130 
A solar eclipse over a seascape. 
Plate 62 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 57025 

 
135. Eclipses. The Theory of the Tides. 
[Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie] [London: J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. n.d., c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Small tears at the bottom and some of the 
explanatory text faded. Some ageing to the paper. £280 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
Diagrams explaining eclipses of the Moon, eclipses of 
the Sun, and the theory of tides   
Stock: 56887 

 

136. Eclipses. The Theory of the Tides. 
[Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie] [London: J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. n.d., c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Some ageing to the paper. Ink stamp on the 
back 'St Thomas's Schools Mount Vernon.' £280 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
Diagrams explaining eclipses of the Moon, eclipses of 
the Sun, and the theory of tides.   
Stock: 56890 

 
137. Eclipes. Flux et reflux (mares). Pl. VIII. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Some paper toning. £280 
Diagrams explaining eclipses of the Moon, eclipses of 
the Sun, and the theory of tides. 
One of twelve from the French version of the 
Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 'Astronomie Populare en 
Tableaux Tansparents', from Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56900 

 

 
138. An Epitome of Astronomy, or A 
Compendious View of our Solar System. To the 
Masters and Misses of the United Kingdom, 
This Astronomomical Table deduced from the 
most Authentic Authors including the renoun'd 
Newton is most respectfully inscrib'd by their 
Obedient Servant William Snow. 
Published by William Snow Theobalds Road [n.d., 
c.1800.] 
Scarce engraving with hand colour. Sheet 150 x 
110mm (6 x 4½"). Slightly trimmed into title at top, 
slight staining on left. £320 



A circular table of facts about the seven known planets 
(with Uranus still called Hershell), with the sun in the 
centre.   
Stock: 56799 

 
139. Johannes Flamsteedius Derbiensis. 
Astronomiæ Professor Regius. Anno Ætatis 74. 
Obÿt Decem: 31 1719. 
T. Gibson pinx. 1712. Geo. Vertue sculp. 1721.  
Engraving. 325 x 220mm (12¾ x 8¾"), very large 
margins. Old ink mss. in lower margin. £320 
Oval portrait of John Flamsteed (1646 - 1719) the first 
Astronomer Royal. Wellcome: 988-1.  See Ref: 54226 
for a cut version.  
Stock: 57009 

 
140. Flamsteed.  
J: Gibson pinx. Jos.h Baker Sculp. [n.d., c.1795] 
Engraving, plate 175 x 110mm (6¾ x 4¼), with 
margins.  £65 
Half-length portrait of John Flamsteed, in an oval, 
slightly turned to the left, one hand at his breast, 
dressed in an academic gown with bands at his neck 
and with a periwig on his head. Illustration to a 
magazine. 
John Flamsteed FRS (1646 –1719) was an English 
astronomer and the first Astronomer Royal. His main 
achievements were the preparation of a 3,000-star 
catalogue, Catalogus Britannicus, and a star atlas called 
Atlas Coelestis, both published posthumously. He also 
made the first recorded observations of Uranus, 
although he mistakenly catalogued it as a star, and he 
laid the foundation stone for the Royal Greenwich 
Observatory.   
Stock: 57155 

 
141. Fontenelle Méditant sur la Pluralité des 
Mondes.  
Desfontaines del.t. Moret Sculp.t. A Paris, chez Blin, 
Imprimeur en Taille Douce, Place Maubert, No.17, vis-
a-vis la Rue des 3 Portes, A.P.D.R. [n.d., c.1790.] 
Aquatint with fine printed colour, with engraved text. 
245 x 165mm (9¾ x 6½"), with large margins. With 
tear entering text taped. £260 
A portrait of Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle (1657-
1757), standing by a telescope, gazing up at a moon 
with a human face.  
Fontenelle was a French author known for his 
accessible scientific texts during the Age of 
Enlightenment. He died one month short of his 
centenary.   
Stock: 56861 

 
142. Gemma Frisivs, Doccomiensis, Medicvs 
et Mathematicvs. Ut simulat solem radiantis 
gemma pyropi, Sic Gemmam artifici picta 
tabella manu. Haec vultum dedit, ipse animi 
monumenta perennis; Ne quid in exstincto non 
Superebe putes. 29. Vita excebit Louany VII. 
Kal. Iun. CIC. ICLV. Aet. XLVII. 
[After Jan van Stalburch] [n.d., c1620] 
Engraving, sheet 220 x 135mm (8¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed 
and glued to backing sheet. £140 

Head and shoulders portrait of Gemma Frisius with an 
excerpt from Melchior Adam's (c. 1575 – 1622) 'Vitae 
Germanorum medicorum' (1620). 
Gemma Frisius (born Jemme Reinerszoon; 1508 –
1555) was a Dutch physician, mathematician, 
cartographer, philosopher, and instrument maker. He 
created important globes, improved the mathematical 
instruments of his day and applied mathematics in new 
ways to surveying and navigation. The astronomical 
rings known as Gemma's rings are named after him.   
Stock: 57144 

 
143. Terrestrial Globe. Celestial Globe. 
Engraved for Middleton's Complete System of 
Geography. 
[London: J. Cooke, 1777-8.] 
Engraving. 190 x 290mm (7½ x 11½"), with margins. 
 £70 
An illustration of a pair of globes with rococo stands.   
Stock: 57129 

 
144. The Great Telescope, (of 52 Feet focus. 6 
feet clear opening of Speculum.) Erected at 
Birr Castle in Ireland by the Earl of Rosse, 
President of the Royal Society.  Lord Rosse 
directing the Conveyance of the Great 
Speculum to iits position at the base of the 
Tube, North Side. 
On Stone by W. Bevan from a drawing by Miss 
Henrietta Compton. Figurres by G. Herbert Herries. 
[n.d. c.1850] 
Tinted lithograph, image area 324 x 495mm. 12¾ x 
19½". Sheet 470 x 629m. 18½ x 24¾". Two tears in 
title and one in left margin. £790 
The real race for aperture was launched by William 
Parsons, the third Earl of Rosse. The Earl was a man of 
vast wealth, who owned extensive estates in Ireland. 
He was a passionate amateur astronomer, and like most 
amateurs, he needed a larger telescope. Money was not 
a hindrance for the Earl. He wanted to build the world's 
largest telescope, and he wanted it to be used by 
professional astronomers who would be able to 
properly access the discoveries which would be made. 
He decided to attempt a mirror six feet in diameter. 
The project began in 1843, but had to be suspended in 
1845 due to the Great Potato Famine. By 1847 
conditions had improved, and the telescope was finally 
placed into service. 
The team of professional astronomers which the Earl 
had engaged was headed by Sir Robert Ball.The 
telescope proved to be of amazing optical quality. But 
its light-gathering capacity was beyond all expectation. 
For the first time it was possible to detect stars as faint 
as 18th magnitude. The first subject of detailed 
examination was the Moon. Minute craters and rills 
which had never before been glimpsed were charted. 
Delicate new details were seen on Jupiter, Saturn, and 
Mars. After about one year of intensive study of the 
solar system, the telescope was turned to the stars. The 
big question which astronomers were asking in the 
mid-Nineteenth Century was 'Are the nebulae 
composed of minute stars which we cannot resolve 
because of their extreme distance?' The great telescope 



provided the first opportunity to try for a meaningful 
answer. It was not known at this time that there were 
different kinds of nebulae - some composed of stars, 
and some composed of gas and dust. After the Earl's 
death in 1867, his son, the Fourth Earl of Rosse 
continued his father's work. He fitted the telescope 
with a clock drive, and expanded the research with 
other (smaller) special-purpose instruments. Research 
on the heat content of the Moon was carried out over a 
22-year period. 
The last observations were made with the 72' in 1878, 
and it was dismantled in 1908. It is interesting to note 
that this instrument was not surpassed in size until the 
100' Hooker telescope at Mt. Wilson was placed in 
service in 1917. See ref 57216.  
Stock: 1421 

 
145. Effigie Iohannis Gravii. A.D. 1650.  
E.M. [Edward Mascall] fec. [n.d. c.1650]. 
Etching. Sheet 105 x 75mm (4¼ x 3"). Trimmed inside 
platemark, laid on album paper. £95 
John Greaves (1602-52), mathematician and Savilian 
Professor of Astronomy at Oxford. In 1637 he travelled 
to the Levant, intending to ascertain the latitude of 
Alexandria, home of the great mathmatician and 
cartographer Ptolemy. He also completed the most 
accurate survey of the pyramids of Egypt.   
Stock: 57202 

 
146. Edmundus Halleius, Astronomus Regius 
et Geometriae Professor Savilianus. 
T. Murray pinx 1712. John Faber Fecit 1722 Sold by 
Faber in fountain Court near ye Fountain Taverne in 
the Strande 
Mezzotint, sheet 365 x 260mm (14¼ x 10¼"). 
Repaired damage upper right; rare in this state. £290 
Edmond Halley (1656-1742), astronomer. He went to 
the University of Oxford, where he studied the theories 
of Sir Isaac Newton. Because he was so intrigued with 
these theories, it inspired him to write the Principle 
which he published with his own money in 1687. In 
1721 he was made Astronomer Royal and began an 18 
year study of the moon's complete revolution through 
its ascending and descending nodes. During his life he 
also wrote another important treatise called 
Astronomiae Cometicae Synopsis (Synopsis on 
Cometary Astronomy). It was started in 1682 and 
published in 1705. In this he mathematically 
demonstrated that comets move in a elliptic orbits 
around the sun and how over time they would pass the 
same point. He had such an accurate prediction that 
when the comet (now Halley's Comet) returned in 
1758, it validated his theory.  
Engraved from a portrait by Thomas Murray (Bodleian 
Libraries, University of Oxford). Murray's painting 
shows Halley pointing to a globe with buildings behind 
him, although the composition has been reduced and 
the background removed here. Ex: collection of the late 
Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd; CS i/iii ('one known')  
Stock: 34102 

 

147. Edmundus Halleius. Astronomus Regius 
Geometriæ Professor Savilianus. 
T. Murray pinx. 1712. John Faber Fecit 1722. Printed 
for Bowles & Carver, No 69 St Paul's Church Yard 
London. [n.d., but watermarked 1817.] 
Mezzotint with very large margins. 350 x 250mm (13¾ 
x 9¾").  £220 
Edmond Halley (1656-1742), astronomer, the first to 
calculate a comet's orbit. At the University of Oxford 
his studies of the theories of Sir Isaac Newton inspired 
him to write his own 'Principles', which he published 
with his own money in 1687. In 1721 he was made 
Astronomer Royal and began an 18 year study of the 
moon's complete revolution through its ascending and 
descending nodes. He also wrote another important 
treatise called Astronomiae Cometicae Synopsis 
(Synopsis on Cometary Astronomy), which he started 
in 1682 and published in 1705. In this he 
mathematically demonstrated that comets move in a 
elliptic orbits around the sun and how over time they 
would pass the same point. His accurate prediction of 
the return of what is now Halley's Comet in 1758 
validated his theory. CS:173, this late state not listed. 
Ex: Collection of The Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd. Wellcome 
Library no. 3948i.  
Stock: 34139 

 
148. Edmundus Halleius, Astronomus Regius 
et Geometriae Professor Savilianus. 
T. Murray pinx 1712. John Faber Fecit 1722 Sold by 
Faber in fountain Court near ye Fountain Taverne in 
the Strande 
Mezzotint with very large margins on 3 sides, 1817 
watermark; sheet 360 x 280mm (14¼ x 11"). Trimmed 
inside platemark lower edge. £240 
Edmond Halley (1656-1742), astronomer. He went to 
the University of Oxford, where he studied the theories 
of Sir Isaac Newton. Because he was so intrigued with 
these theories, it inspired him to write the Principle 
which he published with his own money in 1687. In 
1721 he was made Astronomer Royal and began an 18 
year study of the moon's complete revolution through 
its ascending and descending nodes. During his life he 
also wrote another important treatise called 
Astronomiae Cometicae Synopsis (Synopsis on 
Cometary Astronomy). It was started in 1682 and 
published in 1705. In this he mathematically 
demonstrated that comets move in a elliptic orbits 
around the sun and how over time they would pass the 
same point. He had such an accurate prediction that 
when the comet (now Halley's Comet) returned in 
1758, it validated his theory.  
Engraved from a portrait by Thomas Murray (Bodleian 
Libraries, University of Oxford). Murray's painting 
shows Halley pointing to a globe with buildings behind 
him, although the composition has been reduced and 
the background removed here. Ex: collection of the late 
Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd; CS II of III; for first state see 
ref. 34102.  
Stock: 34112 



 
149. Gulielmus Herschel LL.D: RSS. From an 
Original Picture in the Possession of W.m 
Watson MD: FRS. 
Painted by Abbott. Engraved by Ryder. Publish'd as the 
Act directs 11th Feb.y 1788 by S. Watts, No 28 Walcot 
place Lambeth. 
Stipple. Sheet 275 x 185mm (10¾ x 7¼"). With 
etching of Herschel's telescope, sheet 285 x 325mm. 
Trimmed within plate, mounted on album paper at 
edges. £380 
Frederick William Herschel, Hanoverian astronomer, 
who came to England during the Seven Years's War 
and was the first President of the Royal Astronomical 
Society when it was founded in 1820.  
The owner of the painting, Sir William Watson, asked 
his friend Herschel to sit for Abbott, saying, ''When 
you are in town on full moon nights you may perhaps 
spare an hour early in the morning, & may sit three or 
four times running - & the thing may in this way be 
done without much inconvenience or loss of time''. The 
original oil is now in the National Portrait Gallery. 
The telescope in the second picture is Herschel's '40-
foot telescope (i.e. with a 40-ft focal length), built in 
Slough between 1785-9. It was largest telescope in the 
world for 50 years. According to the scratched 
publication line under the image, it was 'Publish'd Feb 
1 1791 by W. Herschel', issued in The Philosophical 
Transactions of t he Royal Society.   
Stock: 52941 

 
150. [Russian cryllic.] [Herschel.] 
H. Pinhas sc. [n.d. c.1800.] 
Engraving. Plate 241 x 165mm. 9½ x 6½". Large 
margins. £60 
Frederick William Herschel (1738-1822) was a 
British/Russian astronomer, technical expert and 
composer; emigrating to Britain aged 19. He is best 
known for his discovery of the planet Uranus in 
addition to several of its major moons such as Titania 
and Oberon.   
Stock: 15764 

151. The Horizon. Plate 5. 
G. Wright Esq. inv et del. et pinx. Engraved by V. 
Woodthorpe, No 29 Fetter Lane London. Published 
Dec.r 1st 1801 by R. Woolsey Islington. 
Rare aquatint. 440 x 780mm (17¼ x 30¾"). Trimmed 
to plate at sides, some creasing. £360 
An astronomical diagram, illustrating the celestial 
horizon. Underneath is large illustration of a bay lit by 
moonlight, with a man with a telescope sitting by a 
ruined classical arch.   
Stock: 40914 

 
152. [Sir William Huggins] Spectroscopic 
Astronomy" Vanity Fair. April 9th. 1903. 
Vincent Brooks, Day & Son Ltd. Lith. 
Spy [Leslie Ward].  
Chromolithograph. Sheet 385 x 265mm (15¼ x 10½") 
 £95 
Sir William Huggins (1824-1910), English astronomer 
best known for his pioneering work in astronomical 
spectroscopy.   
Stock: 56851 

 
153. [Chinese astronomy instruments] Sphere 
Armillaire Zodiacle. 1. Machine. [&] Sphere 
Equinoxiale. 2. Machine. [&] Horizon 
Azimuthal. 3e Machine. [&] Quart de cercle de 
6.  pieds de rayon. 4e Machine. [&] Sextant de 
8. pieds de rayon. 5.e Machine. 
[Plate 2 only] F. Ertlinger sc. [n.d., c.1697.] 
Five engraved plates. Each c. 145 x 80mm (5¾ x 3¼"). 
Trimmed.  Laid on card in hinges on right. £320 
Five plates from 'Nouveaux memoires sur l'etat present 
de la Chine' by Jesuit  missionary Louis le Comte, 
showing some of the instruments in the Peking 
Observatory.,  including a large quadrant, sextant and 
armillary sphere.   
Stock: 56801 

 
154. Optics. Plate VIII. 1. The Multiplying 
Glass. 2,3. Improve Camera Obscura. 4 to 7 
Refracting Telescope. 8,9. Reflecting Telescope. 
10. Newtonian Telescope. 
J. Pass sc. Engraved for the Encyclopoedia 
Londonensis, 1820. 
Fine coloured engraving. 270 x 215mm (10¾ x 8½"). 
Trimmed into plate on three sides. £130 
Stock: 56866 

 
155. Phillipus Lansbergius Gandavensis 
Aetatis Suae Anno LXVII. Sidera qui tersis, 
totumg relinquit Olmpum Monstrator aetheris 
novi, Iam pridem coeli vetus incola, corporis 
aegzi Pertaesus, et nostri satur, Umbzam 
animi, coelog oculos quos fixit, amicus. Sic 
consecrat Lansbergius. D. Heinsius. 
Z. Roman exc. W Delff sculpsit. [n.d., c. 
Engraving, sheet 220 x 130mm (8¾ x 5¼). Trimmed 
and glued to backing sheet. £130 
An oval head and shoulders portrait of Johan Philip 
Lansberge. With latin script by Daniel Heinsius (1580 
–1655). 



Johan Philip Lansberge (1561 –1632) was a Dutch 
Calvinist Minister, astronomer and Mathematician. His 
name is sometimes written Lansberg, and his first 
name is sometimes given as Philip or Johannes 
Philippus. He published under the Latin name 
Philippus Lansbergius. He is best known as the author 
of a set of astronomical tables, Tabulae motuum 
coelestium perpetuæ, for predicting planetary positions 
R. Burgess, Portraits of doctors & scientists in the 
Wellcome Institute, London 1973, no. 1683.1  
Stock: 57160 

 

 
156. [The Leonids Meteor Storm of 1866]  
[1866] 
Chromolithograph. Sheet 185 x 285mm (7¼ x 11¼"). 
Laid on album paper with newspaper cutting. £380 
An illustration of a heavy meteor shower, with a news 
clipping about the Leonids Meteor Storm of 1866.  The 
Leonids provide a shower every November, but 
roughly every 33 years it becomes meteor storm, with 
over 1,000 meteors an hour.   
Stock: 56810 

 
157. William Lilly.  
[after William Marshall] [n.d., c.1817]. 
Engraving, sheet 220 x 135mm (8¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed 
to plate on left, small margins top and bottom. £130 
Half length portrait of the astrologer William Lilly 
seated at table; right hand on globe, left hand on paper; 
wearing black doublet, cloak, and white collar; with 
shoulder length curled hair; landscape and curtain in 
background. 
Possibly the print after Marshall by G P Wainwright 
and published by Charles Baldwyn. 
William Lilly (1602 –1681) was an English astrologer 
who had significant impact on the future course of 
Western astrological tradition, despite his 
socioeconomic position early in life. Wellcome: 1772  
Stock: 57156 

158. Roger Long, D.D. F.R.S.  
B. Wilson, pinx.  T. Cook, sculp. Published by W. 
Bent, London, 1786. 
Engraving, plate 175 x 115mm (7 x 4½"). Good 
margins top and bottom. Small margins left and right. 
Foxing in margins and holes in right margin where 
previously bound. £60 
Half length portrait of Roger Long, in an oval dressed 
in an academic gown with bands at his neck and a 
powdered bobwig on his head. 
Roger Long (1680 –1770) was an English astronomer, 
and Master of Pembroke College, Cambridge between 
1733 and 1770.  
A bit of a character he built a "water-work" in his 
garden and paddled round it on a water-cycle. He also 
constructed a "zodiack", now considered to be the first 
planetarium, a hollow sphere that could hold thirty 
people showing the movements of the planets and 
constellations which remained in the grounds of 
Pembroke until 1871 Wellcome: 1811.  
Stock: 57157 

 
159. When I consider thy Heavens the Work 
thy fingers; the Moon and the Stars, which 
thou hast ordained. Lord what is man that 
thou art mindful of him, and the Son of Man 
that thou visitest him? Pslam VIII, v.3 & 4. 
F. Hayman del. I. Wall M.D inv. C.Gringnion Sculp. 
Printed for John Rivinoton and Partners. M.r Hervey's 
Meditations &c. Vol. II. [n.d., c.1750]. 
Engraving, sheet 165 x 100mm (6½ x 4"). Trimmed to 
plate top and right, thread margin left. £130 
Frontispiece to Meditations and Contemplations 
Volume II by James Hervey. Astronomers look 
through telescopes and a group of men gather around a 
man who assesses a map of the heavens with a pair of 
compasses. 
James Hervey (1714 – 1758) was an English 
clergyman and writer. 'Meditations and 
Contemplations' was his earliest work and said to have 
been modelled on Robert Boyle's 'Occasional 
Reflections on various Subjects', within fourteen years 
passed through as many editions.   
Stock: 57016 

 
160. [Crowds watching shooting stars.]  
[Franfurt, 1686.] 
Rare engraving. 105 x 160mm (4¼ x 6¼"). Trimmed 
into plate at top, edges chipped. £160 
Crowds watching meteors as the sun rises. 
From the German edition of Alain Manesson Mallet's 
classic five-volume work 'Description de l'Univers'.   
Stock: 56844 

 
161. The Crescent Moon No. 2.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £110 
An illustration of a maxing crescent moon over a 
classical Greek city, plate 17 of 'The Beauty of the 
Heavens: a pictorial display of the astronomical 
phenomena of the universe' by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56779 



162. The Waning Moon.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Trimmed to image on 3 sides. £110 
An illustration of a waning crescent moon over a 
mountainous landscape, plate 19 of 'The Beauty of the 
Heavens: a pictorial display of the astronomical 
phenomena of the universe' by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56778 

 
163. Telescopic Appearance of the Moon. The 
appearance of the Moon as seen by Lord 
Rosse's great telescope is... 
Drawn and Engraved by John Emslie. Published by J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand, Sep.r 20.th 1846. 
Hand tinted engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 11¼"). 
Tissue paper glued to the back has created a bit of 
cockling. Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools 
Mount Vernon.' £350 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
A transformation print of the Moon.   
Stock: 56852 

 
164. [Phases of the Moon.] Astronomy. Plate 
4. 
Engraved & Printed in Colour by W. & A.K. Johnston. 
Edinburgh. William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh & 
London. [n.d. c.1855-77.] 
Chromolithograph. 270 x 345mm (10½ x 13½"). 
Central crease as normal and faint toning around the 
edges. £80 
Eleven figures detailing the visible surface of the moon 
and its lunar phases. Plate 4 of Blackwood & Sons' 
'School Atlas of Astronomy' by Scottish borthers 
William and Alexander Keith Johnston who 
established their own printing business in Edinburgh 
after training under globe maker James Kirkwood. The 
Atlas included eighteen coloured plates of celestial 
bodies, first published in 1855, the final edition was 
published in 1877.   
Stock: 56914 

 
165. A Telescopic appearance of the Moon  
[London: George Virtue, 1823.] 
Engraving. 175 x 160mm (7 x 6¼") very large margins. 
Slight cease in unprinted area. £75 
A map of the Moon's surface, published the year before 
Franz von Gruithuisen published his theory that the 
Moon's craters were the result of meteorite strikes.   
Stock: 56857 

 
166. La Lune vue a travers le telescope. Pl. VI 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg. [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Some cockling on paper from the tissue glued 
to the back. Some paper toning particularly at the 
bottom. £360 
Transformation print of the moon. One of twelve from 
the French version of the Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 
'Astronomie Populare en Tableaux Tansparents', from 
Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56892 

 
167. The Moon in her mean libration 
Engraved by Miss Mary Cooke from a 
Drawing from actual Observation with an 
excellent achromatic Telescope of M.r 
Dollond's of 46 Inches focus with a triple 
Objectglass of 3 Inches ¾ Aperture, under the 
immediate direction of Will.m Kitchiner Esq.re 
M.D. 
Drawn by John Cooke Publsihed Sept.r 1st 1808, by 
John Cooke Map- engraver & Geographer N.o 11, 
Upper Pratt Place Camden Town. Sold by M.r Bate 
N.o 17, Poultry , M.r Banks N.o 441, Strand, M.r 
Bagster N.o 81 Strand M.r Gary 182 Strand M.r 
Dollond S.t Pauls Ch.Yard & M.r Potts S.t Martins 
Court. 
Engraving, sheet 285 x 230mm (11¼ x 9") Trimmed to 
plate on left side. Some time staining. Right edge 
ragged where previously bound. £160 
Telescopic image of the Moon.   
Stock: 57013 

 



168. Lune. De La Sphere. Figure XLV. 
[after Alain Manesson Mallet.] [Paris: Denys Thierry, 
1683.] 
Engraving. 150 x 105mm (6 x 4¼"), with letterpress. 
 £95 
An illustration of a full moon, shown above an 
Italianate landscape. 
From Mallet's classic five-volume work 'Description de 
l'Univers'.   
Stock: 56842 

 
169. [Theoria Lunae.]  
[Amsterdam: Jan Jansson, 1660 or 1661.] 
Hand coloured engraving, 140 x 135mm (5½ x 5¼"), 
set in 4pp. folio letterpress. Some minor creasing to 
text. £320 
Four pages from Andreas Cellarius' important celestial 
atlas, 'Harmonia Macrocosmica', the only celestial atlas 
published in the Netherlands before the 19th century. 
The engraving on the last page illustrates the orbit of 
the moon; measured against the zodiac.   
Stock: 56971 

 
170. Ioannes Baptista Morinus Doctor 
Medicvs Et Paris. Regivs Mathematvm 
Professor aetat. 66. anno 1648. Singulari 
astronomicae univuersce instauratori [...] 
[n.d., c.1650.] 
Rare engraving. Sheet 215 x 135mm (8¼ x 5¼"). 
Trimmed on right. £160 
Head and shoulders portrait of Jean-Baptiste Morin 
(1583-1656 (Latinized as Morinus), French 
mathematician, astrologer, and astronomer, with six 
lines of text signed 'H.G.'  
He believed the Earth was fixed in space, opposing 
Galileo. Attempting to solve the longitude problem, he 
rejected Gemma Frisius' clock method, saying ''I do not 
know if the Devil will succeed in making a longitude 
timekeeper but it is folly for man to try''. Wellcome: 
2068-1  
Stock: 57181 

 
171. Joseph Moxon Born at Wakefield August 
8. Anno 1627. 
[n.d., c.1699] 
Very rare engraving, sheet 170 x 120mm (6¾ x 4¾") 
Trimmed and glued to backing sheet. £160 
Half length portrait of Joseph Moxon wearing a long 
wig, gown and bands; in oval frame on pedestal; 
frontispiece to his 'A Tutor to Astronomy and 
Geography' (1699 ed.) 
Joseph Moxon (1627 – 1691), hydrographer to Charles 
II, was an English printer specialising in mathematical 
books and maps, a maker of globes and mathematical 
instruments, and mathematical lexicographer. He 
produced the first English-language dictionary devoted 
to mathematics, the first detailed instructional manual 
for printers, and the first English-language how-to 
books for tradesmen. In November 1678, he became 
the first tradesman to be elected as a Fellow of the 
Royal Society. O'Donoghue 1908-25: 2 Wellcome: 
2082-2  
Stock: 57153 

 
172. Napier of Merchiston. "The famous 
inventor of the Logarithms, the Person to 
whom the title of a Great Man is more justly 
due, than to any other, whom his country ever 
produced." Hume's Hist. Vol. VII. p.35 8.th 
edit. 1775. 
Engraved from a drawing by M.r Brown in the 
possession of the Earl of Buchan.  
Stipple, plate 185 x 125mm (7¼ x 5"), large margins 
top and bottom. Small left margin and trimmed within 
plate on right. Some foxing £360 
Oval portrait of John Napier surrounded by a wreath of 
thistle, below him a coat of arms and above him an eye 
in the sun above. 
John Napier of Merchiston (Ioannes Neper, Marvellous 
Merchiston, 1550 –1617) was a Scottish landowner 
known as a mathematician, physicist, and astronomer. 
He was the 8th Laird of Merchiston. John Napier is 
best known as the discoverer of logarithms. He also 
invented the so-called "Napier's bones" and made 
common the use of the decimal point in arithmetic and 
mathematics. Wellcome: 2121-2  
Stock: 57149 

 
173. L'Astre Central et le Monde stellaire. Pl. 
I. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £320 
Celestrial transparency map. 
One of twelve from the French version of the 
Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 'Astronomie Populare en 
Tableaux Tansparents', from Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56897 

 
174. The Orrery, made by James Ferguson.  
J. Ferguson inv. et deline. G. Child Sculp.t. [n.d., 
1756]. 
Engraving, sheet Trimmed and glued to backing sheet. 
Creases where previously folded. Publication line 
faded. £65 



Frontispiece from 'Astronomy explained upon Sir Isaac 
Newton’s Principles' 1756. Diagram of James 
Ferguson's Orrery with key. 
James Ferguson (1710 – 1776) was a Scottish 
astronomer, author and itinerant lecturer. He is known 
as the inventor and improver of astronomical and other 
scientific apparatus and as a striking instance of self-
education.   
Stock: 56983 

 
175. [Paris Observatory] L'Observatoire est 
un Edifice que le Roy a fait commencer 
environ l'année 1667...  
Perelle fecit. A Paris Chez N. Langlois rue st Jacque a 
la Victoire, avec privilege du Roy [n.d., c.1690.] 
Etching 190 x 280mm (7½ x 11"), with large margins. 
 £220 
A view of the Paris Obervatory, authorised by Louis 
XIV and finished 1671, site of the Paris Meridian. 
Various astronomy instruments are being examined in 
the grounds. 
From a series of views of Royal buildings, started by 
Gabriel Perelle (1604-1677) and continued by his son 
Adam (c.1640-1695).   
Stock: 57032 

 
176. [Paris Observatory] Cette Face de 
L'Observatoire regarde le Faubourg de St 
Jacques.  
Perelle fecit. A Paris Chez N. Langlois rue st Jacque a 
la Victoire, avec privilege du Roy [n.d., c.1690.] 
Etching 190 x 280mm (7½ x 11"), with large margins. 
 £220 
A view of the Paris Obervatory, authorised by Louis 
XIV and finished 1671, site of the Paris Meridian. 
Various astronomy instruments can be seen on the 
roof. 
From a series of views of Royal buildings, started by 
Gabriel Perelle (1604-1677) and continued by his son 
Adam (c.1640-1695).   
Stock: 57033 

 
177. Rosse [facsimile signature.]  
Claudet Daguer. On Stone by Bosley. London Sep.t 
1.st 1849. Published by M.r Claudet 18 King William 
S.t Charing Cross and Colloseum Regents Park & 
Ackermann & C.o Strand. M & N Hanhart Imp.t 
Scarce lithograph on chine collé. Sheet 485 x 370mm 
(19 x 14½"). Some foxing and time staining in the 
margins.  Chine colle lifting on right. £230 
A half portrait of Sir William Parsons, Third Earl of 
Rosse (1800-1867), seated and looking to the left. 
Parsons was a notable amateur astronomer, elected 
president of the UK Royal Society in 1848. With 
money not being an issue for the Earl who owned 
several estates in Ireland, Parsons is most remembered 
for his construction of a number of giant telescopes, the 
largest and final one constructed known as the 
'Leviathan of Parsonstown'. See ref 1421 for image of 
Telescope.  
Stock: 57216 

 

178. The Phases Of The Moon. The various 
appearearances which the Moon periodically 
presents in her... 
London: Published By James Reynolds, 174, Strand. 
[n.d., c.1850] 
Hand tinted engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 11¼"). 
Some time staining along edges of card. Small tear in 
the tissue paper behind full moon and pinhole in half 
moon next to it. Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's 
Schools Mount Vernon.' £360 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
A transformation print with holes in the card backed by 
tissue paper to indicate the lit portions of the Moon 
during its cycle when held up to the light. Text at top 
and bottom give an explanation of these movements 
and appearances.   
Stock: 56831 

 

 
179. Tableau Comparatif de la Grandeaur 
des Planetes. Pl. IV. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Some cockling from the tissue glue. Creased 
left bottom corner and some paper toning. £360 
Transparency print depicting the sizes of planets, 
distance and orbit with explanatory text. One of twelve 
from the French version of the Astronomischer Bilder 
Atlas 'Astronomie Populare en Tableaux Tansparents', 
from Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56894 

 
180. Jupiter. De La Sphere. Figure XLVI. 
[after Alain Manesson Mallet.] [Paris: Denys Thierry, 
1683.] 
Engraving. 150 x 105mm (6 x 4¼"), with letterpress. 
 £95 
An illustration of Jupiter, shown above a rocky 
landscape. From Mallet's classic five-volume work 
'Description de l'Univers'.   
Stock: 56841 

 



181. Mars. De La Sphere. Figure XLVII. 
[after Alain Manesson Mallet.] [Paris: Denys Thierry, 
1683.] 
Engraving. 150 x 105mm (6 x 4¼"), with letterpress. 
 £95 
A view of Mars above a beseiged city, as befits the 
planet named after the god of War.  
From Mallet's classic five-volume work 'Description de 
l'Univers'.   
Stock: 56839 

 
182. Saturne. De La Sphere. Figure XLV. 
[after Alain Manesson Mallet.] [Paris: Denys Thierry, 
1683.] 
Engraving. 150 x 105mm (6 x 4¼"), with letterpress. 
 £95 
An illustration of Saturn, shown above an Italianate 
landscape. 
From Mallet's classic five-volume work 'Description de 
l'Univers'.   
Stock: 56843 

 

 
183. [Jesse Ramsden] [I. Ramsden, Optician 
to His Majesty.]  
[Painted by R. Home. Engraved by John Jones. London 
Pub.d. as the Act directs Jan,,y the 1,,st 1791 by 
Mess,,rs Molteno Colnaghi & Co Pall Mall] 
Extremely scarce mezzotint. Sheet 440 x 350mm (17¼ 
x 13¾".) Trimmed to image on all sides, losing titles, 
repaired tears, laid on archival paper. £480 
Jesse Ramsden (1735-1800), mathematician, 
astronomical and scientific instrument maker 
specialising in dividing engines which allowed high 
accuracy measurements of angles and lengths in 
instruments (the instrument he is examining here is one 
commissioned for the Czar of Russia). Behind him is a 
transit telescope made for the Palermo Astronomical 
Observatory. 
Ramsden is depicted wearing a Russian-style fur jacket 
to commemorate the commission he is shown working 
on. CS 66.  Welcome: 2434-1.  
Stock: 57007 

184. Diagram illustrating the earth's annual 
revolution round the sun, and its diurnal 
rotation on its axis. Showing its position on the 
first of every month.  
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie Published by J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. Aug.t 6. 1851. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools 
Mount Vernon.' £280 
Stock: 56882 

 
185. The earth's annual revolution round the 
sun, and its diurnal rotation on its axis. 
Showing its position on the first of every 
month.  
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie Published by J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. Aug.t 6. 1851. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Light foxing. £260 
Diagram showing why we have seasons with 
explanatory text.   
Stock: 56885 

 
186. [A French crowd watching a comet.]  
Bouchol [signed on stone.] [Paris: n.d., c.1855.] 
Lithograph on india paper, india 255 x 225mm. 10 x 
9". With large margins a little grubby, else good. £180 
A social satire showing a group of spectators, of all 
ages and both sexes, using telescopes and lenses to 
observe a comet in sky above. Little appears to be 
known about the artist/lithographer Bouchol; he 
illustrated some musical scores that are in the BNF 
collection.   
Stock: 27817 

 
187. [A machine for shewing the sidereal, the 
equal, and the solar Time.] Pl. VII.  
J. Ferguson inv. et delin. J. Mynde sc. [London: James 
Ferguson, c.1756.] 
Engraving. Sheet 210 x 330mm (8¼ x 13"). Trimmed 
into plate top and bottom, as issued, binding folds. £65 
A diagram of a machine designed by Scottish 
astronomer (1710-76), to demonstrate the different 
ways of measuring a turn of the Earth around its axis.  
From Ferguson's own work, ''Astronomy Explained 
Upon Sir Isaac Newton's Principles''. The title given 
comes from the text explaining the diagram, which is 
available in full from Project Gutenburg, at 
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/60619/60619-h/60619-
h.htm   
Stock: 56853 

 
188. [Solar Eclipse] Luna velut fratri propius 
coniuncta, perisse Stultis videtur funditus... 
[Hendrik Hondius.] [n.d., c.1599.] 
Etching with engraving. 175 x 120mm (7 x 4¾"). 
Trimmed to plate.  Laid on paper at edges. £160 
An illustration of a solar eclipse with eight lines of 
engraved verse, used as an allegory of the conflict of 
Protestants and the Catholic Church.  
From Hendrik Hondius's 'Icones virorum'.   
Stock: 56814 

 



189. Total Eclipse of the Sun Dec.r 22, 1870. 
Engraved from a Drawing made from the 
Original Negative Taken at Syracuse by Mr. 
Brothers. Negative No.5, exposed for 8 seconds 
just before the end of totality. 
W.H. Wesley del. D.J. Pound, sculp.  
Mezzotint on chine collé. 305 x 240mm (12 x 9½"), 
with large margins. Mint. £280 
The corona of the sun, as viewed from a telescope 
during a total solar eclipse; framed by a circular scale 
of degrees. The pearly and ghostly light is only seen 
during the brief period of totality when the Moon 
blocks the dazzlingly bright surface of the Sun. 
From the Royal Astronomical Society's 'Memoirs'. Ex 
Norman Blackburn Collection.  
Stock: 56811 

 
190. The Sun and Solar Phenomena.  
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie. London: J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. [n.d., c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools 
Mount Vernon.' £360 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
Large image of the Sun with several sunspots, and 
smaller diagrams at the top showing the relationship of 
the Sun and Earth during the day and night and at 
different seasons. Small vignettes at the bottom give 
artistic renderings of a Transit of Mercury, The Sun at 
Midnight at the North Cape of Europe and an Annualar 
Eclipse. A bar down the left hand side of the main 
image shows the comparative size of the planets as 
seen from the Sun and a bar on the right shows the 
changing appearance of sunspots on different parts of 
its disc.   
Stock: 56889 

 
191. The Principal Elements of the Solar 
System; from the Latest Observations by S. 
Dunn. Teacher of the Mathematical Sciences.  
London. Printed for Rob.t Sayer, No 53 in Fleet Street, 
as the Act directs 10 January 1774. 
Engraving, 18th century watermark. 370 x 550mm 
(14½ x 21¾"), very large margins top and bottom. 
Narrow lateral margins at sides. £160 
A diagram illustrating the distances of the planets from 
the Sun and tables listing the 'Eccentricities, and 
Inclinations of the Orbits of the Planets' and 'The 
Perehelion Distances of the Comets'. 
From the first edition of ''A New and General 
Introduction to Practical Astronomy, with its 
application to Geography'' by Samuel Dunn (1723-94). 
He taught at the Maritime Academy, Ormond House, 
Paradise Row in Chelsea.   
Stock: 57112 

 
192. Systeme Solaire Orbites des Planetes 
d'apres les autorites le plus recentes. Pl. III. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £380 
A transformation print of the Solar System. 
One of twelve from the French version of the 
Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 'Astronomie Populare en 
Tableaux Tansparents', from Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56899 

 
193. A Scheme of the Solar System with the 
Orbits of the Planets and Comets belonging 
thereto, Described from Dr. Halley's accurate 
Table of Comets. Philosoph, Transact. No. 297. 
Founded on Sr. Isaac Newton's wonderful 
discoveries By W.m Whiston M.A. 
Engrav'd by J. Senex. Sold by John Senex Book, Map 
& Globe seller, at the Globe overg a.t St Dunstan's 
Church in Fleet street London [n.d., c.1712.] 
Scarce engraving. 690 x 610mm (27¼ x 24"). 
Damaged, losing c. 40mm of text and publication line, 
split in fold. £350 
A chart of the Solar System to the orbit of Saturn, with 
the paths of known comets, surrounded by engraved 
text.   
Stock: 57115 

 
194. Astronomy: The Solar System. Plates XII 
- XIII 
Engraved by W. Hughes, London. Blackie & Son, 
London, Glasgow, Edinburgh & Dublin [n.d., c.1880]. 
Coloured wood engraving. Sheet 250 x 320mm (9¾ x 
12½").  £45 
A central illustration depicts the Solar System with the 
paths of the orbits of the planets to Saturn (although 
Uranus and Neptune are mentioned elsewhere) and the 



routes of comets. Smaller illustrations depict the 
Moon's phases, the sizes of the planets and the paths of 
Earth & Venus.   
Stock: 57132 

 
195. The Figure of the World According to 
the System of Ptolomee who holds that the 
Earth is unmoveable in the centre of ye World.  
[after Philip Cluver.] [n.d., c.1700.] 
Engraving. 180 x 320mm (7 x 12½"). Binding folds, 
creases, edges ragged. £160 
A plate comparing maps of the solar system according 
to Ptolomy, Copericus, Descartes and Brahe. From an 
English edition of Cluver's 'Introductio in universam 
geographiam...'.   
Stock: 56865 

 
196. Transparent Solar System, Displaying 
The Planets With Their Orbits, As Known At 
The Present Day. Derrived from the latest and 
best authorities. 
[Drawn and Engraved by John Emslie] London: 
Published by James Reynolds, 174, Strand. [n.d., 
c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools 
Mount Vernon.' Small hole in Saturn's tissue paper.
 £280 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
A transformation print of the Solar System.   
Stock: 56883 

 
197. A Scheme of the Solar System with the 
Orbits of the Planets and Comets belonging 
thereto, Described from Dr. Halley's accurate 
Table of Comets. Philosoph, Transact. No. 297. 
Founded on Sr. Isaac Newton's wonderful 
discoveries By W.m Whiston M.A. 
Engrav'd by J. Senex. [London: Thomas Bowles, 
Robert Sayer & John Bowles, c.1768.] 
Scarce engraving. Sheet 670 x 660mm (26¼ x 26"), 
Damaged, with loss. £350 
A chart of the Solar System to the orbit of Saturn, with 
the paths of known comets, surrounded by engraved 
text.   
Stock: 57116 

 
198. [The Observatory in Southwark] 
[Erected 1835 for the British Parallactic 
Society]. 
[Drawn & Printed by Charles Bellamy at his 
Lithographic Office, 20, Bridge House Place, 
Newington.][c.1835.]  
Very rare lithograph, sheet 285 x 215mm (11¼ x 8½"). 
Trimmed losing title and publication line. £420 
A view of the triangular shaped observatory with steps 
leading to the top where a man stands on the platform 

next to a flag with "Observatory" on it, a large oblong 
object lies diagonally across, presumably a telescopic 
lens; below an open area where figures stand with the 
houses of Southwark surrounding.   
Stock: 57077 

 

 
199. The Magnitude of the Sun, the Primary 
and Secundary Planets, and the Distances of 
the Secundaey Planets from their Primary 
Ones;  
Deduced from the Latest Observations by S. Dunn. 
Teacher of the Mathematical Sciences. London. Printed 
for Rob.t Sayer, No 53 in Fleet Street, as the Act 
directs 10 June 1786. 
Engraving with mezzotint detailing. 360 x 560mm 
(14¼ x 22"), very large margins. Repaired tear in lower 
centre fold in margin. £450 
A diagram comparing the sizes of the Sun and planets, 
and illustrating the distances of Earth, Jupiter and 
Saturn from their satellites.  
From ''A New and General Introduction to Practical 
Astronomy, with its application to Geography'' by 
Samuel Dunn (1723-94). He taught at the Maritime 
Academy, Ormond House, Paradise Row in Chelsea. 
The use of mezzotint on such scientific diagrams is 
unusual.   
Stock: 57111 

 
200. [The surface and appearance of the Sun.] 
Astronomy. Plate 3. 
Engraved & Printed in Colour by W. & A.K. Johnston. 
Edinburgh. William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh & 
London. [n.d. c.1855-77.] 
Chromolithograph. 270 x 345mm (10½ x 13½"). 
Central crease as normal. £80 
Four diagrams illuminating the 'Paths of the spots 
across the disc of the sun at different peiods of the 
year', 'the zodiacal light', 'solar spots, viewed with high 
magnifying power' and the 'apparent magnitude of the 
sun as viewed from the various planets'. Plate 3 of 
Blackwood & Sons' 'School Atlas of Astronomy' by 
Scottish borthers William and Alexander Keith 
Johnston who established their own printing business 
in Edinburgh after training under globe maker James 
Kirkwood. The Atlas included eighteen coloured plates 
of celestial bodies, first published in 1855, the final 
edition was published in 1877.   
Stock: 56915 



 
201. [The Sun] Schema corporis Solaris, 
prouta P P Kirchero et Scheinero Roma Anno 
1635 observatum suit. 
[after Athanasius Kircher & Christoph Scheiner.] [n.d., 
c.1680.] 
Engraving. Sheet 185 x 200mm. Repairs, time stained.  
Trimmed into plate at bottom, narrow margin at top.
 £160 
A plan of the surface of the sun, based on the work of 
Jesuits Athanasius Kircher (1601-80) and Christoph 
Scheiner (c.1573-1650) as published in Kircher's 
'Mundus Subterraneus', 1665. A key labels the solar 
axis, the solar equator, the northern and southern poles, 
sunspots and solar prominences (clouds of smoke).   
Stock: 56859 

 
202. Eclipse of the Sun.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £180 
A solar eclipse over a Middle-Eastern landscape. 
Plate 60 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56790 

 
203. Soleil. De La Sphere. Figure XLVIII. 
[after Alain Manesson Mallet.] [Paris: Denys Thierry, 
1683.] 
Engraving. 150 x 105mm (6 x 4¼"), with letterpress. 
Time stained. £95 
An illustration of the Sun after Kircher, shown above 
an Italianate landscape. 
From Mallet's classic five-volume work 'Description de 
l'Univers'.   
Stock: 56840 

 
204. The Sun at Midnight at the North Cape.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £90 
The Midnight Sun over the cliffs of North Cape, 
Norway, visible from 14th May to 31st July. Plate 65 
of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial display of 

the astronomical phenomena of the universe' by 
Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56788 

 
205. Le Soleil et ses principaux phenomenes. 
Pl. V. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £280 
Large image of the Sun with several sunspots, and 
smaller diagrams at the top showing the relationship of 
the Sun and Earth during the day and night and at 
different seasons. Small vignettes at the bottom give 
artistic renderings of a Transit of Mercury, The Sun at 
Midnight at the North Cape of Europe and an Annualar 
Eclipse. A bar down the left hand side of the main 
image shows the comparative size of the planets as 
seen from the Sun and a bar on the right shows the 
changing appearance of sunspots on different parts of 
its disc. 
One of twelve from the French version of the 
Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 'Astronomie Populare en 
Tableaux Tansparents', from Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56898 

 
206. Temporary Mounting of an Achromatic 
Refracting Telescope. Te property of E.J. 
Cooper Esq.r M.P. Diameter of the Object 
Glass 13.5 Inches, Focal Length 25 Feet. Object 
Glass by M Cauchoix of Paris. Mounting and 
adjustments by Mr Tulley on the premises of 
Mr Cornfield, Clapham Sept 23rd 1831. 
[W. Eldridge lit.g. Printed by Engelmann & Co.] 
[c.1831.] 
Lithograph, extremely scarce. Image 185 x 170mm 
(7¼ x 6¾"), title excised and pasted beneath. Trimmed, 
losing lithographer and printer's names, trimmed 
around title, pasted on sheet. £260 
A wheeled frame for a telescope.   
Stock: 56828 

 
207. The Ariel Telescope.  
[after Laurent de la Hire.] Printed for J. Hinton in 
Newgate Street [n.d., 1757]. 
Coloured engraving. 190 x 120mm (7¼ x 4¾"). 
Trimmed into plate on right. £160 
A diagram of a tubeless telescope, from the 'Universal 
Magazine'.   
Stock: 56824 

 
208. Herschel's Forty-Foot Reflecting 
Telescope. Guide to Knowledge. No. LXXXIII. 
Price One Penny. 
J. Archer sc. London, Published for the Proprietors, by 
W. Edwards, No 12 Ave Maria Lane [n.d., 1837]. 
Wood engraving. Sheet 270 x 205mm (10½ x 8"). 
Small tears top margin. £180 
William Herschel's 40-foot telescope, a reflecting 
telescope constructed 1785-9 at Observatory House in 
Slough, the largest telescope in the world for 50 years. 



It was dismantled in 1839 by Herschel's son, John, 
because of rot in the frame. 
From Duncan Bradford's 'The Wonders of the 
Heavens, being a Popular View of Astronomy'.   
Stock: 56833 

 
209. The Ariel Telescope.  
[after Laurent de la Hire.] Printed for J. Hinton in 
Newgate Street [n.d., 1757]. 
Wngraving. 190 x 120mm (7¼ x 4¾"). Trimmed into 
plate on left, some toning of paper on left edge. £160 
A diagram of a tubeless telescope, from the 'Universal 
Magazine'.   
Stock: 56826 

 
210. [A Tellurion.] Plate VIII.  
J. Ferguson delin. J. Mynde sc. [London: James 
Ferguson, c.1756.] 
Engraving. Sheet 210 x 330mm (8¼ x 13"). Trimmed 
into plate top and bottom, as issued, affecting 
signatures, binding folds. £160 
Three illustrations of a tellurion, a device to depicts 
how day, night, and the seasons are caused by the 
rotation and orientation of Earth on its axis and its orbit 
around the Sun.  
From Ferguson's own work, ''Astronomy Explained 
Upon Sir Isaac Newton's Principles''. The title given 
comes from the text explaining the diagram, which is 
available in full from Project Gutenburg, at 
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/60619/60619-h/60619-
h.htm   
Stock: 56854 

 
211. The Phenomena of the Universe by 
James Wyld Geographer to the Queen. 457 
Strand, Charing Cross East, London. 
London, Published by Ja.s Wyld Geographer to the 
Queen 457 West Strand, Charing Cross East [n.d., 
c.1840]. 
Engraving. Sheet 435 x 590mm (17¼ x 23¼"). A little 
soiling to the edges. £260 
A plate with six illustrations, demonstrating: the 
seasons; eclipses; the solar system (with Uranus still 
called 'Herschel') and comets; the size of the sun as 
seen from each planet; tides; and phases of the Moon.   
Stock: 57125 

 
212. Vicissitudes des Saisons Signes du 
Zodiaque. Pl. IX. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Some creasing at corners. £360 
Diagram depicting the science of the seasons and 
zodiac signs with explanatory text. One of twelve from 
the French version of the Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 
'Astronomie Populare en Tableaux Tansparents', from 
Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862. For English version see Ref: 
56886  
Stock: 56893 

 

213. The Seasons And Signs of the Zodiac. 
[Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie] London: J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. [n.d., c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £320 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
Diagram depicting the science of the seasons and 
zodiac signs with explanatory text. For French version 
see Ref 56893.  
Stock: 56886 

 

 
214. The Theory of the Seasons And Signs of 
the Zodiac. 
[Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie] London: J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand. [n.d., c.1850] 
Fine hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools 
Mount Vernon.' £360 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
Diagram depicting the science of the seasons and 
zodiac signs with explanatory text.   
Stock: 56888 

 
215. [John Abercrombie]  
[n.d., c.1800.] 
Etching. Sheet 140 x 90mm (5½ x 3½"). Trimmed to 
engraved border, laid on album paper. £120 
Full-length portrait of John Abercrombie (1726–1806), 
Scottish horticulturist, the new frontispiece for the 
1800 edition of his 'Every Man His Own Gardener'.   
Stock: 57200 

 
216. Geo. J. Allman  
T. H. Maguire. 1851. 
Lithograph. Sheet 615 x 445mm (24¼ x 17½"), very 
large margins.  £220 
A portrait of George James Allman (1812-1898), 
seated, with facsimile signature beneath. Allman was 
an Irish ecologist, botonist and zoologist. From the 
Ipswich Museum Portraits series published by George 



Ransom in 1852, the sixty portraits of distinguished 
men of science were designed to commemorate the 
foundation of the museum in 1846. Wellcome: 56  
Stock: 57052 

 
217. Henry Baker, Fellow of the Royal and 
Antiquarian Societies, and of the Society for 
the Ecouragement of the Arts, Manufactures 
and Commerce. Author of "The Microscope 
made easy" "Employment for the 
Microscope," and  other Works. Bonr May 8. 
1698; died Nov.r 25. 1774. 
Thomson pinx. Nutter Sculpt. Publish'd by  Jany. 1st. 
1812. 
Stipple, sheet 220 x 125mm (8¾ x 5"). Some foxing 
around the edges. Trimmed within plate on left and 
small margin on right. £130 
Half-length portrait of Henry Baker in an oval to right, 
head turned to look to front, in his study with bookcase 
behind at left and microscope on table behind at right; 
illustration to Nichols's 'Literary Anecdotes of the 
eighteenth century' (London, 1812-1815). 
Henry Baker (1698 –1774) was a British naturalist. 
Wellcome: 151  
Stock: 57151 

 
218. Nicholas Culpeper.  
[n.d., c.1800] 
Stipple, plate 215 x 140mm (8½ x 5½"), with small 
margins. Slight foxing. £160 
Head and shoulders portrait of Nicholas Culpeper in an 
oval with symbols of the zodiac surrounding. Coat of 
arms below. 
Nicholas Culpeper (1616 –1654) was an English 
botanist, herbalist, physician and astrologer. His 'The 
English Physician' (1652, later Complete Herbal, 1653 
ff.) is a source of pharmaceutical and herbal lore of the 
time, and 'Astrological Judgement of Diseases from the 
Decumbiture of the Sick' (1655) one of the most 
detailed works on medical astrology in Early Modern 
Europe. Not in Wellcome. W. 727  
Stock: 57164 

 
219. Nicholas Culpeper. View in this face, 
whom Heaven snatcht from hence, / Our 
Phisicall and Starrie Influence; / Had not 
Great Culpeper such order tooke, / In spight of 
Fate to Live still in this Booke. 
Cross Sculpsit. [n.d., c.1655] 
Engraving. Sheet 145 x 90mm (5¾ x 9½". Trimmed to 
printed border, laid on album paper. £140 
Half-length portrait of Nicholas Culpeper (1616-54), 
hand on a skull. A botanist, herbalist, physician and 
astrologer, he is best known for his 'The English 
Physitian: or an Astrologo-physical Discourse of the 
Vulgar Herbs of This Nation', renamed in later editions 
as the 'The Complete Herbal'. 
This portrait was used as a frontispiece to posthumous 
editions of his 'Semeiotics Uranica, or, An Astrological 
Judgement of Diseases' and 'Culpeper’s Last 
Legacy',1676. W: 727-6.  
Stock: 57197 

 

220. In Effigiem Nicholai Culpeper Equitis. / 
The shaddow of that Body heer you find / 
Which serves but as a case to hold his mind, / 
His Intellectuall part be pleas'd to looke / In 
lively lines described in the Booke. 
Cross Sculpsit. [n.d. 1649] 
Engraving. Image 170 x 110mm (6¾ x 4¼"). Trimmed 
to printed border, laid on album paper. £140 
Half-length portrait of Nicholas Culpeper (1616-54), 
botanist, herbalist, physician and astrologer. Amongst 
his publications were: 'The English Physitian: or an 
Astrologo-physical Discourse of the Vulgar Herbs of 
This Nation', renamed in later editions as the 'The 
Complete Herbal'. 
Probably a frontispiece to one of his works. W: 727-1.  
Stock: 57196 

 

 
221. Ionnes De La Quintinye Regiorum 
Hortorum Culturae Praefectus. Hanc deorate 
Deoe, quot quot floretis in hortis, Floribus e 
vestris supraque infraque tabellam: Hic dedit 
arboribus florere, e edilibus herbis, Este 
mirata est tanto Pomona colono. 
F. de la Mare Richart pinx acad. C. Vermeulen Sculp. 
[Published by Matthew Gillyflower & James Partidge, 
Spread Eagle Westminster hall, 1693.] 
Rare engraving, sheet 225 x 165mm (8¾ x 6½"). 
Trimmed within plate. £260 
Oval portrait of Jean-Baptiste de La Quintinie (1626 –
1688) French lawyer, gardener and agronomist who 
served under Louis XIV. Named director of the royal 
fruit and vegetable gardens by the king in 1670, he 
created between 1678 and 1683 the Potager du roi 
("King's vegetable garden") near the Palace of 
Versailles.  



Frontispiece to 'The Compleat Gard'ner: Or, Directions 
for Cultivating And Right Ordering Of Fruit-Gardens, 
And Kitchen-Gardens; with divers reflections on 
several parts of husbandry,' Published by Matthew 
Gillyflower & James Partidge, Spread Eagle 
Westminster hall, 1693.   
Stock: 57074 

 
222. Edward Forster [facsimile signature].  
T.H. Maguire 1849. [Ipswich: George Ransome, 1852.] 
Lithograph. Printed area 335 x 245mm (13¼ x 9¾"), 
with large margins. A few small tear in the bottom 
edge. £220 
Half-length portrait of Edward Forster the Younger 
(1765-1849), banker and botanist.  An early fellow of 
the Linnean Society, he was elected treasurer in 1816 
and vice-president in 1828. He also had a catalogue of 
British birds printed in 1817. He helped found a 
Refuge for the Destitute in Hackney Road: he 
contracted cholera during an inspection, dying two 
days later. His herbarium was bought and presented to 
the British Museum. 
From the series 'Portraits of Honorary Members of the 
Ipswich Museum.'.   
Stock: 57188 

 

 
223. [William Henry Harvey] WH Harvey 
[facsimile signature].  
T.H. Maguire 1850. M. & N. Hanhart Imp.t. Published 
by George Ransome, Ipswich, 1851. 
Lithograph. Printed area 340 x 245mm (14¼ x 9½"), 
with large margins. Foxing in margins. £260 
Half-length portrait of William Henry Harvey (1811-
6), Irish botanist and phycologist who specialised in 
algae and mosses. His 'Phycologia Australica' 1849 is 
one of the most important 19th century works on 
phycology. Australian interest. 
From the series 'Portraits of Honorary Members of the 
Ipswich Museum.'. Wellcome: 1313.  Kivell & Spence: 
Not in.  
Stock: 57192 

 

224. J. S. Henslow [facsimile signature.]  
T. H. Maguire. 1849. [Etched in plate.] [M & N 
Hanhart.] 
Lithograph on chine collé. Sheet 565 x 380mm (22 x 
15"), very large margins. Faint time staining in 
margins. £240 
A three quarter length portrait of John Steven Henslow 
(1796-1861), the president of Ipswich Museum. He 
was elected president of the museum in 1850 and is 
best remembered for being the a mentor and close 
friend of Charles Darwin. From the Ipswich Museum 
Portraits series published by George Ransom in 1852: 
the sixty portraits of distinguished men of science were 
designed to commemorate the foundation of the 
museum in 1846.   
Stock: 57168 

 
225. Rev.d Professor Henslow A.M.F.L.S. 
Vice President of the Ipswich Museum. 
T. H. Maguire. 1849. [Etched in plate.] M & N 
Hanhart. 
Lithograph on octagonal chine collé. 465 x 330mm 
Some foxing in the margins. £260 
A half length portrait of John Steven Henslow (1796-
1861), elected president of the museum in 1850. 
Henslow is best remembered for being the a mentor 
and close friend of Charles Darwin. From the Ipswich 
Museum Portraits series published by George Ransom 
in 1852: the sixty portraits of distinguished men of 
science were designed to commemorate the foundation 
of the museum in 1846.   
Stock: 57182 

 
226. Edwin Sidney [facsimile signature].  
T.H. Maguire 1849. [Ipswich: George Ransome, 1852.] 
Lithograph. Printed area 330 x 245mm (13 x 9½"), 
with large margins.  £140 
Half-length portrait of Reverend Edwin Sidney (1798?-
1872), Rector of Little Cornard in Suffolkfrom 1847 
until his death, biographer and naturalist, who lectured 
at the Royal Institution and elsewhere.  He helped 
Michael Faraday with his Ozone measurements. 
Among his books are: 'Electricity, its phenomena, laws 
and results' in 1843, 'Blights of the wheat, and their 
remedies' (1846) and 'The philosophy of food and 
nutrition in plants and animals' (1849).  
From the series 'Portraits of Honorary Members of the 
Ipswich Museum.'. Wellcome: 1313.  
Stock: 57193 

 
227. James Thornton.  
J. Zoffany pinx.t.  R. Houston fecit. London, printed 
for Rob.t Sayer, No 53 Fleet Street, Published as the 
Act directs, 1.t July 1770. 
Rare mezzotint. 330 x 225mm (13 x 9"). Some 
creasing and small tear at top.  Small margins. £320 
Portrait of James Thornton, gardener at Kew; within 
oval frame, eyes to front, wearing flower-patterned 
waistcoat beneath open coat and short wig. 
After Johan Joseph Zoffany (1733-1810). Chaloner 
Smith 116, state ii of ii.  
Stock: 57083 

 



228. E. Doubleday. [Facsimile signature.]  
T. H. Maguire. 1849. [Etched in plate.] M & N Hanhart 
lith. printers. 
Lithograph on octagonal chine collé. 570 x 440mm 
(22½ x 17¼"), very large margins. Foxing and time 
staining in the margins. £180 
A half length portrait of Edward Doubleday (1810-
1849) with his arms folded. Doubleday was a notable 
entomologist; during his tenure at the British Museum 
he built the most comprehensive butterfly collections 
of the time. From the Ipswich Museum Portraits series 
published by George Ransom in 1852: the sixty 
portraits of distinguished men of science were designed 
to commemorate the foundation of the museum in 
1846. Wellcome: 841  
Stock: 57165 

 
229. Frontispiece to Vol. II. of Howard's New 
Royal Cyclopaedia & Encyclopaedia.  
G. Noble sculp. Published as the Act directs by Alex.r 
Hogg at the Kings Arms, No 16 Paternoster Row, 
London [n.d., c.1788]. 
Engraving. 370 x 240mm (14½ x 9½"). Foxing. small 
margins. £160 
A composite scene within classical architecture, with 
two men examining a globe, surrounded by reference 
to sciences, with multiple instruments and books.   
Stock: 57045 

 
230. Frontispiece to Vol. III. of Howard's New 
Royal Cyclopaedia & Encyclopaedia.  
Frawn by W. Chalmers. Engraved by G. Noble. 
Published as the Act directs by Alex.r Hogg at the 
Kings Arms, No 16 Paternoster Row, London [n.d., 
c.1788]. 
Engraving. 370 x 240mm (14½ x 9½"). Foxing.  
Trimmed on right margin. £160 
A composite scene within a library, with men 
examining an orrery, surrounded by reference to arts 
and sciences, with instruments and books.   
Stock: 57049 

 
231. Illustrations of Natural Pholosophy 
Optics. Popular Diagrams N.o 32. 
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie. London, 
Published by James Reynolds, 174, Strand. [n.d., 
c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £220 
Part of the series "Popular Diagrams" with plates no. 
25-35 which were accompanied by 24 pages of 
descriptive text. Diagrams of lenses, refraction, 
reflection, eclipses, the human eye and camera 
obscuras.   
Stock: 56878 

 
232. Pythagoras. N.25 Magnus Philosophus 
tanta apud suos Auctoriate ut Auditoribus 
fuerit satis: Ipse dixit suis. 
I.E Nilson, del. Ioh. George Hertel, exud A.V.2. [n.d., 
c.1750] 
Engraving, plate 325 x 200mm (12¾ x 8"), with very 
large margins. Some creasing. £180 

Pythagoras teaching students in a very ornate 
decorative allegorical setting.   
Stock: 57104 

 

 
233. Nicolaus Sandersonus. A.M. Matheseos 
Professor Cantabrigiae & R.S.S. 
J. Vanderbanck pinx. An.o 1719 pro Martino Folkes. 
Arm.o Cui Tabulam humillime D. D. G. White.  
Mezzotint. 360 x 245mm (14 x 9½"). Trimmed and 
laid on album paper. £590 
A portrait of Nicholas Saunderson (1682-1739) holding 
an armillery sphere. Saunderson was the Lucasian 
Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge and was a 
prolific mathematician. He was a close friend of Isaac 
Newton's, who had held the same post at Cambridge, 
and is credited by some historians as the earliest 
discoverer of Bayes' Theorem. CS: 41 i of ii.  
Stock: 57215 

 
234. D. T. Ansted [facsimile signature.]  
T. H. Maguire. 1850. [Etched in plate.] [M & N 
Hanhart, London.] 
Lithograph on chine collé. Sheet 600 x 435mm (23½ x 
17") very large margins. Some foxing in margins. £220 
A three quarter length portrait of geologist David 
Thomas Ansted (1814-1880). Ansted was appointed a 
follow of the Royal Society in 1844 and by 1850 had 
produced a number of seminal texts and manuals on 
practical geology. From the Ipswich Museum Portraits 
series published by George Ransom in 1852, the sixty 
portraits of distinguished men of science were designed 
to commemorate the foundation of the museum in 
1846.  American interest in Virginia. Wellcome: 78.  
Stock: 57122 

 



235. Visit of Members to the Fossil Trees in 
the Coal Measures, near Manchester, June, 
1842. British Association for the Advancement 
of Science. 
Buss del. Walker lith. Day & Haghe Lith.rs to the 
Queen. [Manchester: Thomas Forrest, 1843.] 
Lithograph. Sheet 130 x 175mm (5 x 7"). Trimmed.
 £220 
A group examines a fossil tree found at Dixon Fold. 
According to Secord, the man presenting the find is 
probably railway engineer John Hawkshaw; the four 
geologists at the tree are Roderick Murchison, Henry 
De la Beche, Adam Sedgewick & William Buckland; 
and the onlookers include Lord & Lady Frncis Egerton 
and John Dalton (who was really too illl to attend). 
Secord: "Victorian Sensation: The Extraordinary 
Publication, Reception, and Secret Authorship of 
Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation",  
Stock: 57027 

 
236. Fossils of Surrey. Plate 1.  
G. Scharf del et zinc. Day & Haghe Lithographers to 
the Queen. Engraved for D.r Mantell's Geological 
Memoir in Brayley's History of Surrey. [London, n.d. 
c. 1850.] 
Lithograph, large paper issue; 240 x 150mm (9½ x 6"). 
Foxing in margins. £130 
A book plate illustrating thrity-five different fossil 
types found in Surrey. From the geological section, 
written by Gideon Mantell, of E. W. Brayley's 'A 
Topographical History of Surrey', published in 1850. 
Mantell struggled for much of his life with destitution 
and then scoliosis but at the time of his death was 
credited with the discovery of four of the five genera of 
dinosaurs known then.   
Stock: 56917 

 
237. Fossils of Surrey. Plate 2.  
Drawn from Nature on zinc by G. Scharf. Day and 
Haghe lith.rs to the Queen. Engraved for D.r Mantell's 
Geological Memoir in Brayley's History of Surrey. 
[London, n.d. c. 1850.] 
Lithograph. 240 x 150mm (9½ x 6"). Foxing. £130 
A book plate illustrating twenty-one different fossil 
types found in Surrey. From the geological section, 
written by Gideon Mantell, of E. W. Brayley's 'A 
Topographical History of Surrey', published in 1850. 
Mantell struggled for much of his life with destitution 
and then scoliosis but at the time of his death was 
credited with the discovery of four of the five genera of 
dinosaurs known then.   
Stock: 56916 

 
238. Geysir. (Island) 
Emmanuel Larsen del. E. Vesterberg lith. Em 
Baerentzen & C.o lith Inst. Em Baerentzen & C.os 
Forlag eneberettiget. 
Lithograph, sheet 380 x 295mm (15 x 11½") very large 
margins.  £180 
A view of Geysir, the Icelandic geyser, erupting with 
people watching the spectacle.   
Stock: 57091 

 

239. Globe Terrestre.  
[Paris? n.d., c.1700.] 
Engraving. 185 x 130mm (7¼ x 5"), large margins. 
 £160 
An illustration of a terrestrial globe, showing Europe 
and Asia, with a classical architectural background.   
Stock: 56829 

 
240. New Geyser.  
Sketched by Sir G.M. Engr.d by E. Mitchell. Published 
by A. Constable & C.o Edinburgh. [n.d., c1811] 
Engraving with etching, plate 230 x 170mm (9 x 6¾") 
Tiny bit of creasing and very small tear in margin.  
Trimmed bottom centre. £95 
A view of a geyser erupting in Iceland. Travel in 
aquatint and lithography Abbey 160.9.  
Stock: 57069 

 
241. A View of the enormous Cloud of Smoke 
& c. from Mount Vesuvius June 18. 1794.  
Eastgate Sc. [c.1794]. 
Very rare engraving, sheet 295 x 205mm (11½ x 8¼"). 
Trimmed to plate on bottom and thread margin on 
right. £180 
A view of Mount Vesuvius erupting with huge clouds 
of smoke and lightning.   
Stock: 57070 

 

 
242. Mountains.  
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie. London- J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand; Reeves & Sons; Rock & Co; 
Peacock & Mansfield. [n.d., c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £220 
Data visulisation of mountain and volcanoe heights 
with key; from Reynolds series 'Introduction to Natural 
Philosophy',  a companion to Reynolds's series of 
Popular diagrams of natural philosophy comprising of 
two hundred and fifty illustrations.   
Stock: 56834 

 



243. Physical Map Of The World. From The 
Discoveries Of The Most Eminent Modern 
Geographers. 
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie. Published by 
James Reynolds 174 Strand London, Dec.r 10th 1849. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Small ink splatter and abrasion top left corner. 
Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools Mount 
Vernon.' £180 
Map with explanatory text from Reynolds series 
'Introduction to Natural Philosophy', a companion to 
Reynolds's series of Popular diagrams of natural 
philosophy comprising of two hundred and fifty 
illustrations. 
Shows the distribution of mountain ranges, deserts, the 
seasonal range of the Earth's icecaps and global ocean 
currents are shown along with air and sea temperatures 
around the world.   
Stock: 56832 

 
244. Panoramic Plan of the Principal Rivers 
and Lakes.  
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie. London, 
Published by James Reynolds, 174, Strand. [n.d., 
c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £220 
Data visulisation of river and lake sizes with key; from 
Reynolds series 'Introduction to Natural Philosophy', a 
companion to Reynolds's series of Popular diagrams of 
natural philosophy comprising of two hundred and fifty 
illustrations.   
Stock: 56877 

 
245. [Triangle with analemma adapted to 
show the sun's declination for every day in the 
year in all latitudes.]  
[Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie] [London : 
Published by James Reynolds. Decr. 7th.1852.] 
Engraving, sheet 215 x 185mm (8½ x 7¼"). Tip is 
lightly soiled and creased. £130 
Tool placed in the front inside of Reynold's book 'View 
of Nature in all Climates, from the Equator to the 
Arctic Circle' which consisted of a folded colored 
pictorial diagram engraved by John Emslie and four 
pages of descriptive text.   
Stock: 56880 

 
246. Vue De Ternate. Suppl, au Tome VIII. 
N.o 4. 
[Jacques Nicolas Bellin] [n.d., c1750] 
Engraving, 18th century watermark; 250 x 355mm (10 
x 14"), very large margins. Flattened creases where 
previously bound. £140 
Depiction of Gamalama erupting in the early 1700s 
with a Portuguese fort shown. Made by Jacques 
Nicolas Bellin (1703 – 1772) for Antoine-François 
Prevost's (1697–1763) 20 volume edition of 'L`Histoire 
Generale des Voyages' published by Pierre de Hondt, 
The Hague between 1747 – 1780. 
Gamalama is a near-conical stratovolcano that 
comprises the entire Ternate island in Indonesia.   
Stock: 57090 

 
247. Waterfalls  
Drawn & Engraved by John Emslie 1846. London: J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand; Reeves & Sons; Rock & Co; 
Peacock & Mansfield. [n.d., c.1850] 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼"). Ink stamps on the back 'St Thomas's Schools 
Mount Vernon' and 'Broughton Hall West Derby.' 
 £220 
Data visulisation of waterfall heights with key; from 
Reynolds series 'Introduction to Natural Philosophy',  a 
companion to Reynolds's series of Popular diagrams of 
natural philosophy comprising of two hundred and fifty 
illustrations.   
Stock: 56879 

 
248. George Graham.  
T. Hudson, pinx J. Tookey, sculp. [n.d., c.1810.] 
Engraving. 175 x 110mm (7 x 4¼"), large margins. 
Slight creasing. £220 
Seated portrait of Quaker clockmaker George Graham 
(1695-1751), with the pendulum and weights of a clock  
behind.  
Born in Cumberland, he moved to London in 1688 to 
work for Thomas Tompion, eventually becoming his 
partner and marring his niece. He was a patron of John 
Harrison, loaning him £200 to start form on his H1 
chronometer; he also presented him to the Board of 
Longitude and secured him further funding. Graham is 
buried in Westminster Abbey, in the same tomb as 
Tompion. See: 57146  
Stock: 56803 

 
249. George Graham,  
T. Hudson pinx. J. Tookey Sculp". [n.d., c.1830] 
Engraving with etching, plate 175 x 110mm (7 x 4¼"), 
with large margins on three sides. Small right margin.
 £260 
A seated half length portrait of George Graham turned 
slightly to the right, his left arm resting on table to the 
right, his right hand inside his hat on his lap, a clock 
pendulum and weights in background to the right. 
George Graham (c.1675- 1751) was an English 
clockmaker, inventor, and geophysicist, and a Fellow 
of the Royal Society. Graham was partner to the 
influential English clockmaker Thomas Tompion 
during the last few years of Tompion's life. Graham is 
credited with inventing several design improvements to 
the pendulum clock, inventing the mercury pendulum  



 
and also the orrery. Eminent watchmaker Thomas 
Mudge was an apprenticed to Graham between 1730 
and 1738. Graham's major contribution to geophysics 
was the discovery of the diurnal variation of the 
terrestrial magnetic field and as one of the first to 
notice long-term secular change in the direction of the 
compass needle Wellcome: 1183-1.  See Ref: 56803  
Stock: 57146 

 
250. Horology.  
I. Taylor Sculp. [n.d., c.1800.] 
Engraving. 350 x 210mm (13¾ x 8¼") very large 
margins.  £80 
A plate with seven figures relating to to clock-making, 
including a contemporary clepsydra (waterclock) and 
clockwork. From an encyclopedia.   
Stock: 57126 

 
251. Horology. Tab. II. Clock.  
I. Taylor Sculp. [n.d., c.1800.] 
Engraving. 350 x 210mm (13¾ x 8¼"), very large 
margins.  £80 
A plate with seven figures relating to to clock-making, 
including a contemporary clepsydra (waterclock) and 
clockwork. From an encyclopedia.   
Stock: 57131 

 
252. Thomas Mudge.  
Dance, pinx.t. Baker, sculp.t. [n.d., c1795]. 
Engraving and etching, plate 185 x 110mm (7¼ x 
4¼"), with small margins on three sides and thread 
margin right side.  £140 
Half length seated portrait of Thomas Mudge wearing a 
short wig, waistcoat and jacket in an oval frame; 
illustration to the 'Universal Magazine'. 
Thomas Mudge (1715 – 1794) was an English 
horologist who invented the lever escapement, the 
greatest single improvement ever applied to pocket 
watches. During the years 1730-1738 he was 
apprenticed to clockmaker George Graham.   
Stock: 57148 

 

253. John Whitehurst, F.R.S.  
J. Wright, pinx. A. Smith, sculp. Published by W. Bent, 
October 10, 1788. 
Engraving, plate 175 x 110mm (6¾ x 4¼"). Thread 
margins. £85 
Portrait of John Whitehurst in oval frame on pedestal. 
John Whitehurst FRS (1713 –1788) was an English 
clockmaker and scientist, and made significant early 
contributions to geology. He was also an influential 
member of the Lunar Society, named so because the 
society would meet during the full moon, rather than a 
exclusive scientific interest in the moon. Wellcome: 
3178-1  
Stock: 57145 

 
254. [Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa.] Behold 
the figure of that man of Parts / who dive'd 
into the secrets of all Arts, / A Second Solomon, 
the mighty Hee / That try'de them all, and 
found them Vanity. 
[London: R. Bentley, 1694.] 
Engraving. Sheet 160 x 95mm (6¼ x 3¾"). Trimmed 
within plate, laid on album paper. £130 
Profile portrait of Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von 
Nettesheim (1486-1535), a German physician, legal 
scholar, soldier, theologian and occult writer, author of 
'Three Books Concerning Occult Philosophy'.  He was 
also a magician and a spy. 
This portrait was published as the frontispiece of his 
book 'The Vanity of Arts & Sciences'.   
Stock: 57199 

 
255. [Joseph Blagrave] The Brittish or 
English Physitian.  
[London: Obediah Blagrave, c.1677.] 
Engraving. Sheet 160 x 100mm (6¼ x 4"). Trimmed 
into image, laid on album sheet.  Time stained. £140 
Joseph Blagrave (1610-82), astrologer, author of books 
on husbandry and astrology, including 'Blagrave’s 
Astrological Practice of Physick'. His uncle was the 
mathematician John Blagrave.  
The frontispiece to ''Blagrave's Supplement; or, 
Enlargement, to Mr. Nicholas Culpeper's English 
Physician''.   
Stock: 57205 

 
256. Theophilus Bonetus. D.M.  
[n.d. 1700.] 
Engraving. 290 x 175mm (11½ x 7") Trimmed. Some 
faint staining in the title area. £260 
A portrait of Theophile Boneti (1620-89) seated at a 
desk and surrounded by piles and shelves of books. He 
holds a quill, suspended above the page, near an ink 
pot in one hand and an hourglass in the other. A 
skeleton with a scythe stands at the open door. 
Published as the frontis piece to his complete works 
"Sepulchretum" on all known surgical., medical and 
pharmacological knowledge at the time, published as 
three volumes. Wellcome: 353-2  
Stock: 57214 

 
257. [The true and lively pourtraicture of 
Valentine Greatrakes Esq.r of Affane in ye 



Country of Waterford, in ye Kingdome of 
Ireland famous for curing several Deseases and 
distempers by the stroak of his hand only.] 
[Sold by W.m Faithorne.] [n.d.,. 1666.] 
Etching. Sheet 130 x 115mm (5¼ x 4½"). Trimmed 
into image, losing all text, top edged chipped, laid on 
album paper. £70 
Valentine Greatrakes (1628-82), an Irish faith healer 
who toured England in 1666, claiming to cure people 
by the laying on of hands.  A religious man, he started 
his healing in 1662 after feeling an impulse, curing 
Robert Phayre, a former Commonwealth Governor of 
County Cork, of acute ague in 1665. In 1667 he 
returned to farming in Ireland. 
The frontispiece of ''A brief account of Mr Valentine 
Greatrakes and divers of the strange cures by him 
lately performed''.   
Stock: 57203 

 

 
258. [Edward Jenner, M.D. F.R.S. &c.&c. 
From an original picture Painted by J. 
Northcote, for the Medical Society of Plymouth 
& Plymouth Dock.] 
[Painted by J. Northcote Esq.re R.A. Engraved by W. 
Say.] [London Published Jan.y 1. 1803, by W Say. No 
5. Quicksett Row, New Road, opposite Fitzroy 
Square..] 
Fine mezzotint, very scarce proof before letters. 430 x 
305mm (17 x 12"), large margins. Glued to backing 
sheet at corners. £1250 
A seated portrait of Edward Jenner (1749-1823), 
discoverer of vaccination. His hand flicks the pages of 
a book to a page 'Pustules of the Cow Pox in its 
successive stages'. See NPG D19467 for the published 
state. Ex: Collection of The Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd.  
Stock: 57171 

 

259. Edward Jenner, M.D. F.R.S. &c.&c. 
From an original picture Painted by J. 
Northcote, for the Medical Society of Plymouth 
& Plymouth Dock. 
Painted by J. Northcote Esq.re R.A. Engraved by W. 
Say. Publish'd Aug.t 20 1804 by Thomas Palser, Surrey 
St Westminster. 
Fine mezzotint. 430 x 305mm (17 x 12"). Trimmed to 
plate, publisher's inscription weakly inked. £490 
Edward Jenner (1749-1823), discoverer of vaccination. 
His hand flicks the pages of a book to a page 'Pustules 
of the Cow Pox in its successive stages'.  Top left 
image of "sacred cow" with Ancient (David?) symbols. 
W. 1527.  
Stock: 57005 

 
260. Edwin Lankester [facsimile signature].  
T.H. Maguire 1852. [Ipswich: George Ransome, 1852.] 
Lithograph. Printed area 320 x 240mm (12½ x 9½"), 
with large margins. Foxing. £260 
Half-length portrait of Edwin Lankester (1814-74), 
surgeon and naturalist., the  President of the British 
Association for 25 years. He studied water through 
microscopes, and established a committee to examine 
the findings of John Sutherland and Dr John Snow 
concerning the outbreak of the 1854 Cholera outbreak 
around Broad Street, leading to the acceptance of the 
problem being contaminated water.  
From the series 'Portraits of Honorary Members of the 
Ipswich Museum.'. Wellcome: 1680.  
Stock: 57189 

 
261. Johannes Radcliffe M.D. Ob: Nov 1: 
.1714. Aetat: 64.  
M V.dr Gucht Sculp [after Kneller]. Printed for Charles 
Rivington in St Pauls Ch. Yard [n.d., 1721]. 
Engraving. Sheet 145 x 80mm (5¾ x 3¼"), Trimmed to 
printed border, laid on album paper. £130 
A portrait of physician John Radcliffe (1652-171), 
Royal Physician to William and Mary, Founder of the 
Radcliffe Library and Hospital Oxford.   
Stock: 57201 

 
262. [Abraham Zacuto] Zacutus Lusitanus 
Doctor Medicus Aetatis Suae LXVI Anno 1642. 
En Zacutum, Lusitanae fulgidum sidus plagae, 
Principem chori medentim, saeculi miraculum. 
Car. Sponius DM: 
Claude Audran feci. [n.d. 1667.] 
Scarce engraving. 285 x 180mm (11¼ x 7¼"). 
Trimmed and laid on album paper at edges. A crease 
across the upper left of the image. £350 
A portrait of Abraham Zacuto Lusistanus (1575-1642) 
published as the frontis piece to his Opera Omnia: de 
Medicorum Principum Historia, one of two key works 
published posthumously. The Medicorum was a 
catalogue of all known diseases and his precise clinical 
descriptions of the diseases was his greatest strength. 
Lusistanus moved to Amsterdam in 1625 where he 
made a zealous return to Judiasm and became an 
important figure in the Jewish scientific community. 
Wellcome: 3258 - not in.  
Stock: 57213 



263. La Terre et Son Atmosphere. Pl. X. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £280 
A section of the Earth and its atmosphere at the 
equator, higlighting the effects of reflection and 
refraction and the uneven nature of the Earth's surface. 
The oceans and continents are indicated as are some 
islands and volcanoes. One of twelve from the French 
version of the Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 
'Astronomie Populare en Tableaux Tansparents', from 
Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56895 

 

 
264. The Earth and its Atmosphere.  
Drawn and Engraved by John Emslie. Published by 
James Reynolds, 174, Strand. March 10.th 1849. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £360 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 
engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
A section of the Earth and its atmosphere at the 
equator, higlighting the effects of reflection and 
refraction and the uneven nature of the Earth's surface. 
The oceans and continents are indicated as are some 
islands and volcanoes.   
Stock: 56884 

 
265. Atmospheric Refraction.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £90 
Optical illusions caused by atmospheric refraction, 
with mirrored images of ships. 
Plate 93 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56796 

 
266. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24.th 1847. 
Plate. VI. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins. Some time staining. £140 
One a set of twelve coloured engravings from "An 
account of the Aurora Borealis, seen near Cambridge, 
October the 24th, 1847: together with those of 
September 21, 1846, and March 19, 1847, seen at the 
Cambridge Observatory" by John H. Morgan and John 
T. Barber. Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street.   
Stock: 56943 

 
267. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24.th 1847. 
Plate. V. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins. Some time staining. £180 
One a set of twelve coloured engravings from "An 
account of the Aurora Borealis, seen near Cambridge, 
October the 24th, 1847: together with those of 
September 21, 1846, and March 19, 1847, seen at the 
Cambridge Observatory" by John H. Morgan and John 
T. Barber. Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street.   
Stock: 56942 

 
268. Aurora Borealis, seen at the Cambridge 
Observatory. September 21.st 1846. Plate. XI 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins. Some time staining. £140 
One a set of twelve coloured engravings from "An 
account of the Aurora Borealis, seen near Cambridge, 
October the 24th, 1847: together with those of 
September 21, 1846, and March 19, 1847, seen at the 
Cambridge Observatory" by John H. Morgan and John 
T. Barber. Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street.   
Stock: 56941 

 



269. The Heavens. By Robert Mudie. [with 
two vignettes] The Seasons. Polar Sky. 
Baxter's Patent Oil Colour Printing, 3 Charter-house 
Square. From a painting by W. Westall, A.R.A. 
London: Thomas Ward & Co., Paternoster Row. 
MDCCCXXXV [1835]. 
Fine Baxter-printed titlepage and frontispiece. Sheet 
165 x 210mm (6½ x 8¼"). A little faint staining. £130 
The two illustrations are of the Aurora Borealis, with 
two polar bears and a comet, and the sun with three 
Earths orbiting.   
Stock: 57024 

 
270. L'Aurore Boreale.  
Lith. E. Lemaitre, Rue brulée 6, à Strasbourg. 
[Strasbourg: Libraire Derivaux, 1856.] 
Chromolithograph, with gum arabic highlights. Sheet 
290 x 235mm (9¼"), very large margins.  £130 
A view of the Aurora Borealis in Lapland, with sledges 
drawn by reindeer. 
From Munerelle’s 'Les Phenomenes et Curiosites de la 
Nature'.   
Stock: 56845 

 
271. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate VII. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £160 
A view of the Aurora Borealis with the silhouettes of a 
windmill and a church steeple. 
Plate VII of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 56846 

 
272. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate VIII. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £160 
A view of the Aurora Borealis seen from Cambridge. 
Plate VIII of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 56847 

 
273. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate X. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £160 
A view of the Aurora Borealis with the silhouettes of 
two churches. 

Plate X of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 56848 

 

 
274. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate III. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £160 
A view of the Aurora Borealis seen from Cambridge. 
Plate III of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 56849 

 
275. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate IX. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £160 
A view of the Aurora Borealis seen from Cambridge. 
Plate IX of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 56850 

 
276. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate II. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £160 
A view of the Aurora Borealis seen from Cambridge. 
Plate II of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 56855 



277. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate IV. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £160 
A view of the Aurora Borealis seen from Cambridge, 
with a church spire.  
Plate IV of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 56856 

 
278. Aurora Borealis.  
[n.d., c.1840.] 
Coloured lithograph. Sheet 95 x 115mm (3¾ x 4½"). 
Trimmed and laid on album paper. £120 
A view of the Aurora Borealis over an icy landscape.   
Stock: 56864 

 
279. Aurora Borealis, seen Oct.r 24th 1847. 
Plate I. 
J. Andrews Zincog. Printed by Chabet, Skinner Street, 
Snow Hill. [Cambridge: Macmillan, Barclay, and 
Macmillan, London: G. Bell, Fleet Street, n.d., c.1848.] 
Coloured zincograph. Printed area 160 x 175mm (6¼ x 
7"), with very large margins.  £140 
A view of the Aurora Borealis seen from Cambridge. 
Plate IV of ''An account of the Aurora Borealis, seen 
near Cambridge, October the 24th, 1847'' by John H. 
Morgan and John T. Barber, a record of a sighting 
unusually far south.   
Stock: 57011 

 
280. Aurora Borealis  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Plate cut and rejoined, tear in inscription area, 
edges chipped. £95 
The Northern Lights.  
Plate 94 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56792 

 
281. Clouds - Cirro - Stratus N.o 100 
[Published 1842, London for "The Beauty of the 
Heavens: A Pictorial Display of The Astronomical 
Phenomena of The Universe" by Charles. F. Blunt.] 
Very rare coloured lithograph, sheet 160 x 205mm (6¼ 
x 8¼") Right corner missing. £120 
A view of Cirrostratus clouds above a rocky terrain 
with a dam, ruins, buildings and mountains in the 
distance. 
The thin, layered cirrostratus cloud is composed of ice 
crystals and forms a veil that covers all or part of the 
sky.   
Stock: 56990 

 
282. Clouds - Stratus N.o 101 
[Published 1842, London for "The Beauty of the 
Heavens: A Pictorial Display of The Astronomical 
Phenomena of The Universe" by Charles. F. Blunt.] 
Very rare coloured lithograph, sheet 160 x 205mm (6¼ 
x 8¼")  £120 
A view of a high altitude town covered in a fog of 
stratus clouds. 
Stratus clouds are low-level clouds characterized by 
horizontal layering with a uniform base.   
Stock: 56992 

 
283. Clouds - Cirrus N.o 98 
[Published 1842, London for "The Beauty of the 
Heavens: A Pictorial Display of The Astronomical 
Phenomena of The Universe" by Charles. F. Blunt.] 
Very rare coloured lithograph, sheet 160 x 205mm (6¼ 
x 8¼")  £120 
A view on the sea with ships and boats, Cirrus clouds 
float in the sky above. 
Cirrus clouds are short, detached, hair-like clouds 
found at high altitudes. These delicate clouds are 
wispy, with a silky sheen, or look like tufts of hair.   
Stock: 56991 

 
284. The Horizontal Moon  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £85 
An illustration of a optical effect that makes the moon 
look oval, over an Italian city. 
Plate 92 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56793 

 
285. Humboldt's System of Isothermal Lines 
of the Globe. By Dr H Berghuas, Professor of 
Geography Berlin. 
Drawn in the Engravers School for Geography, 
Potsdam, Dec.r 1842. Engraved by W. & A.K. 
Johnston. Edinburgh; John Johnston and W. and W. & 
A.K. Johnson; Glasgow; Robert Weir Lumsden & Son 
[n.d., c.1844]. 
Engraved map with some original hand colour. Sheet 
540 x 670mm (21 x 26½"). Some ink offset. £130 
A map of the world on Mercator's Projection, with 
isothermal lines linking areas of equal temperature.  



Of interest are the markings for the furthest points 
north and south reached by explorers, including Parry 
and Scoresby in the Arctic and Cook, Weddell, 
D'Urville and Ross in the Antarctic.   
Stock: 57124 

 
286. Water Spout Seen Near The Lipari 
Islands.  
Engraved by Clarke, from a Drawing by Kangursseer 
for the Gallery of Nature and Art. London, Published 
by R.N. Rose, 45 Holborn Hill, May 1, 1820. 
Engraving, plate 135 x 210mm (5¼ x 8¼"), with small 
margins. Tears to margins. £75 
A view of a water spout near the Italian islands of 
Lipari. A ship sails away from the phenomenon and 
appears to be blasting its cannons at it, other ships sail 
on the horizon. From "The Gallery of Nature and Art: 
or, A Tour Through Creation and Science" by the Rev. 
Edward Polehampton & John M. Good.   
Stock: 57035 

 
287. Dessins des Phenomenes Varies 
Meteorologiques de l'atmosphere. Pl. XII. 
[After John Emslie] Depose. Kiessling & Comp a 
Bruxelles. Librairie de W. Nitzsche a Hall, 
Wurttemburg.  [n.d., c.1862]. 
Hand coloured engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 
11¼").  £260 
Print of various weather conditions and natural 
disasters with key. Explanation of meterological 
phenomena on other side. 
One of twelve from the French version of the 
Astronomischer Bilder Atlas 'Astronomie Populare en 
Tableaux Tansparents', from Wilhelm Nitzschke, 1862.   
Stock: 56896 

 

 
288. Diagram of Meteorology, displaying the 
various phenomena of the atmosphere  
Drawn and Engraved by John Emslie. Publsihed by J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand, Sep.r 20.th 1846. London- J. 
Reynolds, 174, Strand; Reeves & Sons; Rock & Co; 
Peacock & Mansfield. 
Hand tinted engraving, sheet 230 x 285mm (9 x 11¼"). 
Ink stamp on the back 'St Thomas's Schools Mount 
Vernon.' £320 
One of a set of 12 hand-tinted astronomical prints with 
explanatory text from the series 'Astronomical 
Diagrams'. Several of the images were drawn and 

engraved by John Emslie, who also collaborated with 
Reynolds on the set of diagrams, 'Popular Diagrams of 
Natural Philosophy'. 
Print of various weather conditions and natural 
disasters with key. Explanation of meterological 
phenomena on other side.   
Stock: 56838 

 
289. The Sun at Midnight at the North Cape. 
N.o 65 
[Published 1842, London for "The Beauty of the 
Heavens: A Pictorial Display of The Astronomical 
Phenomena of The Universe" by Charles. F. Blunt.] 
Very rare coloured lithograph, sheet 160 x 205mm (6¼ 
x 8¼")  £90 
A view of the natural phenomenon the midnight sun at 
the North Cape on the island of Magerøya in Norway.   
Stock: 56987 

 
290. Phenomenon seen at Moscow.  
Pub: by Longman & Co, London 1828. 
Aquatint, printed in blue. Sheet 145 x 220mm (5¾ x 
8¾"). Laid on old marbled paper, some surface soiling.
 £60 
A corona around the Moon, From William Rae 
Wilson's 'Travels in Russia, &c. &c.'.   
Stock: 38004 

 
291. Parhelia _  No 1.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £90 
An illustration of a parhelion, or sundog, caused by 
refraction of light by ice crystals, causing bright spots 
either side of the sun. 
Plate 95 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56804 

 
292. [Parhelia] Phenomenon which appeared 
in the Heavens on the Evening of the 8th Nov.r 
1812, the day after the departure of the French 
from the City of Moscow. It was witnessed by 
T.A. Curtis Esq.r Son of Sir W. Curtis B.t. to 
whom the Drawing was presented the morning 
following by an Artist of Moscow. 
[n.d., c.1815.] 
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 95 x 115mm (3¾ x 4½"). 
Trimmed into image on three sides, laid on album 
paper. £260 
An illustration of a parhelia (or sundog, bright spots 
either side of the Sun, caused by light refracting off ice 
crystals in the atmosphere) over the ruins of Moscow.   
Stock: 56818 

 
293. Lunar Rainbow seen at Milbrook near 
Southampton, at 10 o'Clock at Night Oct.r 
1810. 
Engraved by White, from a a Drawing by Craig for the 
Gallery Gallery of Nature & Art. London, Published by 
R. Wilkes, 89 Chancery Lane, Aug. 1. 1814. 
Engraving. 125 x 205mm (5 x 8"), large margins.  £70 



A night-time rainbow, created by a bright moon.   
Stock: 57026 

 
294. The Rainbow.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners, very small tear entering 
image.  Small loss at bottom & top right. £65 
Three rainbows over a cathedral city by a river. 
Plate 104 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56791 

 
295. Sukey. Thaw.  
Published Jan.y 10. 1825 by S. W. Fores Piccadilly 
London. 
Hand coloured etching. 170 x 145mm (6¾ x 5¾"). 
Small loss and crease in bottom left corner. Trimmed.
 £130 
A caricature of a woman with an umbrella, traipsing 
through a sodden street in the rain. She wears a purple 
dress and bonnet with a colourful green shawl.   
Stock: 57218 

 
296. Parhelia _ No 2.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £120 
Parhelia (or 'sun dogs') are an atmospheric optical 
phenomenon that consists of a bright spot to one or 
both sides of the Sun. 
Plate 96 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56789 

 
297. 1. Phaenomenon, observ'd near 
Warrington. 2. Ansty Church. 3. Shulbred 
Priory. Pl. I.p.641. 
Father Paul del. Gent. Mag. August. 1799. 
Engraving, plate 180 x 110mm (7 x 4½"), with large 
margins. Right edge holes where previously bound.£75 
A series of views published in The Gentleman's 
Magazine, and Historical Chronicle: a tornado June 
16th 1798 that occured in Warrignton, Cheshire, the 
small rural church of Ansty in Wiltshire and of 
Shulbred Priory (also known as Woolynchmere Priory) 
, in West Sussex both places of notable antiquity.   
Stock: 57031 

 
298. The Effect of a Water Spout at Sea. N.o 
109. 
J.F. Ellis. Pinx.t. H. Dawe. Sculp. Pub.d April 1832 by 
H. Dawe 6 Bartholomew Place Kentish Town, R. 
Ackermann Strand & C. Tilt Fleet Street 
Mezzotint, sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 7½).  £80 
A view of a ship on rough seas sailing away from a 
waterspout.   
Stock: 57034 

 
299. Phénomène de Trompes Marines, 
observé dans la mer de Sicile, en vue de 
Stromboli, le 27 Juin 1827, en dessiné par L. 
Mazzara, à bord du Brigantine le Portia, 
capitaine Cabbage, au momens òu le navire 
fair feu sur la trombe qui le menaçait de plus 
près. 
St Aulaire d'apres le dession de L. Mazzara. Lith de 
Englemannm rue du Faub. Montmatre No 6. [n.d., 
1828.] 
Rare lithograph. Printed area 260 x 745mm (10¼ x 
29½"). Framed. Some staining and surface wear. 
Unexamined out of frame. £480 
A rare view of ships of the French navy being 
threatened by multiple waterspouts in the Tyrrhenian 
Sea, with Stromboli visible to the left. Captain 
Cabbage of the brigantine Portia opened fire on one 
spout in an attempt to break it up. BNF:  
FRBNF40453841.  
Stock: 57092 

 
300. The Phenomena of Water Spouts.  
[n.d., c.1800] 
Engraving, sheet 115 x 180mm (4½ x 7") Trimmed 
within plate. £80 
A view of waterspouts lettered, presumably once with 
an explanatory key. Ships sail in the distance   
Stock: 57050 

 
301. The Phenomena of Water Spouts.  
[n.d., c.1800] 
Engraving, sheet 115 x 180mm (4½ x 7") Trimmed 
within plate. £80 
A view of waterspouts lettered, presumably once with 
an explanatory key. Ships sail in the distance   
Stock: 57048 

 
302. A New Weather Table. constructed upon 
a Philosophical consideration of the attraction 
of the Sun and Moon... 
[n.d., c.1820.] 
Fine coloured engraving on card. 145 x 110mm (5¾ x 
4¼"). A little surface wear.  Very small loss on right.
 £360 
A diagram for weather forecasting based on the 
positions of the sun and moon.   
Stock: 56800 

 
303. Zodiacal Light.  
[London: David Bogue, c. 1845.] 
Coloured lithograph on card. Sheet 150 x 190mm (6 x 
7½"). Edges clipped at corners. £120 



An illustation of Zodiacal Light, or false dawn, caused 
by sunlight scattered by interplanetary dust, over the 
ruins of classical temples. 
Plate 97 of 'The Beauty of the Heavens: a pictorial 
display of the astronomical phenomena of the universe' 
by Charles F Blunt.   
Stock: 56795 

 

 
304. English Agricultural Society's Show 
Yard. First Meeting at Oxford, July 17.th 1839. 
To the Right Hon.ble John Charles, Earl 
Spencer, President, the Trustees, Vice 
Presidents, Committe of Management, and 
Members. This Print is most respectfully 
dedicated. 
On Stone by T. Picken, from a Drawing by W.A. 
Delamotte. Day & Haghe Lith.rs to the Queen. 
Published by John & R. Dewe, Broad St.t Oxford; and 
Sold by R.Ackerman, Eclipse Sporting Gallery, 191, 
Regent Street; and T. M.cLean, 26 Haymarket, 
London. 
Rare lithograph, 275 x 350mm (10¾ x 13¾"). Repaired 
tears top and bottom. £320 
Gentlemen in top hats converse and survey the cows 
and horses under awnings. In the center are marquees 
and farm equipment such as ploughs and carts. 
The Royal Agricultural Society of England was 
established in the United Kingdom in 1838. Its motto 
was "Practice with Science", and its aim was to 
promote the scientific development of agriculture. The 
society received its Royal Charter from Queen Victoria 
in 1840. See: Ref: 16545 for English Agricultural 
Society's Show Yard in Cambridge  
Stock: 57087 

 
305. The Automaton Exhibition. Gothic Hall, 
Haymarket.  
Designed & Etched by T. Lane. Published by C. Smith 
March 7. 1826. 
Aquatint. Sheet 125 x 200mm (5 x 8"). Trimmed to 
image on three sides. £95 
A view of the exhibition of Henri Maillardet's automata 
in 1826, with admiring crowds. In the centre is the 
'Musical Lady', now at the Musée d'Art et d'Histoire of 
Neuchâtel, whose fingers actually play a keyboard. To 
the right is 'The Writer', now in the Franklin Institute in 
Philadelphia. When he arrived there in 1928, he was 
unattributed and out-of-order; when he was repaired its 

first output was 'written by the automaton of 
Maillardet'.   
Stock: 56787 

 
306. Interior of The Crystal Palace at 
Sydenham. No. 7. The Nubian Court. 
[Thomas Hosmer Shepherd] [n.d. c.1854-55] 
Tinted lithograph. 290 x 210mm (11½ x 8¼"). Several 
repaired tears in margins. £130 
An interior view of the 'Nubian Court' designed by 
Owen Jones and complete with life size replicas of 
Pharoahs and Sphinxes. The Crystal Palace was 
relocated to Sydenham Hill in 1854 after the Great 
Exhibtion of 1851 was held in Hyde Park.   
Stock: 56944 

 
307. Thomas Bell [facsimile signature]  
T. H. Maguire [etched in plate.] Ashbee & Tuckett Lith 
Printers London. 
Lithograph on chine collé. Sheet 600 x 445mm (23½ x 
17½") very large margins. Some faint foxing and time 
staining in the margins. £240 
A half length portrait of Thomas Bell (1792-1880). 
Bell was a notable zoologist, specialising in reptile 
specimens. He was instrumental in the publication of 
Charles Darwin's theory of natural selection and is 
commemorated in the names of several species and 
sub-species of reptile. From the Ipswich Museum 
Portraits series published by George Ransom in 1852, 
the sixty portraits of distinguished men of science were 
designed to commemorate the foundation of the 
museum in 1846. Wellcome: 236.  
Stock: 57136 

 
308. John P. Boileau [facsimile signature]  
T. H. Maguire. 1849. [etched in plate] M & N Hanhart 
Lith. Printers. 
Lithograph on octagonal chine collé. Sheet 600 x 
435mm (23½ x 17") very large margins. Foxing in 
margins. £180 
A three-quarter length seated portrait of John Boileau 
(1794-1869) with the Ipswich Museum blind stamp in 
the lower right corner. Boileau was president and vice 
president of various Archaeological and Zoological 
Societies in London and Norfolk, where he was created 
a first baronet in 1838. From the Ipswich Museum 
Portraits series published by George Ransom in 1852: 
the sixty portraits of distinguished men of science were 
designed to commemorate the foundation of the 
museum in 1846.   
Stock: 57139 

 
309. CL. Bonaparte. [Facsimile signature.]  
T. H. Maguire. 1849. [etched in plate.] [M & N 
Hanhart, London 1852.] 
Llithograph on octagonal chine collé. Sheet 600 x 
435mm (23½ x 17") with large margins. Some faint 
foxing and spotting in the margins and title area. £220 
A seated three-quarter length portrait of Charles Lucien 
Bonaparte.  A noted Ornithologist.  Napoleon was his 
uncle. Wellcome: 35  
Stock: 57140 



 
310. John Edw. Gray [facsimile signature].  
T.H. Maguire 1851. M. & N. Hanhart Imp.t. [Ipswich: 
George Ransome, 1852.] 
Lithograph. Printed area 360 x 240mm (14¼ x 9½"), 
with wide margins. Foxing in margin. £230 
Half-length portrait of John Edward Gray (1800-75), 
one of the most prolific taxonomists in the history of 
zoology. He was founder of the Entomological Society 
of London in 1833 (now the Royal Entomological 
Society). He was keeper of zoology at the British 
Museum 1840-1874 (before the department became the 
Natural History Museum.  
From the series 'Portraits of Honorary Members of the 
Ipswich Museum.'. Wellcome: 1202.  
Stock: 57191 

 
311. Wm Jardine [facsimile signature].  
T.H. Maguire 1849. M. & N. Hanhart Lith. Printers. 
[Ipswich: George Ransome, 1852.] 
Lithograph. Printed area 350 x 240mm (13¾ x 9½"), 
with large margins. Foxing, tear in right margin. £190 
Half-length portrait of Sir William Jardine (1800-74), 
Scottish naturalist best known for his 'Naturalist's 
Library', 1833-66. He also wrote 'the Ichnology of 
Annandale', which include descriptions of fossils found 
on his ancestral estate. 
From the series 'Portraits of Honorary Members of the 
Ipswich Museum.'. Wellcome: 1519.  
Stock: 57190 

 
312. M.r Robert Jones, Practical Farrier, 
Curtain Road, Finsbury Square.  
Marshall pinx.t. J. Scott. Sculp.t. Published June 1.st 
1797 by J. Wheble, Warwick Court. 
Engraving with etching, sheet 160 x 115mm (6¼ x 
4½"). Thread margins. £75 
Oval portrait of the farrier Robert Jones, illustration to 
the 'Sporting Magazine'. Wellcome: 1545; 
O'Donoghue.  
Stock: 57055 

 

313. The Origin of Species.  
[after C.H. Bennett] [n.d. 1863] 
Scarce wood engraving. 245 x 175mm (9¾ x 7"). 
Three horizontal creases. Faint stain in lower left 
corner. £480 
The evolution of a muzzled bear into a crook, holding a 
watch to lure passersby and a 'garotte stick', or club, 
heavily alluding to Darwin's theory of evolution, 'The 
Origin of Species by means of natural selection, or, 
The preservation of favoured races in the struggle for 
life' (1860). A wood engraving after Charles Henry 
Bennett (1829-67). The lettering differs to the example 
in the Wellcome Collection, which is titled 'The origin 
of the garotte - (Drawn by Charles H. Bennett)'. 
Wellcome 12108i  
Stock: 57219 

 
314. [Winstanley's Eddystone Light-house.] 
Fanale del Porto di Plymouth.  
[Engraved by Francesco Sesone? after Henry 
Winstanley.] [Naples, n.d., c.1740.] 
Engraving. 170 x 210mm (6¾ x 8¼"). Narrow margins 
top, original binding folds.  Repairs in margins on left.  
Bit messy. £70 
An Italian illustration of the first Eddystone 
Lighthouse, copied from a print drawn, etched and 
published by Henry Winstanley, the designer and 
builder of the lighthouse. It shows the structure with 
the cranes needed to transfer people from boats to the 
rock.  
Winstanley (1644-1703) was a painter who is said to 
have learned etching from Wenceslaus Hollar. In the 
1690s he opened an amusement arcade in Piccadilly, 
''Winstanley's Water-works'', filled with automata of 
his own design. Having made a fortune he became a 
merchant, but when two of his ships were wrecked on 
the Eddystone Rocks, he funded the building of the 
first recorded offshore lighthouse. If building a tower 
on a featureless rock was not hard enough, during the 
construction the enterprise was attacked by a French 
privateer and destroyed in 1697, with Winstanley taken 
into captivity. However Louis XIV ordered his release, 
stating 'France is at war with England, not with 
humanity', allowing Winstanley to complete the 
structure in 1698. In 1703 Winstanley was overseeing 
some repairs when the Great Storm of 1703 hit and 
both Winstanley and his lighthouse were swept away.   
Stock: 56700 

 
315. Gas-Works. Accums' Description of Gas 
Works. Pl.VII. 
Lowry Delt & Sculpt. [London: T. Boys, 1819.] 
Fine aquatint, printed in colours and hand-finished. 
Framed, visible area  400 x 280mm (15¾ x 11"). 
Unexamined out of frame. £460 
A gas works, showing a collapsing gas holder, Retort 
House, Purifying House with lime machine and the 
Director's Office. 
'Description of the Process of Manufacturing Coal Gas, 
for the Lighting of Streets, Houses, and Public 
Buildings' by Frederick Christian Accum (1769-1838). 
He played a prominent role in the development of gas 
lighting in London and other major cities. 



 
The full text is available for download from the 
Wellcome Collection 
(https://wellcomecollection.org/works/wdv38w86).   
Stock: 56775 

 
316. Fire-Engine. Plate II. Bramah's 
Improved Patent Fire Engine.  
J. Pass sculp.t. London, Published as the Act directs 
June 20 1805 by J. Wilkes. 
Coloured engraving. 240 x 190mm (9½ x 7½"), large 
margins.  £110 
Diagrams of the parts of a fire-engine designed by 
Joseph Bramah (1748-1814), who is best known for 
inventing the hydraulic press and the water closets for 
Osborne House, Queen Victoria's home on the Isle of 
Wight. In 1806 he created a machine for printing bank 
notes with automatic sequential serial numbers.   
Stock: 56702 

 
317. V. Gottlieb Inventor. 1. A Perpetual Log. 
2. A Ships Time Regulator. 3. A Ship's Tell 
Tale.  
[n.d., c.1790.] 
Engraving. Sheet 160 x 120mm (6¼ x 4¾"). Trimmed 
within plate, laid on album paper. £80 
Diagrams of ship's instuments invented by Valentine 
Gottlieb, an immigrant who settled in Lambeth in the 
1770s. He successfully lobbied the government to 
install his design of a mechanical perpetual ship’s log 
to two newly-designed fast postal packets 
commissioned in 1790 for the North American and 
West Indian mail service. 
The December 1791 issue of the European Magazine 
contained a variation of this engraving plus 
explanatory text of this group of related navigational 
instruments. See 
http://journal.sciencemuseum.ac.uk/browse/issue-
15/valentine-gottlieb/  
Stock: 57043 

 
318. Optics. Plate XV. Principles and 
Construction of the Kaleidoscope.  
J. Pass sc. Engraved for the Encyclopoedia 
Londonensis, 1820. 
Coloured engraving. 270 x 215mm (10¾ x 8½"). 
Trimmed into plate on three sides.  Slight staining. 
 £120 
Stock: 56819 

 

319. Henderson's Patent Collapsible Boat, for 
Saving Life at Sea and other Purposes. To be 
seen at Exhibition Grounds, on Bank of Kelvin 
Behind Kelvinggrove Museum. International 
Exhibition Glasgow, 1888. 
Three scarce photographs, each 150 x 205mm (6 x 8") 
mounted on printed board, 455 x 585mm (18 x 23"). 
Cracks in edges of backing board. £290 
Three photographs of the lifeboat, published to 
advertise it at the exhibition.   
Stock: 57134 

 
320. An Interior and Exterior View of a 
Locomotive Steam Engine. 1. The Boiler. 2. 
Tubes for conducting the flame through the 
water. 3. The Fire Box. 4. Feed Pumps. 5. 
Handle for turning the regulator...20. The 
Cylinder. 21. The Piston. 22. The Connecting 
Rods. 23. The Cranked Axles. 24. The 
Propelling Wheels. 25. Wooden Frame. 26. 
Buffers. 
[n.d. c.1840.] 
An extremely scarce pair of hand-coloured lithographs. 
318 x 430mm (12½ x 17"). Some loss, damage and 
tears. Laid down on album sheet. £280 
A pair of diagrams illustrating the inner and outer 
workings of the steam engine. Steam locomotives 
dominated the British railways from the start of the 
19th century until the mid-20th century; at which point 
they were superseded by diesel and electric 
locomotives.   
Stock: 56995 

 
321. John Joseph Merlin, The Celebrated 
Mechanic.  
C.P.H. del.t et Sculp. [after Thomas Gainsborough] 
[Kirby's Wonderful and Eccentric Museum, or, 
Magazine of Remarkable characters 1803]. 
Rare engraving with stipple, sheet 105 x 170mm (4¼ x 
6¾"). Trimmed within plate. Title removed and glued 
to the print. £130 
Oval portrait of John Joseph Merlin (born Jean-Joseph 
Merlin, 1735 –1803) after the one by Gainsborough 
with a mechanical chariot designed by him. 
Merlin was a Belgian Freemason, clock-maker, 
musical-instrument maker and inventor. Notable items 
he manufactured include; the Silver Swan, Cox's 
timepiece and inline skates.   
Stock: 57060 

 
322. Optics. Plate XII. 1, 2, 3. Reflecting 
Microscope. 4 to 8, Solar Microscopes. 9,10. 
Lucernal Microscope.  
J. Pass sc. Engraved for the Encyclopoedia 
Londonensis, 1820. 
Coloured engraving. 270 x 215mm (10¾ x 8½"). 
Trimmed into plate on three sides. £120 
Stock: 56820 

 



323. Optics. Plate XI. Compound 
Microscopes.  
J. Pass sc. Engraved for the Encyclopoedia 
Londonensis, 1820. 
Coloured engraving. 270 x 215mm (10¾ x 8½"). 
Trimmed into plate on two sides. £120 
Stock: 56821 

 
324. Microscope and Objects.  
[n.d., 1823.] 
Engraving. 255 x 195mm (10 x 7¾"). Trimmed into 
plate on right. £90 
An illustration of a microscope with four parasitic 
insect specimens: a flea, louse, 'itch-insect' (Sarcoptes 
scabei, which burrows and breeds beneath the human 
skin, thus causing the disease known as the itch) and 
mite. From Barclay's 'Complete and Universal 
Dictionary'.   
Stock: 57093 

 
325. Plate 2. Microsopes. _ See System of 
Optics. Copied by Permission from Mr 
Adams's Essays on the Microscope. 
Published as the Act directs by C. Cooke, No 17 
Paternoster Row, Dec.r 5 1788. 
Engraving. 340 x 210mm (13½ x 8¼"). Narrow left 
margin.  Small margins on 3 sides. £70 
Detailed illustrations of microscope designs.   
Stock: 57130 

 
326. Hadley's Quadrant. Azimuth Compass. 
Plate VIII. Frontispiece. 
J.W. Norie delin.t. [n.d., 1856] 
Steel engraving. Sheet 220 x 130mm (8¾ x 5").  £140 
The frontispiece to John William Norie's ''A Complete 
Epitome of Practical Navigation: containing all 
necessary instruction for keeping a ship's reckoning at 
sea''.   
Stock: 56863 

 
327. Optics. Plate I. Reflection and Inflection 
of Light.  
J. Pass sc. Engraved for the Encyclopoedia 
Londonensis, 1819. 
Coloured engraving. 270 x 215mm (10¾ x 8½"). 
Narrow margins. £60 
Various illustrations.   
Stock: 57128 

 
328. [Straw-burning ploughing engine.] 
[Written on the engine:] Ransomes Sims & 
Head Ipswich England. Head & Schemioths 
Patent. 
[In ink underneath the image:] Engraved with 
instruments on waxed plate. [n.d. c.1848.] 
Engraving, scarce. 228 x 342mm. 9 x 13½". Folds and 
creasing. £140 
Ransomes, Sims & Head, established 1789, was a 
major British agricultural machinery maker, and also 
manufactured aeroplanes during the First World War. 
In 1848, John Head joined the firm as an apprentice 
and invented an apparatus which enabled straw to be 
burnt as fuel in the firebox of portable and traction 

engines. This development, made in collaboration with 
a Russian engineer named Schemioth, proved a very 
useful one in countries where there was no wood 
available for fuel and where coal had to be imported at 
great expense. The Head-Schemioth system involved 
the provision of extra-large fireboxes and an apparatus, 
driven from the crankshaft by a strap, for feeding the 
straw into the firebox.   
Stock: 20902 

 
329. Optics. Plate XIII. 1 to 11 for Telescopes. 
12 to 15 for Microscopes.  
J. Pass sc. Engraved for the Encyclopoedia 
Londonensis, 1820. 
Coloured engraving. 270 x 215mm (10¾ x 8½"). 
Narrow margins.  One small wormhole top left. £60 
Diagrams of parts of optical instruments.   
Stock: 57127 

 

 
330. Hetton Colliery in the County of 
Durham. From which are raised at a depth of 
three hundred Yards the Hetton & Lyons 
Wallsend, the Lyons Main, the Old Ducks & 
Denmark Main Coals, with a View of the 
Horizontal & Inclined Planes Engines & 
Staiths on the Bank of the River Wear near 
Sunderland. Projected and Managed by 
Arthur Mowbray Esq.r 
Drawn on Stone by J: D: Harding. Printed by C: 
Hullmandel. [n.d. c.1825.] 
A very rare and scarce lithograph. 610 x 851mm. 24 x 
33½". Tears in the margins, large margins. £550 
Hetton Colliery, as seen to the far right, was connected 
to the River Wear at Sunderland, seen to the far right, 
by a railway engineered by George Stephenson 
between 1819 and 1822.   
Stock: 19803 

 
331. Mineralogy.  
J.Chapman sculp.t.  
Engraving, sheet 265 x 205mm (10½ x 8¼"). 
Trimmed. £95 
Zeus and Hera sit on thrones surrounded by the other 
gods; Apollo, Artemis, Hades, Hephaestus, Demeter, 
Aphrodite, Aries and Hermes. The floor is covered in 
minerals and gems that putti are excavating and 
handing over to Hera who holds a set of scales. Cupid 
soars above them holding a rod.   
Stock: 57067 



332. View of the Patent Sa[l]t works & Rock 
Salt Mine,  
Print[ed] by C. Hullmandel.  
Scarce lithograph, sheet 245 x 460mm (9¾ x 18"). 
Trimmed losing secondary title. Abrasions losing some 
letters in text. Laid down on archival paper. £240 
A man with a dog points directions to a man on a horse 
and a shepherd looks after his flock against the 
backdrop of smoking chimneys of the Salt Works.   
Stock: 57089 

 
333. [Cobbler]  
Done from an Original Picture of Old Heemskerck by 
Jonathan Spilsbury. London, Printed for Robert Sayer, 
Map and Printseller, at N.o33 in Fleet Street. [n.d., 
c.1760]. 
Mezzotint, sheet 330 x 230mm (13 x 9"). Trimmed to 
plate. £230 
Cobbler sitting on a stool holding a shoe in his lap 
while pulling on a strap of leather slung around his 
knee and under his foot, wearing a soft cap set at a 
slant and a leather apron; with a slipper on a stool to 
left, a pitcher standing beneath it and wooden dresser 
and shelf with bowls, dishes, phials and cups to the 
left, shoes and tools lying on the ground in the 
foreground. Holstein: undescribed. CS: undescribed. 
Russel: undescribed. Ex collection of the Hon. 
Christopher Lennox-Boyd.  
Stock: 57082 

 
334. Artificier.  
[Denis Diderot and Jean d'Alembert, c.1760.] 
Set of seven engravings with letterpress contents sheet.  
Bound together in paper wrapper, some sheets loose. 
Each sheet: 255 x 390mm (10 x 15½") Staining. £220 
Seven plates detailing the tools and equipment of a 
pyrotechnician, from Diderot and d'Alembert's 
'Encyclopédia ou Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, 
des arts et des métiers' 17vols (1751-1765).   
Stock: 41357 

 

 
335. Views of Aston Flint Glass Works: 
belonging to B. & W. Gibbins, Birmingham. 
Interior View of Aston Fleet Glass Works: 
belonging to B. & W. Gibbins, Birmingham.  
[n.d., c.1818.] 
Two engravings on one sheet, scarce. Total printed 
area 385 x 670mm (15¼ x 26½"), with large margins. 
 £680 
One plate has exterior views of the factory with the 
conical furnace house. The second, larger plate has the 
interior of the furnace house, with glass-blowers and 
child labour. 

Situated on Bagot Street, the proprietors of the glass 
works were Brueton and William Gibbins, members of 
a large and prosperous Birmingham Quaker family.   
Stock: 56689 

 
336. Drawing the Retorts at the Great Gas 
Light Establishment, Brick Lane.  
W. Read Sculp.t. London Pub.d by Sir Rich.d Phillips 
& Co. Feb.y 1. 1821. 
Aquatint, printed in colours. Sheet 200 x 240mm (8 x 
9½") Folds as normal and damage of edges of paper.
 £220 
The dramatic moment when coke was raked out of the 
ovens. Frontispiece for One Thousand Experiments in 
Chemistry’, Colin MacKenzie 1822. Ex Norman 
Blackburn Collection.  
Stock: 56698 

 
337. Farriers Shed.  
Drawn & Etched by J.A.Atkinson. London, Published 
Jany. 1st. 1807, by William Miller 49. Albemarle 
Street, and James Walker 8, Conway Street Fitzroy 
Square. 
Fine coloured etching and aquatint, plate 240 x 185mm 
(9½ x 7¼"), with very large margins.  £220 
A farrier kneels shoeing a horse, with a well-dressed 
man standing behind him; second farrier on the right 
holds a hoof nipper, various tools are strewn across the 
ground.   
Stock: 57142 

 
338. Le Bouquet. Choui-------- ! ...........Put! 
put! put! ...Pan!!....pan pan, pan! brrrr..pan, 
papapapaw pan! pan!!...pan! pouf! pouf! 
Patapatapouf !!!!! 
Lith. de Delaporte, Seur de Langlumé. Lith par Vatier 
d'après Grandville. On s'abonne chez Aubert, galerie 
Vero dodat. 
Lithograph, 340 x 265mm. 13½ x 10½". Foxing around 
image; stain in top right. Crease to lower right corner.
 £130 
Atmospheric print of a firework display and large 
crowd, complete with onomatopoeic text below.   
Stock: 8792 

 
339. Boyer, Artist in Fire Works, and 
Manufacturer of Shipping Combustibles, 
Signal Rockets, Percussion Powder for 
Gentlemens' Guns, detonating Silver,, and 
every Combustible known to the Pyrotechnical 
Art, No 42, Gibraltar Row, Near the Elephant 
and Castle, Surrey. 
Page & Son, Printers, 62, Black Friars Road. [n.d., 
c.1825.] 
Scarce letterpress handbill, Huxham Mill watermark 
1827. Sheet 320 x 200mm (12½ x 8"). Creases, wear to 
edges. £260 
An advert for fireworks with a price list, headed with 
the Royal Warrant.  
George Boyer was listed in 'Pigot & Co's Directory for 
Scotland for 1825-6... together with the Most Extensive 
Directory of London'.   
Stock: 57177 



340. 1867. Whitsuntide Galas! Peel Park, 
Bradford. Programme of Performance for 
Monday, June 10th. 
[1867.] 
Scarce letterpress handbill. Sheet 250 x 190mm (9¾ x 
7½"). Creasing. £230 
Attractions include Mr Liskard's 'Mysterious Musical 
Teapot', a 'Grand Balloon Ascent by Captain Metcalf', 
and 'A Grand Display of Fireworks by Professor Dyer, 
of London'.   
Stock: 57185 

 

 
341. Splendid Display of Fireworks. For One 
Night Only. Mr. G. Bywater, Jun. Most 
respectfully announces to the Ladies of 
Wakefield and its Vicinity, that he will Diplay a 
Grand Collection of Fireworks, in the Yard 
belonging to the Woodman Inn, in Wood 
Street, near the Sessions House, on the Evening 
of Friday the 28th Instant [...] Fireworks with 
the latest Improvements, by G. Bywater, No 6. 
Long Row, Philadelphia, near Sheffield. 
Thomas Waller, Printer, Post Office Yark, Wakefield. 
[n.d., c.1840.] 
Scarce letterpress handbill. Sheet 285 x 225mm (11¼ x 
8¾"). Wear to edges, some staining. £260 
A hand bill for a fireworks display in Wakefield, 
Yorkshire, with a 32-point 'Order of Firing'. 
George Frederick Bywater is listed in the 'Sheffield 
Directory of Trades and Professions for 1834'; this is 
likely to be his son.   
Stock: 57172 

 
342. Pittville Gardens, Prestbury Road 
[Cheltenham]. A Grand Race Gala [...] On 
Tuesday Evening next, July 19th, 1831 
[...]After the Concert, there will be a Grand 
Gala Fete, and Superb Display of Fireworks 
Ona very extensive Scale; on which Occasion 
the Gardens will be most brilliantly Illuminted 
with Variegated Lamps [...] 

Cunningham and Co, Chronicle Office, Pittville Street, 
Cheltenham. [1831.] 
Scarce letterpress handbill, watermark 1818, Sheet 335 
x 190mm (13¼ x 7½"). Creasing, staining and wear.
 £260 
A hand bill for a concert ending with a fireworks 
display,  with a 26-point 'Order of Firing'.   
Stock: 57179 

 
343. Grand Triumphal Arch displayed 
opposite to Windsor Castle, by H.W. Darby, In 
honour of the visit of Louis Napoleon, Emperor 
of France, to her Majesty, Queen Victoria the 
First. H.W. Darby, 98, Regent Street, Lambeth, 
London, Wholesale Firework Manufacturer, 
and Railway Signal-Light Contractor. Artist to 
the Nobility and Gentry's Grand Fetes, 
Theatres, and Public Gardens. For many years 
the Sole Artiste to the Royal Gardens, 
Vauxhall. 
[c.1863.] 
Scarce letterpress advertisment. Sheet 180 x 130mm (7 
x 5"). Left edge frayed. £180 
Probably a page from a trade directory.   
Stock: 57180 

 
344. J.G. D'Ernst, Artist in Fire Works to His 
Majesty, and the Royal Gardens, Vauxhall. No 
5, Doughty Place, Lambeth Walk.  
Barnes, Printer, 44, Bridge House Place, Newington 
Causeway. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Letterpress on green paper. Sheet 235 x 125mm (9¼ x 
5"). Some foxing. £260 
An advertisment for fireworks, with a price list.   
Stock: 57183 

 
345. Drewell, Artist in Fire-Works, and 
Engineer to his Majesty's Grand Fetes in the 
Park, Nos 27 and 33, Westminster Bridge 
Road, - S. Near the Obelisk. Licensed Pursuant 
to Act of Parliament. 
Passmore, Printer and Stationer, 60, Borough Road. 
[n.d., c.1820.] 
Scarce letterpress handbill. Sheet 390 x 240mm (15¼ x 
9½").  £260 
An advert for fireworks with a price list, doubling as an 
invoice, headed with the Royal Warrant.  '25% off' is 
written in old ink manuscript. "Black & Ball cartridge 
port fires etc for exportation".   
Stock: 57186 

 
346. The Fifth of November.  
T. Stothard delint.  C Knight sculpt. London Pubd: 
Jany. 1 1790 by J.F. Tomkins No.18 New Bond Street. 
Stipple, 175 x 200mm. 7 x 8". Large margins. £260 
A group of children excitedly burning a guy over a 
wooden pyre; one child in the foreground fans the 
flames with his hat. 
After Thomas Stothard (1755 - 1834).   
Stock: 21780 

 



347. Der Feuerwerks Platz im Prater.  La 
Place du feu d'Artifice au Prater.  
C. P. S. C. M. [Johann] Ziegler. Artaria & Comp [n.d. 
c. 1783, Vienna.] 
Etching with original colour. 330 x 435mm (13 x 
17¼"). Faint toning and staining that creeps into the 
image. £450 
A festive scene in Vienna's Prater Park in the 
'Fireworks Square'. From Johann Ziegler's 'Views of 
the Royal City of Vienna' (1749-1802) a German and 
Austrian landscape artist known for both his paintings 
and copperplate engravings.   
Stock: 56474 

 
348. Royal Grecian Saloon, Pleasure Grounds 
and Olympic Temple, Eagle Tavern, City Road 
[...] Benefit, Tuesday, September 14, 1841. A 
Grand Ball Gala, Fire-works, and 
Illuminations [...] 
J.W. Peel Printer, 9 New Cut, Lambeth, opposite the 
Victoria. [1841.] 
Letterpress handbill, 4pp., printed on two sides. Sheet 
255 x 370mm, folded once. Tear taped, edges chipped, 
laid on album sheet. £180 
After an evening of opera, pantomine and singing, the 
entertainment was 'To Conclude with a Magnificent 
display of Fireworks by Mr. Fenwick".   
Stock: 57166 

 
349. Artificier. Contenant Sept Planches.  
Baratti s. [Paris, Neuchâtel & Amsterdam: Briasson, le 
Breton, Durand & Panckoucke, c.1772.] 
Folio, stitched extract; pp. (ii), 7 numbered engraved 
plates, as called for.  £120 
The complete set of seven plates relating to the work of 
pyrotechnicians or firework-makers. The plates show a 
workshop, tools and design of various fireworks, and 
the text contains a 145-point key. 
Published in the "Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire 
raisonné des sciences" edited by Denis Diderot (1713 - 
1784), French philosopher, art critic and writer. The 35 
volumes took nearly 30 years to produce (1751-1780): 
the opposition from both the French State Prosecutor 
and Pope Clement XIII meant that much of the work 
was published secretly, although Diderot learned after 
publication that his printer was still censoring his final 
proofs.   
Stock: 17909 

 
350. A Representation of the Royal Fire-
Work perform'd by the directions of Coll. 
Hopkey and Coll. Borgard on the River of 
Thames near Whitehall, y.e 7.th of July 1713. 
being y.e day appointed for a publick 
Thanksgiving for the General Peace. 
B. Lens fec. et exc. [n.d. 1713] 
Extremely rare & fine mezzotint. 520 x 410mm (20½ x 
16"). Trimmed to plate mark. Horizontal centre fold 
crease with minor creasing and scratches across the 
image. Small nicks to the edges. Loss to bottom left 
corner filled in with ink. £950 
An architectural facade of paired columns adorned 
with statues and the royal crest. Fireworks burst into  

 
the sky in the background as well as on the Thames in 
the foreground. The statues take the allegorical form of 
Prudence, Temperance, Fortitude, Justice, Courage, 
Victory, Peace and Conduct. The year of peace, or 
Anno Pacis, refers to the Peace of Utrecht signed in 
April 1713 by Queen Anne, Louis XIV and Philip V of 
Spain.   
Stock: 56467 

 
351. Positively the last Night. Dobree's 
Theatre [...] he has at a considerable expence, 
engaged the Celebrated Madam Hengler, who 
will exhibit A grand Display of Fire Works, As 
performed by her with such unbpunded 
Applause at Vauxhall Gardens, London, last 
Season [...] 
Printed by G. Norton, Henley. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Letterpress handbill Sheet 380 x 220mm (15 x 8¾). 
Folds and creasing, toning to edges, a few chips. £240 
After an evening of comedy, Sarah Hengler would put 
on a show of fireworks, including 'a grand 
Metamophose Wheel, displaying in brilliant Fire, 
''Prosperity to Marlow!'''.  
Hengler (c.1765-1845), second wife of the circus 
performer John Michael Hengler, ran her firework 
business from 4 Asylum Buildings, off Westminster 
Bridge Road. In 1818 three people died in explosions 
there; after retiring from the business she was killed in 
a fire on the premises.   
Stock: 57167 

 
352. A View of ye Grand Theatre & 
Fireworks erected on ye Water near ye Court 
at ye Hague (on Occasion of ye General Peace 
concluded at Aix le Chapelle Oct:18, 1748) and 
exhibited June 13, 1749. N.S. 
Engrav'd for the Universal Magazine according to Act 
of Parliament 1749, for J. Hinton at ye Kings Arms in 
St. Pauls Church-Yard London. 
Etching and engraving, 180 x 300mm. 7 x 11¾". 
Vertical folds as normal, tearing at lower paper edge. 
Some staining. £90 



Preparations for a display of fireworks to celebrate the 
second Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen) of 1748, 
which ended the War of the Austrian Succession. 
Fold-out illustration to the Universal Magazine.   
Stock: 9672 

 
353. [Fireworks for the wedding of Leopold I] 
Eigentliche Abbild ,, ünd vorstellüng des sehr 
künftlichen ünd tostbarn Feuerwerds welches 
auf dem Hochfeyerlichen Kayserl. Beylager zu 
Wien den  8, Decembris (28) Novemb.) dess 
1666. Jahrs, angesündet und branēt worden. 
[after Melchior Küsel.] [Frankfurt: Johann Görlin & 
Johann Bauer, 1703.] 
Engraving. 300 x 345mm (11¾ x 13½"), with margins 
Binding folds. £260 
A fireworks display celebrating the marriage of Holy 
Roman Emperor Leopold I to Margaret Theresa, 
daughter of King Philip IV of Spain. The fireworks are 
being launched from a baroque building, with centaurs 
fighting in the foreground. 
From 'Theatrum Europaeum', published by the heirs of 
Matthaus Merian.   
Stock: 54927 

 
354. A View of the Public Fireworks to be 
exhibited on Occasion of the General Peace 
Concluded at Aix le Chappelle Novr. 7. 1748.  
Engrav'd According to Act of Parliament, for the 
London Magazine. Printed and Sold by R. Baldwin 
jun. at the Rose in Pater Noster Row. 
Etching and engraving, 200 x 395mm. 8 x 15½". 
Vertical folds as normal; tatty extremities and some 
staining. Trimmed to plate at left with small tears. £90 
Preparations for a display of fireworks to celebrate the 
second Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen) of 1748, 
which ended the War of the Austrian Succession. 
Lettered in the image, with key and explanatory text 
describing dimensions and display details either side of 
title above image. 
Fold-out illustration to the London Magazine.   
Stock: 9673 

 
355. The Castle and Bridge of St. Angelo, 
Rome. With the Grand Display of Fireworks 
from the Summit of the Castle and the 
Illumination of St. Peters. 
Engraved by W.B Cooke from a Sketch by E.F. Payne 
Esqr. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Engraving, 240 x 190mm. 9½ x 7½".  £220 
With titles in French and German.   
Stock: 11917 

 
356. Grand Display of Fireworks, at the 
Public Gardens, Swamp Concession, 
Yokohama, on Saturday, November 3rd, 1877. 
[...] Hirayama Jinta. Pyrotechnist, No 68, 
Otamachi Shichômé, Yokohama. 
[1877.] 
Scarce letterpress handbill. Sheet 330 x 225mm (13 x 
8¾"). Splits in folds taped, other small tears and spots, 
old ink marginalia. £380 

A fireworks programme for a display sponsored by 
Hirayama Jinta (1840-1900), with manuscript notes 
reviewing the first part of the show.  
This display was put on the year that Hirayama Jinta 
founded a firework manufactory that became famous 
for its innovations in bringing new colours to Japanese 
fireworks. He exported fireworks to Britain, where 
they were marketed by Brocks, who issued Japanese 
woodblock prints (see Ref 57220) numbered to refer to 
a price list. In 1883, Hirayama Jinta became the first 
Japanese to earn a patent from America as a fireworks 
expert. An export catalogue that they produced for 
international sales is still preserved at the Yokohama 
Library. I   
Stock: 57178 

 

 
357. [Hirayama Jinta] Japanese Prints of 
Shell Effects.  
[n.d., c.1877.] 
Six very scarce Japanese woodblocks, printed in 
colours. Each sheet c. 220 x 150mm (8¾ x 6"), laid on 
card in pairs, with a typed English title label (as 
above). A little wear. £950 
Six rare Japanese Ukiyo-e prints promoting shell-effect 
fireworks by Hirayama Jinta (1840-1900), each titled 
in Japanese.  
In 1877 Hirayama Jinta founded a firework 
manufactory famous for its innovations in bringing 
new colours to Japanese fireworks. He exported 
fireworks to Britain, where they were marketed by 
Brocks, who offered versions of these prints numbered 



to refer to a price list. In 1883, Hirayama Jinta became 
the first Japanese to earn a patent from America as a 
fireworks expert. 
The Japanese titles suggest these were issued for the 
Japanese market but acquired by a Briton, perhaps at 
the first public display of Hirayama Jinta's products 
(see ref 57178). An export catalogue he produced for 
international sales is still preserved at the Yokohama 
Library.   
Stock: 57220 

 
358. Grand Display of Fire-Works Postponed, 
Until Thursday the 20th instant. The 
Inhabitants of Hull and its Vicinity are most 
respectfully informed, That in consequence of 
Mr. Nervoni making several Adeditions to the 
Plan of the Fire-Works Already Announced, 
The Exhibition will unavoidably be Postponed 
until Thursday next, the 20th Inst. When it will 
positively take place at the Pottery Barrack 
Yard. 
(Robert Peck, Printer, Hull.) Hull, July, 17th, 1815.] 
Scarce letterpress handbill. Sheet 220 x 170mm (8¾ x 
6¾").  £260 
A firework display, probably celebrating the Battle of 
Waterloo the previous month. Signor Nervoni was 
conductor of fire works at Vauxhall Gardens.   
Stock: 57174 

 
359. A Grand Gala will take place on the 
Breakwater Jetty, Opposite the Terrace, 
Nelson-Street, South-End, Hull, on Tuesday 
Evening next, Jan. 1st, 1839, Consisting og a 
Magnificent Display of French, Italian and 
Chinese Fireworks And other Entertainments, 
by M.D. Irvine, (From the Royal Gardens, 
Vauxhall, London, and the Royal Old Wells, 
Cheltenham. [...] 
John Howe, Printer, Commercial Offices, 48, Blanket-
Row, (Three Doors from Queen-Street,) Hull. [1839.] 
Letterpress handbill. Sheet 370 x 245mm (14½ x 9¾"). 
Creasing and a few tears, an old ink mss. note at 
bottom.  Scarce, bit tatty. £240 
A hand bill for a fireworks display in Wakefield, 
Yorkshire, with a 20-point 'Order of Firing'. The 
manuscript note reads 'The above Exhibiton did not 
take place'.   
Stock: 57173 

 
360. [Panorama al fresco with fireworks] 
Ranelagh! Gardens, St. Peters. Extraordinary 
Attraction! Grand Galla and Fete every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. [...] The 
Splendid Picture Model of the Magnificent 
Buddha Temple of Honan of the Three Golden 
Idols. (Lately Exhibited at Vauxhall Gardens, 
London.)  In the course of which will be 
introduced a magnificent series of Chinese 
Pyrotechnic Tableaux, being a continuous and 
superb display of Fireworks!! [...] 
Keble, Printer, Margate. [n.d., c.1840.] 

Scarce letterpress handbill on blue paper. Sheet 280 x 
115mm (11 x 4½"). A few small tears. £260 
A hand bill for a show at Ranelagh Gardens, 
Broadstairs, Kent, with a panorama al fresco 
accompanied by fireworks by Messrs Adams, three 
brothers who often worked with George Danson.   
Stock: 57170 

 

 
361. Fireworks! Fireworks! Fireworks! Royal 
Grecian Theatre, Eagle Tavern City Road [...] 
On Wednesday, Nov. 2nd, 1864, For the 
purpose of affording pecunary assistance to the 
Aged and Distressed; and also to supply Bread 
and Coals to Industrious Poor Families during 
the Inclement Season [...] Acting and Stage 
Manager ... Mr George Conquest. G. 
Whitehead, Secretary, 26, Liquorpond Street, 
Leather Lane. 
M. Bowry & Son, Printers, 46, King's Cross Road. 
[1864] 
Scarce letterpress playbill on two sheets, each 380 x 
250mm (15 x 9¾"). One sheet tipped on album, the 
second laid on the same sheet. Some wear. £230 
A gala held by the East St Pancras Philanthropic 
Institution, including 'a splendid display of fireworks'.   
Stock: 57184 

 
362. Fire Works. Chevalier Southby, 
Principal Artist to the Royal Gardens, 
Vauxhall, London, King's Patent and Minor 
Theatres respectfully announces to the Public 
of Sheffield and its Vicinity, that he proposed 
exhibiting Two Discharges of Fiew Works, 
upon the Cricket Ground at Hyde Park, on 
Wednesday, July 25, 1827 [...] 
H.A. Bacon, Printer, Sheffield. [1827]. 
Scarce letterpress handbill. Sheet 510 x 195mm (20 x 
7¾"). Tears, staining, laid on card. £260 



A hand bill for a fireworks display in Sheffield, with an 
Order of Firing. Pyrotechnist J. Southby (d.1865), a 
self-created ‘Chevalier’, created the firework display 
for the coronation of Queen Victoria in Hyde Park in 
1838.   
Stock: 57187 

 

 
363. A Plan and Elevation of the Royal Fire 
Works to be Perform'd in St James's Park, 
April the 27th. 1749,  on Account of the 
General Peace signed at Aix la Chapelle Oct.r. 
7 1748. 
G. Vertue Sculp Londini. Drawn, Engrav'd and 
Publish'd 5th of April 1749, according to Act of 
Parliament. 
Engraving, very fine impression. 410 x 555mm (16 x 
21¾"). A few tiny holes.  Thread margins.  Slight tear 
bottom right. £750 
The erections in St James's Park to stage the a display 
of fireworks to celebrate the second Treaty of Aix-la-
Chapelle (Aachen) of 1748, which ended the War of 
the Austrian Succession. Provenance: Sandys Family, 
Ormersley Court, Worcestershire.  
Stock: 52271 

 
364. A View of ye Grand Theatre & 
Fireworks erected on ye water near ye Court of 
ye Hague (on Occasion of ye General Peace 
concluded at Aix la Chapelle Oct. 18, 1748.) & 
exhibited June 18, 1749. N.S. 
Ridge sculp. Engraved for S. & I. Exshaw Dub: 1749. 
Engraving. 195 x 430mm. Very fine Irish copper 
engraving. £450 
In essence, the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle and the War 
of Austrian Succession concluded status quo ante 
bellum. In the commercial struggle between Britain 
and France in the West Indies, Africa, and India, 
nothing was settled; the treaty was thus no basis for a 
lasting peace.   
Stock: 7192 

 
365. [Panorama al fresco with fireworks] 
Botanic Garden. Mr David Smith the Curator, 
most respectfully announces [...] A Benefit on 
Friday Evening, Oct. 7, on which Messrs. 
Southby & Adams have undertaken to produce 
one of the most Splendid Exhibitions That have 
yet taken place of the Grand Historical 

Spectacle, The Eruption of Vesuvius And the 
destruction of the Cities of Herculaneum & 
Pompeii. [...] The Eruption will take place at 
Eight o'Clock; but should the Weather be 
unfavourable, it will be postponed till Monday 
10th. 
M.C. Peck. Printer, Lowgate Hull. 1842 [old ink mss.] 
Letterpress handbill. Sheet 340 x 205mm (13½ x 8"). A 
few small tears. £190 
A hand bill for a show at Hull's Botanic Garden, with 
an exhibition of George Danson's immense protean 
view of the Eruption of Vesuvius: under normal light 
the painting showed a daytime view of the Bay of 
Naples but, at the appointed time, back-lighting 
changed the scene to night, with lava spewing into the 
air, accompanied by fireworks. 
George Danson (1799-1881) specialised in panoramas 
exhibited outside in pleasure gardens, usually first 
shown at Royal Surrey Zoological Gardens, Walworth. 
This ‘Vast Panorama Al Fresco of Mount Vesuvius’ 
(first exhibited 1837) was admired by J.M.W. Turner. 
The 'Southby' mentioned here is J. Southby (d.1865), a 
self-created ‘Chevalier’, who was the pyrotechnist. 
Southby created the firework display for the coronation 
of Queen Victoria in Hyde Park in 1838.   
Stock: 57169 

 
366. La Salita e la discesa dal Vesuvio.  
Miglioloto Edit...[illegible] Nappa sis.  
Very rare coloured lithograph, sheet 250 x 330mm (9¾ 
x 13") very large margins. Repaired tears in edges.£160 
A view of people climbing Mount Vesuvius, they use 
walking sticks and attach themselves to partners to 
make the treacherous path of loose rubble less 
dangerous.   
Stock: 57079 

 
367. The Aeriel Ship or Munchausen 
Improved!  
[n.d., 1845]. 
Lithograph. Sheet 175 x 280mm (7 x 11"). Laid down 
on album sheet.  Trimmed around title and into image 
at bottom. £240 
A satire on the exaggerated ambitions of the 'Henson 
Aerial Steam Carriage', patented by William Samuel 
Henson (1812-88) in 1843, over half-a-century before 
the Wright Brothers' first flight. He incorporated the 
'Aerial Transit Company' in 1843, and built a scale 
model of this steam-powered aeroplane, which did 
manage to hop (or perhaps bounce) off the ground. 
However a lack of sustained success led to the 
company being wound up in 1848.   
Stock: 52638 

 
368. The Aerial Steam Carriage.  
Rock & Co. London [n.d., c.1808.] 
Rare steel engraving, letter sheet 225 x 185mm (9 x 
7½"). Some creasing and surface dirt. £280 
A fictitious flight of the Aerial Steam Carriage over the 
Thames. The Aerial Steam Carriage was patented in 
1842 by William Samuel Henson and John 
Stringfellow. Henson and Stringfellow only produced 
scale models, none of which were capable of flying 



more than a short distance inside a hanger, but the 
invention marks an important development in the 
history of powered flying machines.   
Stock: 56976 

 
369. New London Magazine. M.r Sadler, The 
first English Ærostatist. M.r Arnold, The first 
unsuccessful Aerial Adventurer. 
Thornton sculp. Published by Alex..r Hogg at the kings 
Arms N.o16 Paternoster Row, De[c. 31. 1785.] 
Engraving, plate 125 x 200mm (5 x 7¾"). Publication 
line partially obscured. £140 
Oval portraits of James Sadler (1753 – 1828) and 
Stuart Amos Arnold.  
Sadler was the first English balloonist and the second 
person, after Vincenzo Lunardi (1754 – 1806), to make 
a balloon ascent in England. He was an eminent 
scientist and made a number of important discoveries; 
notably that hot air, rather than smoke, as the 
Montgolfiers had wrongly concluded, was required for 
airborne propulsion, managed tomanufacture hydrogen 
at a time when the element was so new it hadn’t even 
been named and was the first to create an adjustable 
fire in the basket to manipulate the balloon’s altitude. 
Arnold is most famous for his balloon that launched 31 
August 1785 from St George's Fields, London, which 
ended in disaster after it got caught on some railings.   
Stock: 56930 

 
370. Die Aeronauten.  
J: Blaschke sc. [n.d., c.1840]. 
Engraving, sheet 135 x 85mm (5¼ x 3¼"). Cut to plate 
on threee sides. £130 
A german print depicting a hot air ballon manned by a 
single person flies above a sea port watched by huge 
crowds. A unidentified swallow tailed flag waves in 
the wind above a battlement and a ships mast can be 
seen behind.   
Stock: 56937 

 
371. Air.  
[n.d., c.1800].  
Scrap sheet with ten hand coloured etchings glued to it. 
Sheet 480 x 305mm (19 x 12"). Some creasing, glue 
stains, surface dirt and ageing of the paper. £160 
A rare set of scenes with rhyming couplets explaining 
the usefullness of air in motion, featuring a hot air 
balloon, instruments, kites, bubbles, fans, bellows, 
wind, glassblowing, a popgun and a windmill. Game of 
cricket in background.   
Stock: 56972 

 
372. Avro 504 BIPLANE.  
Phil Britton. 1924. 
Pen and ink drawing, mount 375 x 485mm (14¾ x 19). 
Taped within mount. Some time staining. £290 
The Avro 504 was a biplane aircraft made by the Avro 
aircraft company and under licence by others. It was 
the most-produced aircraft of any kind that served in 
any military capacity during the First World War; more 
than 10,000 were built from 1913 until production 
ended in 1932. Ex Parker Gallery.  
Stock: 57023 

373. Le Ballon au dessus de la Méditerranée.  
[after Jules Marie Desandré.] [n.d., c.1880.] 
Lithograph with hand colour. Printed area 220 x 
160mm (8¾ x 6¼"), very large margins.  £130 
A balloon ditching in the Mediterranean  sea.  
From the novel "Aventures de Paul enlevé par un 
ballon" by Jean Bruno.   
Stock: 57030 

 
374. Balloon.  
[n.d., c.1810.] 
Engraving. Sheet 265 x 210mm (10½ x 8¼"). 
Wormholes in unprinted area. £160 
Two men in balloon take off from the grounds of a 
factory or mill, in Coventry, watched by a crowd.   
Stock: 56872 

 
375. [A hot air balloon taking off.]  
C. H[*****] 1880.  
Photogravure, printed in colours. 585 x 345mm (23 x 
13½"), on thick paper, very large margins.. Repaired 
tear entering plate but not image. £230 
A post-Revolutionary scene of a hot air balloon lifting 
off from a crowded area, carrying a couple, with a 
woman waving a tricolour. Two of the spectators 
tumble over.   
Stock: 57135 

 
376. Ascent of M.r Sadler and Miss 
Thompson from Burlington House July 29 
1814.  
I.G. [c.1814] 
Etching, sheet 235 x 320mm (9¼ x 12½"). Glued to 
board and varnished, with title in ink glued to back. 
Some surface marks. Corners of board exposed. £160 
A view of Burlington House courtyard, showing a 
balloon on the ground, still being inflated. A large 
crowd has gathered in the courtyard and on the 
surrounding buildings to watch. 
James Sadler (1753 –1828) was the first English 
balloonist, as well as a chemist and pastry chef.   
Stock: 57020 

 
377. Les Amusements de Paris, annee 1783, 
Hoec omina in irritum cadent, 
[c.1783]. 
Engraving with hand colour, sheet 165 x 210mm (6½ x 
8¼"). Trimmed within plate. Some time staining. £180 
A small ballooning display within a grandstand. A 
crowd gathers to watch the rise and fall of the objects. 
A man on the right guts pigs for their innards to be 
used as balloons.   
Stock: 56939 

 
378. View of the Fair in Hyde Park,  
Printed in the Park on June, 28.th 1838. 
Very rare lithograph, sheet 140 x 190mm (5½ x 7½"). 
Brown stain top left and further glue stains on edges 
where it was once put into a scrapbook. £260 
A view near the Queen Elizabeth Gate at Hyde Park 
Corner with the statue of Achilles. A large crowd 
gathers and a hot air balloon floats across the sky.   
Stock: 56940 



379. Bo.t of John Richards & C.o. Linen 
Drapers and Furniture Printers. Manufacture 
of Silk & Patent... [for Sir J. Cotrell in ink] 
[Mar. 1st 1824] [in ink]. 
Engraving and ink mss, sheet 120 x 235mm (5 x 9¾"). 
Creases where previously folded. Small tear. £130 
Receipt for an order. A small image of a hot air balloon 
above a river with ships, in London. Ex collection of 
Norman Blackburn.  
Stock: 57117 

 

 
380. [The first hydrogen balloon] Allarme 
générale des habitants de Gonesse occasionée 
par la chûte du ballon aréostatique de Mr. de 
Mongolfier.  
Se vend à Augsbourg dans le Negoce com̄un de 
l'Academie Imperiale d'Empire des Arts libér aux avec 
privilège de sa Majesté Imperiale et avec Defense de 
n'en fairem'd' vendre de copies [n.d., c.1783]. 
Coloured etching. 280 x 405mm (11½ x 16"), very 
large margins. A few foxing spots. £690 
Jacques Charles and brothers Anne-Jean and Nicolas-
Louis Robert designed and built the world's first 
hydrogen-filled balloon, using rubberised silk. It was 
launched (unmanned) on 27th August 1783 from the 
Champ-de-Mars in Paris, watched by Benjamin 
Frankin. It landed 21 kilometres away in the village of 
Gonesse where the reportedly terrified local peasants 
attacked it with pitchforks, as depicted here. 
This print is a vüe-d'optique, designed to be viewed 
through an optical viewer so the title, which incorrectly 
draws on Montgolfier's name, is reversed above the 
image.   
Stock: 56954 

 
381. [The first hydrogen balloon] Expérience 
de la Machine Aréostatique de M.rs de 
Montgolfier d'Anonai eb Vivaris, Reppetée à 
Paris le 27 Aoust 1783 au Champ de Mars, 
avec un Bolon de Taffetas enduit de Gomme 
élastique, de 30 pieds 6 ponces de circonference 
Ce Balon plein d'Air Inflamable a été éxécuté 
par Mrs. Robert en vertu d'une Souscription 
Nationale sous le direction de Mr Faujas de 
Saint Fond. 
[Paris, c.1785] 
Engraving with original hand colour. 295 x 410mm 
(11½ x 16"). Spotting and creasing. £690 

 
Jacques Charles and brothers Anne-Jean and Nicolas-
Louis Robert designed and built the world's first 
hydrogen-filled balloon, using rubberised silk. It was 
launched (unmanned) on 27th August 1783 from the 
Champ-de-Mars in Paris, as depicted here, watched by 
Benjamin Frankin. It landed 21 kilometres away in the 
village of Gonesse where the reportedly terrified local 
peasants attacked it with pitchforks. The use of 
Montgolfier's name is incorrect. 
Theis print is a vüe-d'optique, designed to be viewed 
through an optical viewer so the title is reversed above 
the image.   
Stock: 56955 

 
382. Expérience Aerostatique. Faite à Lyon en 
Janvier 1784, avec un Ballon de cent pieds de 
diamètre. Vuë prise du Pavillon meridional de 
Sr. Antonio Spréafico, aux Brotteaux. 
A Lyon chés Joubert fils Md. D'Estampes g.de Rue 
Merciere [n.d. c.1784]. 
Fine engraving with etching. Sheet 480 x 340mm (19 x 
13½"). Trimmed to image on three sides, laid on sheet.
 £380 
The 'Aerostatic Experience', 19th January 1784. The 
only recorded flight by Joseph Michel Montgolfier 
(1740-1810). After the first ascent in a hydrogen 
balloon by Charles (1746-1823) on 1 December 1783, 
the Montgolfier brothers, determined not to be 
outdone, returned to the South of France where they 
constructed a balloon of staggering proportions. 
Named ‘Le Flesselle’ in honour of the Governor of 
Lyons who sponsored the project, this giant balloon 
was 131 feet high and 104 feet in diameter, with a 
capacity of more than 700,000 cubic feet. The ascent 
from Brotteaux, Lyon on the 19 January 1784 was 
watched by over 100,000 people. The balloon reached 
a height of 3000 feet before a large tear in the fabric 
caused it to descend rapidly, leaving the seven 
aeronauts shaken but otherwise unhurt.   
Stock: 56953 

 
383. Beilage zum N.J Blatt der Erlanger Real. 
Zeitung 1784.  
Rare engraving, plate 175 x 100mm (7 x 4"). A few 
age spots mostly in margins. Centre horizontal crease.
 £130 
Supplement to the German newspaper 'Erlanger Real' 
published in 1784. 



Three men on the ground man the instrument providing 
the hot air to push the balloon upwards. Two men stand 
in the basket: one waving a flag the other having 
dropped his.  
The date, number of passengers and the balloon being 
unteathered suggests that this depicts the November 
21st, 1783 Parisian flight of Pilatre de Rozier and 
French military official, the Marquis d’Arlandes in a 
balloon set up by the Montgolfier brothers. The pair 
flew from the center of Paris to the suburbs, about 5.5 
miles (9 km), in 25 minutes. Benjamin Franklin 
witnessed the flight and wrote about it in his journal.   
Stock: 56928 

 
384. [Biplane dogfight] S.E.5a.  
Howard Leigh [pencil signature].  
Etching 250 x 190mm (7½ x 9¾"). Light spotting.£220 
A First World War dogfight between a German and a 
British Royal Aircraft Factory S.E.5, the fastest aircraft 
in the war. 
Howard Leigh (1896-1981), an American etcher.   
Stock: 10907 

 
385. Avro Training Biplane.  
Signed in pencil Howard Leigh.  
Etching 250 x 190mm, 7½ x 9¾". Light spotting. £220 
Howard Leigh, American 1896-1981.   
Stock: 10908 

 

 
386. Jean Pierre Blanchard. The first Aerial 
Mariner, Citizen of Calais... 
R. Livesay pinxit. J. Newton sculpsit. March 24 Pub. 
for the Proprietor by S. Hooper No 212, High-Holborn, 
London. 
Stipple with etching and engraving. Sheet 230 x 
205mm (9 x 8"). Trimmed within plate.  Slight vertical 
crease. £280 
A half-length portrait of Jean-Pierre Blanchard, 
published shortly after he and American doctor John 
Jefferies made the first balloon flight across the 
English Channel when they travelled from Dover to 
Calais, January 7th 1785.   
Stock: 56777 

 

387. "Aviation." Louis Bleriot. (The First to 
Fly the Chanel.) 
F.W. Supplement to "The Throne and Country." 
August 7, 1909. 
Chromolithograph, sheet 360 x 250mm (14¼ x 9¾"), 
large margins. Tears to edges, some creasing and 
surface dirt.  Messy. £75 
Full length portrait of Louis Charles Joseph Bleriot 
(1872 – 1936) French aviator, inventor and engineer. In 
1909 he became world-famous for making the first 
airplane flight across the English Channel, winning the 
prize of £1,000 offered by the Daily Mail newspaper.   
Stock: 56967 

 
388. "Vanity Fair" Supplement Men of the 
Day No. 1303. "All British" (M.r S F. Cody) 
Alick. P.F. Ritchie. Vincent Brooks, Day & Son Lt.d 
lith. [n.d., 1 Nov 1911] 
Chromolithograph with supplementary text, sheet 380 
x 260mm (15 x 10¼"), large margins. Crease top right 
corner. £110 
Full length portrait of  Samuel Franklin Cowdery (1867 
– 1913), known as Samuel Franklin Cody, USA born 
Wild West showman, early pioneer of manned flight 
and inventor of the Cody kite used by the British 
military. He was also the first man to fly an aeroplane 
built in Britain. His flight of 16 October 1908 is 
recognised as the first official flight of a piloted 
heavier-than-air machine in Great Britain. He set 
various British flight distance and endurance records 
and won prizes in flight competitions such as the 
Michelin Cup in 1911.   
Stock: 56968 

 

 
389. An Exact Representation of the First 
Aerial Ship, the Eagle. Now exhibiting in the 
Grounds of the Aeronautical Society, Victoria 
Road, opposite Kensington Gardens. 
[n.d., c.1834.] 
Scarce wood engraving with hand colour. Sheet 205 x 
245mm (8 x 10"). Restoration to bottom edge with loss 
to letterpress key. £450 
The Eagle was a paddle-driven balloon designed by the 
Comte de Lennox in 1834 to provide transport between 
the capitals of Europe. However, the ship was too 
heavy to fly and was destroyed by spectators at the 
Champ de Mars in Paris after a failed take-off in 



August 1834. A detailed description of the machine's 
weight, dimensions and parts below the image.   
Stock: 57003 

 
390. An exact representation of the first 
Aerial Ship the Eagle. Now exhibiting 
publickly at the Grounds of the Aeronautical 
Society Victoria Road opposite Kensington 
Gardens at 1s Each. 
London. Published for the Proprietor by Mes 
Ackermann Strand, C Tilt Fleet St, Reeve & Sons 
Cheapside, Riddle & Meymott P.N.Row. [n.d., 
c.1834.] 
Fine lithograph. Sheet 230 x 310mm (9 x 12"). Creased 
on right bottom. £320 
The Eagle was a paddle-driven balloon designed by the 
Comte de Lennox in 1834 to provide transport between 
the capitals of Europe. However, the ship was too 
heavy to fly and was destroyed by spectators at the 
Champ de Mars in Paris after a failed take-off in 
August 1834. A detailed description of the machine's 
weight, dimensions and parts below the image.   
Stock: 57002 

 
391. The Flight of Intellect. Portrait of Mr. 
Golightly experimenting on Mess.rs Quick of 
Speed's new patent high pressure steam Riding 
Pocket. 
C.E. Madeley, Lith, 5 Wellington St.  Strand. [n.d. 
c.1830.] 
Lithograph. Sheet 190 x 225mm (7½ x 9"). Repaired 
tear, laid on archival paper.  Trimmed £260 
Print satirising steam-powered travel, showing a man 
sitting astride a rocket, causing his hat to blow off and 
his cape to trail behind him. See Science Museum: 
10410938.  
Stock: 56797 

 

 
392. The Flight of Intellect. Portrait of Mr. 
Golightly experimenting on Mess.rs Quick of 
Speed's new patent high pressure steam Riding 
Pocket. 
C.E. Madeley, Lith, 5 Wellington St.  Strand. [n.d. 
c.1830.] 
Fine coloured lithograph. Sheet 175 x 245mm (7 x 
9¾").  £260 
Print satirising steam-powered travel, showing a man 
sitting astride a rocket, causing his hat to blow off and 

his cape to trail behind him. See Science Museum: 
10410938.  
Stock: 57001 

 
393. [Joseph Kaufmann's flying machine] 
Mechanische Technik. Taf. 34.  
Druck und Verlag von F.A. Brockhaus in Leipzig [n.d., 
c.1870]. 
Wood engraving. Sheet 270 x 345mm (10½ x 13½"). 
Small tear repaired, some foxing. £260 
A sheet of 15 numbered vignette illustrations, of which 
14 show designs and uses of balloons. The exception is 
the most interesting, '14 Flugmachine von Kaufmann'. 
This was a steam-powered flying machine designed in 
1867 by Joseph Kaufmann, a mechanical engineer 
from Glasgow, with a 40-horsepower steam engine 
weighing over 5,000 pounds, driving a pair of flapping 
35 feet long wings. A large ball was suspended below 
the aerial machine for stability. He presented a lecture 
on his experiments to the Glasgow Mechanics Institute 
in 1869, with a working model. After the wings of the 
model broke off, the lecture ended and no further 
reports of Kaufmann's machine exist.   
Stock: 56956 

 
394. Vanity Fair Supplement. [Men of the 
Day No. 2219.] "Claudie." (C. Graham. 
White.) 
Tec. Hentschel- Colourtype London [n.d., 10 May 
1911.] 
Chromolithograph with supplementary text, sheet 380 
x 260mm (15 x 10¼"), large margins.  £130 
Full length portrait of Claude Grahame-White (1879 – 
1959) English pioneer of aviation, and the first to make 
a night flight, during the Daily Mail-sponsored 1910 
London to Manchester air race. 
Grahame-White's interest in aviation was sparked by 
Louis Blériot's crossing of the English Channel in 
1909. This prompted him to go to France, where he 
attended the Reims aviation meeting, at which he met 
Blériot and subsequently enrolled at his flying school. 
He was one of the first people to qualify as pilot in 
England. He reached celebrity status in April 1910 
when he competed with the French pilot Louis Paulhan 
for the £10,000 prize offered by the Daily Mail 
newspaper for the first flight between London and 
Manchester in under 24 hours. Although Paulhan won 
the prize, Grahame White's achievement was widely 
praised.   
Stock: 56969 

 
395. Vanity Fair Supplement. Men of the Day 
No. 2284. "Flight" (M.r Gustave Hamel). 
WH [Wallace Hester]. Vincent Brooks, Day & Son 
Lt.d lith. [n.d., 31 Jul 1912]. 
Chromolithograph with supplementary text, sheet 380 
x 260mm (15 x 10¼"), large margins.  £120 
Full length portrait of the British aviator Gustav 
Wilhelm Hamel (1889 – 1914). 
He learned to fly at the Blériot school at Pau, France in 
1910; after observing his first flight Louis Blériot 
commented that he had never seen a pilot with such 
natural ability. He paricipated in various competitions, 



flying displays and a pioneer in aviation; Hamel made 
the first cross-channel flight with a woman as 
passenger on 2nd April 1912, when he flew Eleanor 
Trehawke Davies from Hendon to Paris, he also 
enabled her to be the first woman to experience 
looping the loop on 2nd January 1914.  
Hamel disapeared over the English Channel on 23rd 
May 1914, it was speculated that this was sabotage but 
there was no trace of the aircraft and a fishing vessel 
on 6th July 1914 found a body that matched the 
description of Hamel.   
Stock: 56970 

 
396. Balloon.  
[n.d., c.1820]. 
Engraving with hand colour, sheet 235 x 155mm (9¼ x 
6¼"). Cut. Creased. Some surface dirt. £95 
A blue hot air balloon decorated with people floats 
above the green countryside towards a beaming sun. 
Two people wave flags from within the basket. 
Possibly depicting James Sadler (1753 – 1828) and 
Captain Paget's flight that took off from Mermaid 
Gardens, Hackney and descended near Tilbury Fort, 
Essex 12th August 1811.   
Stock: 56933 

 

 
397. [The Eagle] Das erste Luft-Post-Schiff; 
genannt der Addler.  
[n.d., c.1834]. 
Engraving, sheet 140 x 200mm (5½ x 8"). Cut and 
glued to backing sheet on top two corners. Some time 
staining. £160 
A German diagram of one of the airships built by 
Count Lennox, a French colonel of infantry. He built 
one in France "constructed for establishing direct 
communication between the capitals of Europe," 
however before its first flight from the Champ de Mars 
in August 1834 the netting broke, the inflated balloon 
burst and spectators trampled the remains. Count 
Lennox built a second ship in London and exhibited it 
at the European Aeronautical Soceity which ran from 
June to August 1835 and later moved to Vauxhall 
gardens. No ascent in this balloon was ever made.   
Stock: 56931 

 
398. [Balloon Ascent from the Gas Works, 
Lewes.]  
T. Henwood del.t. C. Hullmandel lithog. [n.d.c., 1828]. 
Lithograph, sheet 200 x 280mm (7¾ x 11). Trimmed. 
Repaired tears in edges. £130 

A view of a hot air balloon Cuilfail, Lewes, from 
School Hill with Baxter’s printing office on the right. 
Charles Green (1785 –1870) and W.H. Gardiner, Esq 
made an ascent from Lewes gas works Monday 22nd 
September 1828.   
Stock: 57071 

 
399. Aerostatische Maschine des Herrn von 
Montgolfier, welche auf Kosten der Koenigle. 
Akad der Wissenschafften, zu Paris im Garten 
des Herrn Reveillon den 12 Sept. 1783 zu 
Stande kam. Tab 4. 
[c.1783]. 
Rare engraving, plate 180 x 120mm (7 x 4¾"), with 
small margins.  £190 
A diagram of a Montgolfier (the brothers Joseph-
Michel (1740–1810) and Jacques-Étienne (1745–
1799)) hot air ballon which was financed by the Royal 
Prussian Academy of Sciences (Königlich-Preußische 
Akademie der Wissenschaften) and launched from 
Jean-Baptiste Réveillon's (1725–1811) garden at Folie 
Titon on 12th September 1783.   
Stock: 57028 

 
400. [Royal Gardens, Vauxhall. Grand day 
and evening fete, next Tuesday, August 7, 
1838.] Ascent of the [N]assau Balloon. 
Combined with the Evening Entertainments. 
The Ascent Conducted by Mr. Green. Places in 
the Car for Ten Persons. 
[Balne, Printer, 38, Gracechurch Street.] [c.1838]. 
Cut and glued to backing sheet. Damage losing some 
of the text. £160 
A scarce advert for one of Charles Green's (1785-1870) 
ascensions in the balloon "Nassau" from Vauxhall 
Gardens. 
Charles Green was the first man to ascend in a balloon 
filled with coal-generated hydrogen gas in 1821. He 
made over 500 ascents and airborne excursions 
between 1821 and 1852, one of which was a record 
journey of about five hundred miles from Vauxhall 
Gardens in London to Weilburg in Germany. He 
regularly ascended a balloon above Vauxhall Gardens.   
Stock: 56935 

 
401. The Parachute [in old ink mss.]  
A.L. [n.d., c.1780.] 
Rare oval stipple. Sheet 125 x 90mm (5 x 3½"). 
Trimmed to image, laid on album paper with ink mss. 
border and title. £140 
A young boy playing with a toy parachute.   
Stock: 57029 

 
402. [Robert Cocking's parachute]. The 
Ascent of the Royal Nassau Balloon from 
Vauxhall, with the Parachute attached. [&] 
The fatal Descent of the Parachute by which 
Mr Cocking lost his life. 
W. Lake litho 50 Old Bailey. [n.d., c.1837.] 
Two coloured lithographs. Sheets (at most) 230 x 
165mm (9 x 6½"). Trimmed as scraps.  Fine repairs in 
ascent. £380 



 
Two scenes of Robert Cocking's attempt at a parachute 
descent from a balloon on 24th July 1837: the 
successful ascent in the Royal Nassau, piloted by 
Charles Green and Edward Spencer; and the disastrous 
descent, in which the flimsy design broke up before it 
even hit the ground.   
Stock: 57018 

 
403. [Wonderful Museum] Mons: Garnerin's 
Wonderful Airial Flight of 8000 feet high. from 
S.t George's Parade, North Audley Street; the 
Parashute descending after being seperated 
from the Balloon. 
[Pub. June 1-1803 by Alex Hogg 16 Paternoster-row.] 
Engraving, sheet 140 x 105mm (5½ x 4"). Trimmed 
within plate losing publication line and part of the 
image. Glued to backing sheet. Some time staining and 
surface dirt. £110 
Diagram of André-Jacques Garnerin's (1769 – 1823) 
parachute descent from his hot air balloon flight from 
St. George's Parade (the Volunteeer Ground, 
Grosvenor Square) on the evening of 21 September 
1802. The parachute descended in a field near St 
Pancras. This trip gave rise to the English ballad, "Bold 
Garnerin went up, 
Which increased his Repute, And came safe to earth, In 
his Grand Parachute." The image is labeled with letters, 
suggesting that there was an associated key 
French balloonist Garnerin was appointed Official 
Aeronaut of France and visited England with his wife 
Jeanne Geneviève Garnerin (née Labrosse, 1775–1847) 
in 1802 during the Peace of Amiens. He was also the 
inventor of the frameless parachute.   
Stock: 56938 

 
404. [A Rolls-Royce Company Christmas 
Card, illustrated Airshow, with flypast of 
Hawker Harts?]  
[by Cyril Barraud.] [Printed by] W.F. Sedgewick Ltd. 
Xmas 1934. 
Etching, presented as a printed christmas card. Etching 
175 x 120mm (7 x 4¾") on front of a folded sheet 
watermarked 1934. Rare. £220 
A christmas card with a printed greeting from A.F. 
Sidgreaves, managing director of Rolls Royce Ltd. It 
depicts an airshow with a flypast of biplanes in three 
ranks of three, most likely the Hawker Hart, a 
prominent British light bomber between the wars, 

powered by a Rolls-Royde engine. A Rolls Royce car 
is parked prominently among the spectators.  
Cyril Barraud (1877-1965), son of Herbert Rose 
Barraud and nephew of Francis Barraud. Having 
trained at the Brighton School of Art he emigrated to 
Winnepeg in 1913. He was commissioned as a 
lieutenant with the 43rd Battalion of the Canadian 
Expeditionary Forces in 1915 but transferred to the 
79th Cameron Highlanders of Canada a few months 
later. He was wounded in the leg fighting in France in 
1917, but returned to active service. Barraud was one 
of the first Canadian artists hired by Lord Beaverbrook 
for the War Records Office to sketch Canadian battle 
zones around Ypres and Vimy Ridge-Arras sectors. 
Later he was seconded to the Canadian War Memorials 
Fund. After demobilisation he remained in England, 
painting and etching landscapes, some of which were 
used for the LNER carriage prints, and taking 
commissions for christmas cards like this.   
Stock: 37591 

 
405. M.rs Sage. [The first English Female 
Aerial Traveller, who ascended with Mr. 
Biggin, in Mr. Lunardi's Balloon, from St. 
George's Fields June 29th 1785; at 25 Minutes 
after one oClock, and descended a few Miles 
beyond Harrow in Middlesex, at three oClock, 
after traversing upwards of Thirty Miles on the 
Atmosphere.] 
Tburke fecit. S. Shelley del. [n.d., c.1790.] 
Rare stipple, printed in sepia. Sheet: 130 x 140mm (5 x 
5½"). Trimmed. £180 
A portrait of Letitia Ann Sage (1750-1817) an actress 
who was the first woman to fly, riding in Vincenzo 
Lunardi's balloon. See ref: 50053 for another version.  
Stock: 56977 

 
406. "the Deutsch Prize" Santos. Dumont. N.o 
6. 
Geo. Hum. Vincent Brooks Day & Son Lt.d lith. 
Vanity Fair Nov.r 14th 1901. 
Chromolithograph, sheet 380 x 260mm (15 x 10¼"). 
 £85 
Caricature of Alberto Santos Dumont (1873 - 1932), 
Brazillian aeronaut, sportsman and inventor, in a flying 
machine. 
The Deutsch de la Meurthe prize, simply known as the 
Deutsch prize, of 100,000 francs was offered by Henri 
Deutsch de la Meurthe (born Salomon Henry Deutsch 
1846–1919) to the first machine capable of flying a 
round trip from the Parc Saint Cloud to the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris and back in less than 30 minutes. On 
October 19, 1901, Santos-Dumont launched his 
Number 6 airship at 2:30 pm. After only nine minutes 
of flight, Santos-Dumont had rounded the Eiffel 
Tower, but then suffered an engine failure. To restart 
the engine, he had to climb back over the gondola rail 
without a safety harness. The attempt was successful, 
and he crossed the finish line in 29 minutes 30 seconds. 
However, a short delay arose before his mooring line 
was secured, and at first the adjudicating committee 
refused him the prize, despite de la Meurthe, who was 
present, declaring himself satisfied. This caused a 



public outcry from the crowds watching the flight, as 
well as comment in the press. However a face-saving 
compromise was reached, and Santos-Dumont was 
awarded the prize. In a charitable gesture, he gave half 
the prize to his crew and then donated the other half to 
the poor of Paris.   
Stock: 56945 

 

 
407. Gloster "Gamecock"  
Geoffrey Watson [signed in pencil] Numbered 16/30 
[c.1931] 
Etching, 260 x 340mm. 10¼ x 13¼".  £480 
Etching by Geoffrey Watson, who produced a series of 
prints showing aircraft in flight. The Gloster 
Gamecock, an RAF biplane, first flew in 1925. It was 
also used by the Finnish air force.   
Stock: 14906 

 
408. Gloster SS19  
Geoffrey Watson [signed in pencil] 1931. Numbered 
16/30 
Etching, 260 x 340mm. 10¼ x 13¼".  £480 
Etching by Geoffrey Watson, who produced a series of 
prints showing aircraft in flight. The Gloster SS. 19, 
also known as the Gauntlet, entered RAF service in the 
1930s and saw combat in Finland in 1939-40.   
Stock: 14905 

 
409. Siskin IIIa.  
Geoffrey Watson [signed in pencil]  
Etching, 260 x 340mm. 10¼ x 13¼". Slight line across 
sky. £350 
Etching by Geoffrey Watson, who produced a series of 
prints showing aircraft in flight. The Armstrong 
Whitworth Siskin, one of the first RAF fighters 
designed after World War I. They were used by RAF 
squadrons between 1924 and 1932.   
Stock: 14828 

 
410. The Walking Philosopher.  
DeBruyn del. Rothwell sc. [Published by Harrison & 
Co 1/8/1802] 
Rare engraving, sheet 140 x 85mm (5½ x 3½"). 
Trimmed within plate. £140 
A man with a balloon strapped to his body and paddle-
shaped wings in each hand.   
Stock: 57061 

 

411. Canal.  Plate III. Theory of Navigable 
Canals.  
J. Pass sculp.t. London,  Published as the Act directs 
March 27 1800 by J. Wilkes. 
Coloured engraving. 240 x 195mm (9½ x 7¾").  £70 
Three illustrations of mechanisms using waterwheels to 
haul loads up gradients.   
Stock: 56713 

 
412. A State Car, made for an Indian 
Sovereign.  
[n.d., c.1778]. 
Engraving, plate 120 x 200mm (4¾ x 8").  £130 
The finished design for a coach for the Nabob (also 
known as Naboob and Nawab) Provincial Governor of 
Arcot, made in Covent Garden, London.  
Muhammad Ali Khan Wallajah (1717 –1795) was the 
Nawab of Arcot in India and an ally of the British East 
India Company.   
Stock: 57062 

 
413. The Chavolant; or Kite Carriage.  
Engraved by Percy Roberts. London. Published by 
Sherwood & Co. 1827. 
Aquatint. 220 x 135mm (8¾ x 5¼"). Trimmed to plate 
mark. £180 
George Pocock (1774-1843) was an English 
schoolteacher and inventor of the 'Charvolant', a kite-
drawn carriage. In 1826, he patented the design of his 
'Charvolant' buggy, which used two kites on a single 
line to provide enough power to draw along a buggy 
carrying several passengers at considerable speed. This 
scene depicts five figures in the buggy, travelling along 
a road in the centre. The two well dressed figures at the 
back wave to onlookers on both sides. The 
Aeropleustic Art, or Navigation in the Air, by the Use 
of Kites, or Buoyant Sails.  
Stock: 56975 

 
414. [Belper Station _ North Midland 
Railway. Francis Thompson Arch.t. Under the 
Directions of R. Stephenson Esq.r.] 
[S. Russell.] [n.d., c.1840.] 
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 200 x 290mm (8 x 
11½") very large margins. Slight surface soiling. £240 
A view of the exterior of the railway station at Belper 
in Derbyshire, on the North Midland Railway, which 
opened in 1840 and became part of the Midland 
Railway in 1844. The line was noted for the 
extravagance of its stations. 
The title, as above, comes from a smaller version of the 
same image.   
Stock: 57107 

 
415. The Opening of the Bristol & Exeter 
Railway. As Seen from  Exwick Hill.  
W. Hake. [n.d., 1844.] 
Lithograph. Printed area 185 x 250mm (7¼ x 9¾"). 
Trimmed around image, title excised and stuck on 
mount. £280 
A view looking down on Exeter St Davids Station, the 
terminus of the Bristol & Exeter Railway, on its 



opening in 1844. The city can be seen behind. Not in 
Abbey.  
Stock: 56782 

 
416. The Opening of the Bristol & Exeter 
Railway. As Seen from  Exwick Hill.  
W. Hake. [n.d., 1844.] 
Scarce lithograph with hand colour. Printed area 185 x 
250mm (7¼ x 9¾"). Trimmed around image. £380 
A view looking down on Exeter St Davids Station, the 
terminus of the Bristol & Exeter Railway, on its 
opening in 1844. The city can be seen behind. Not in 
Abbey.  
Stock: 56781 

 

 
417. The Railway at Cheshunt in 
Hertfordshire; Invented by Henry R. Palmer, 
Civil-Engineer.  
Ingrey & Madeley, Lithog. 310 Strand. [n.d., c.1825.] 
Coloured lithograph on chine collé. 130 x 285mm (5 x 
11¼"). Margins messy. £360 
A view of the world's first passenger monorail, 
designed by Henry Robinson Palmer (1795-1844) and 
opened in 1825.  
Robinson patented his design in 1821 (unaware of a 
monorail built near Moscow by Ivan Elmanov in 1820, 
with wheels on the beam rather than the carriage) and 
built his first in Deptford Dockyard in 1824, which was 
the first elevated railway. The Cheshunt monorail was 
the world's third monorail and the first to carry 
passengers, with horses pulling carriages along the 
mile-long track. 
Robinson also invented corrugated iron, designed and 
executed the Eastern Dock in London, and was 
instrumental in the founding of the Institution of Civil 
Engineeers.   
Stock: 56964 

 
418. Crumlin-Viaduct in Süd-Wales. Hohe 
205' Spannweiten 150' von einer Pfeilermitte 
zur anderen. Lange 1050'. 
Samml:ausgef:Constructionen no.44. 
Nachder natur gez v. Jngenieur R. Baumeister. 
A.Oesterlien Lith. Carlsruhe, Druck & Verlag. 
v.J.Veith [n.d., c.1860]. 
Scarce tinted lithograph. Sheet 385 x 570mm (15¼ x 
22½). Repaired tears. £450 
The Crumlin Viaduct, built 1853-7 to carry the 
Newport, Abergavenny, and Hereford Railway over 
Ebbw Vale in South Wales, in use for 109 years, 
dismantled in 1967. It was the least expensive bridge 
for its size ever constructed, the highest railway 
viaduct in the U.K. and the third highest in the world.   
Stock: 56947 

419. Defford Bridge. Designed to Carry The 
Birmingham and Gloucester Railway over the 
River Avon Worcestershire 1839. Span of each 
Arch 58 Feet. Height above Water Line 28 
Feet. Capt. W.S. Moorson Eng.r. 
F.I. Dolby, del. Clerk & Co. lithog: 202, High Holborn. 
[n.d., c.1840.] 
Tinted lithograph. Sheet 330 x 460mm (13 x 18"). A 
few repairs. £280 
The Defford Bridge, with a locomotive crossing. The 
bridge was a major feature of Captian William Scarth 
Moorsom's (1804 - 1863) Birmingham and Gloucester 
railway, which opened in 1841. Moorsom was awarded 
the Telford Medal for his method of using cast iron 
caissons filled with concrete to form the foundations of 
the three-arch viaduct which spans the river Avon near 
Tukesbury.   
Stock: 57103 

 
420. 17. Die Stadt.  
[Eduard Walther.] [Published in Munich. c.1870.] 
Chromolithograph. 318 x 413mm (12½ x 16¼"). 
Centre fold as published. £85 
A view of a German city and showing a train and 
carriage. Possibly an unregistered plate from Walther's 
"Geographische Charaketerbilder".   
Stock: 56996 

 
421. [Railway Engine] Dolphin.  
[n.d., c.1840.] 
Pen and ink drawing. 165 x 275mm (6½ x 10¾"). 
Central crease. Time staining. £140 
An amateur sketch of the profile of an early 
locomotive.   
Stock: 57040 

 
422. (Nederlandsche Stoompost, 6 Junij 
1847.)  
H.W fecit. [within image] [c.1847] 
Very scarce lithograph, sheet 225 x 310mm (8¾ x 
12¼").  £260 
Dutch print of steam train, presumably carrying mail, 
travelling through the countryside filled with farmland 
and windmills. Key underneath image explaining parts 
of the railway.   
Stock: 57080 

 
423. View of the River Lea Bridge and 
Stratford Viaduct as now constructing for the 
Eastern Counties Railway Company.  
On Stone by L. Haghe, from a Drawing by G. Harley 
Esq.re. Day & Haghe Lith.rs to the Queen, Gate St, 
Linc. Inn F.ds. London, Published by R. Ackermann, 
Eclipse Sporting Gallery 191, Regent Street, 1857. 
Coloured lithograph. Framed, visible area 335 x 
575mm (13¼ x 22¾"). Two scratches, some spotting.
 £590 
Two passenger locomotives on an embankment with 
two bridges, an angler in the foreground. 



 
The Eastern Counties Railway was established in 1836, 
intending to build a line between London to Yarmouth, 
via Colchester, Ipswich and Norwich. Difficulties led 
to the line ending at Colchester. The first section to 
open was from a temporary terminus at Mile End to 
Romford in Essex, on 20th June 1839.   
Stock: 57000 

 
424. [Eckington Station.]  
[S. Russell?] [n.d., c.1840.] 
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 200 x 290mm (8 x 
11½"), very large margins. Slight surface soiling. £240 
A view of the exterior of the railway station at 
Eckington in Derbyshire, on the North Midland 
Railway, which opened in 1840 and became part of the 
Midland Railway in 1844. The line was noted for the 
extravagance of its stations. 
A matching lithograph of Belper Station on the same 
line was signed by the artist S. Russell.   
Stock: 57108 

 
425. [The Caledonian] Engine Tender & 
Carriage. 
[Drawn by H. West.] E. Colyer Litho. 17, Fenchurch 
St. [n.d., c.1830.] 
Scarce lithograph, 125 x 215mm. 5 x 8½". Some 
creasing and scuffing aroung the right margin and top 
right corner.  Staining on right. £240 
A steam engine and carriage entitled 'Caledonian'.  The 
first engine purchased for £800 on the Liverpool & 
Manchester Railway 1832.   
Stock: 57039 

 
426. [Gare Saint-Lazare] Vue de Chemin de 
Fer de Paris a S.t Germain.  
Arnout del. Imp. de Lemercier, Benard et C.ie. [n.d., 
c.1841.] 
Lithograph. Sheet 325 x 410mm (12¾ x 16"). Edges 
toned and foxed. £360 
A view of Gare Saint-Lazare, Paris's first passenger 
station, opened 1837 with a single track linking the 
capital with Le Pecq. By 1843 it was the terminus of 
three lines.   
Stock: 56949 

 

427. [Gare Saint-Lazare] Chemin de Fer, de 
Paris a S.t Germain, vue de profil, Place de 
l'Europe à Paris.  
V.Hubert del. Imp de Lemercier. A Paris, chez 
l'Auteur, rue de Surenne No 15. Paris, chez 
Hautecoeur-Martinet, rue du Coq St Honoré [n.d., 
1837]. 
Lithograph. Sheet 360 x 535mm (14¼ x 21"), very 
large margins.  £260 
A view of Gare Saint-Lazare, Paris's first passenger 
station, opened 1837 with a single track linked the 
capital with Le Pecq. By 1843 it was the terminus of 
three lines.   
Stock: 56950 

 
428. [Six railway satires] Commencing a few 
Lines. [&] I send you An Elementary Line [&] 
I send you A few Broken Lines. [&] A very 
important Line. [&] A long expected line. [&] 
May these lines reach their destination. 
London. C. Clark, 6 Tudor Street, Blackfriars [n.d., 
c.1835]. 
Six aquatints on an album sheet. Various sizes, sheet 
size 270 x 230mm (10¾ x 9"). Aquatints trimmed and 
laid down on album sheet. £390 
Extremely rare and interesting set of six satires 
punning on the word 'line' as in a line of a letter with: a 
surveyor's line; an open carriage of a train in bad 
weather; bankrupt railway companies; a railway bridge 
over a stormy strait with a ship floundering; a railway 
line from the Earth to the Sun, suspended from 
balloons; and a railway line running north-south over 
the Earth.   
Stock: 56966 

 
429. Sketch of the Carriages on the Liverpool 
and Manchester Railway.  
Drawn by Henry Austen, March, 1832.  Printed by 
George Smith. [Liverpool: T. Taylor, 1832.] 
Rare wood engraving, sheet 145 x 300mm (5¾ x 
11¾"). Trimmed with loss of publication line. £260 
Two strips showing two trains of carriages, pulled by 
the steam locomotives 'Planet' (above) and 'Venus'; for 
passengers as well as wagons for livestock and goods. 
The line between Liverpool and Manchester was 31 
miles (50 km) long and was built under the supervision 
of the Liverpool & Manchester Railway’s (LMR) chief 
engineer George Stephenson (1781-1848). Opened on 
15 September 1830, it was the world’s first intercity 
railway. 
With numbered key to each car.   
Stock: 56998 

 
430. Sketch of the Carriages on the Liverpool 
and Manchester Railway.  
Drawn by Henry Austen, March, 1832.  Printed by 
George Smith. Published by Thomas Taylor, Castle 
Street. [n.d. 1832.] 
Hand coloured wood engraving. Sheet 155 x 300mm (6 
x 11¾"). Creasing in the top left corner. £360 
Two strips showing two trains of carriages, pulled by 
the steam locomotives 'Planet' (above) and 'Venus'; for 
passengers as well as wagons for livestock and goods. 



The line between Liverpool and Manchester was 31 
miles (50 km) long and was built under the supervision 
of the Liverpool & Manchester Railway’s (LMR) chief 
engineer George Stephenson (1781-1848). Opened on 
15 September 1830, it was the world’s first intercity 
railway. 
With numbered key to each car.   
Stock: 56999 

 
431. [A Train of Waggons with Goods &c. A 
Train of Carriages with Cattle.]  
[Drawn by I.Shaw, Liverpool. Aquata. by 
S.G.Hughes.] [London, Published by R.Ackermann, 96 
Strand. Nov.r 1831.] 
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 190 x 400mm (7½ x 15¾"). 
Trimmed, losing inscriptions. £320 
A scene from 'Travelling on the Liverpool and 
Manchester Railway'.   
Stock: 57008 

 
432. Eisenbahn zwischen Liverpool and 
Manchester. 6ter Jahrgang. Tab II. 
[n.d., c.1830]. 
Lithograph, sheet 190 x 240mm (7½ x 9½").  £140 
German print of the opening of the Liverpool and 
Manchester Railway 15th September 1830. The Duke 
of Wellington's train and other locomotives being 
readied for departure from Liverpool and people atop 
the Moorish Arch at Edge Hill wave and cheer.   
Stock: 57066 

 
433. Four-Cylinder Compound Express 
Locomotive, L. & N.W. Ry. Mr F.W. Webb, 
M.I.C.E., Chief Mechanical Engineer, Crewe. 
No 13. The Locomotive Magazine Series. 
Reproduced from a Painting by F. Moore [i.e. Edwin 
Thomas Rudd]. Alf Cooke, Queen's Printer, Leeds. 
[n.d., September 1901.] 
Chromolithograph. Sheet 270 x 440mm (10½ x 17¼"), 
A few stains & creases. £50 
An illustration of the locomotive 'King Edward VII', 
with a tender.  
From No 69 of 'The Locomotive Magazine Series'. 'F. 
Moore' was a pseudonym, believed to have been 
originally for Edwin Thomas Rudd but used by others 
at least into the 1930s.   
Stock: 57118 

 
434. Single Express Locomotive, G.N. Ry. 
Supplement to The Locomotive Magazine 
Series. 
From a Painting by F. Moore [i.e. Edwin Thomas 
Rudd]. Alf Cooke, Queen's Printer, Leeds. [n.d., June 
1900.] 
Chromolithograph. Sheet 270 x 440mm (10½ x 17¼"), 
A few stains. £50 
An illustration of a locomotive and tender.  
From No 54 of 'The Locomotive Magazine Series'. 'F. 
Moore' was a pseudonym, believed to have been 
originally for Edwin Thomas Rudd but used by others 
at least into the 1930s.   
Stock: 57121 

 

435. [State Visit of Louis Phillippe of France.] 
Le Roi a la Station de New-Cross.  
Ed. Pingret pinx.t.  A.d Cuvillier & Bayot. Imp. par 
Lemercier à Paris. Paris, chez Chaillou [n.d., c.1844]. 
Fine coloured tinted lithograph on chine collé, on 
printed backing card. Printed area 320 x 395mm (12½ 
x 15½").  £260 
Louis Phillippe, king of the French, arriving at New 
Cross Station, Deptford, at the beginning of his state 
visit to Windsor Castle in 1844. His road carriage sits 
on a tender.  A good image of a c. 1840's train and 
carriage.   
Stock: 56694 

 
436. Olive Mount.  
Drawn & Engraved by I. Shaw. [British, c.1831.] 
Wood engraving, rare; image 155 x 210mm (6 x 8¼"). 
Crease top left corner. £140 
Engraving by Isaac Shaw showing a view of a steam 
locomotive pulling carriages through the Olive Mount 
cutting during the construction of the railway line 
between Liverpool and Manchester. The Liverpool & 
Manchester Railway was the world's first inter-city 
railway and was built under the supervision of chief 
engineer George Stephenson. Railways were developed 
mainly for the transportation of goods, mainly coal, but 
it was quickly realised that trains were also a good way 
of carrying passengers.   
Stock: 57065 

 

 
437. The Ouse Burn Viaduct, in the Line of 
the Newcastle,  North-Shields and Tynemouth 
Railway, Jonh [sic] and Benjamin Green, 
Architects and Engineers 1838. 
T.M. Richardson Sen.r del & lithog.r.  A Ducôtés 
Lithog.y 70 St Martins Lane London. London, 
Published  by T. McLean, 26, Haymarket, & F. 
Loraine, Grey St, Newcastle upon Tyne [n.d., c.1838]. 
Tinted lithograph with hand colour, on card, as issued. 
Sheet 345 x 475mm (13½ x 18¾).  £480 
A railway viaduct, built 1838 with five laminated 
timber arches. These were replaced with iron on 1867, 
when the bridge was widened to four tracks. The 
Ouseburn Viaduct is now listed Grade II*.   
Stock: 56684 

 



438. Vue du Chemin de Fer.  
Lith. de Daems. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Coloured lithograph. Sheet 190 x 230mm (7½ x 9"). 
Trimmed. £140 
The inauguration of a passenger railway, watched by a 
huge crowd, probably Notre Dame de Paris in the 
background.   
Stock: 56965 

 
439. The Last of the Coaches.  
[after James Pollard, c.1845]  
Lithograph with fine hand-colouring. Sheet 215 x 
275mm (8½ x 10¾"). Trimmed to image as normal.
 £160 
Lithograph after James Pollard's 1845 painting 'The 
Louth-London Royal Mail Travelling by Train from 
Peterborough East, Northamptonshire' (New Haven, 
Yale Center for British Art).   
Stock: 56997 

 
440. [Queen Victoria, Prince Albert and the 
Royal Children departing in their Railway 
Carriage for Scotland.] [&] [Queen Victoria 
Goes by Train.] 
[London: Dean & Son, c.1850.] 
Pair of tinted lithographs with hand colour. Sheets 195 
x 265mm (7¾ x 10½"). Trimmed into images, losing 
titles etc.  Damaged. £380 
Two scenes of the Royal Family's trip to Balmoral by 
train, first entering the royal carriage and then on route, 
with the 'Albion' locomotive.   
Stock: 56957 

 
441. [San Franciso] Hallidie's patent Cable 
Tramway System, Worked without Horses or 
Locomotives.  
[n.d., c.1883.] 
Wood engraving. Sheet 285 x 420mm (11¼ x 16½"). 
Some creasing.  Bit dusty. £160 
A view of the trams on the Clay Street Hill Railroad in 
San Francisco, the world's first practical cable car 
system, promoted by Andrew Smith Hallidie (1836-
1900). Wellcome: 36611i.  
Stock: 57099 

 
442. This Print in commemoration of the 
opening of the Shoreham Branch of the 
London & Brighton Railway, is repectfully 
dedicated to the Shareholders by their 
Obedient Servant, W.H. Mason. 
Drawn by H.G Hine. Printed by Lefevre, Newman S.t. 
Published by W.H. Mason, at his Respository of Arts, 
Brighton. [n.d., c.1840]. 
Very rare lithograph, 275 x 380mm (10¾ x 15"). Small 
amount of creasing in small margins. £420 
A crowd gathers at Shoreham-by-Sea railway station 
and along the cliffs waving at two steam trains. 
The original Shoreham station was a terminus built by 
the London and Brighton Railway and was opened on 
11th May 1840.  However it was demolished in 1845 
when the Brighton and Chichester Railway opened its 
line to Worthing railway station. Both railways merged  
 

 
with others in July 1846 to become the London 
Brighton and South Coast Railway.   
Stock: 57137 

 
443. [A coal train hauled by a steam 
locomotive] Verm. Gegenstaende CLXXXVIII. 
Melanges CLXXXVIII..  
[n.d., c.1825.] 
Coloured engraving. 185 x 235mm (7¼ x 9¼"). With 
2pp. descriptive letterpress in German and French. 
Trimmed to plate on right. £95 
An illustration of a steam-powered coal train and the 
track it runs on.   
Stock: 56960 

 
444. Old Locomotive Engine, constructed by 
the late George Stephenson, for Killingworth 
Colliery.  
Published by W. Fordyce, Newcastle [n.d., c.1850]. 
Wood engraving. Printed area 165 x 220mm (6½ x 
8¾").  £130 
Stock: 56963 

 
445. Opening of The First English Rail-Way 
between Stockton and Darlington, Sept. 27th, 
1825. Race of Locomotives at Rainhill, Near 
Liverpool, in which George Stevenson's 
"Rocket" won, 1829. A First-Class Train on 
the Liverpool and Manchester Rail-way, 1833. 
A Second-Class Train on the Liverpool and 
Manchester Rail-way, 1833 
[n.d, c.1880.] 
Coloured lithograph, later impression, Sheet 415 x 
550mm (16¼ x 21¾"). Repaired tears. £260 
Four scenes from early British railway history.   
Stock: 56682 

 
446. [Japanese script: trams in Tokyo]  
[n.d., c.1903.] 
Extremely rare chromolithograph. Sheet 400 x 545mm 
(15¾ x 21¾"). Multiple tears with loss in title in centre.  
Damaged. £260 
Probably a newspaper illustration covering the 
electricification of the Tokyo Horse-drawn Railway in 
1903, becoming the Tokyo Electric Railway (Tōden)   
Stock: 56699 

 



447. Ponte di Ferro della Pio-Latina presso 
Velletri.  
[Etched by Cleter Gregorio.] [n.d., c.1865.] 
Aquatint. 235 x 280mm (9¼ x 11"), with large 
margins. Crease in bottom right corner. £260 
A view of an iron railway viaduct at Velletri, near 
Rome, with a locomotive crossing. 
It was published in 'Le Scienze e le Arti sotto il 
pontificato di Pio IX' by Paolo Cacchiatelli and 
Gregorio Cleter, a record of the artistic, architectural, 
urban planning and scientific enterprises promoted by 
Pope Pius IX.  This viaduct was needed to connect 
Rome and Velletri by rail. Originally it was planned as 
a monumental stone bridge, but an English company 
offered a cast iron bridge that they had built for a client 
but which had been rejected; it was shipped out and 
erected, allowing the Pope to open the railway in 1866.   
Stock: 56951 

 
448. The Willington Dean Viaduct, in the 
Line of the Newcastle, North-Shields and 
Tynemouth Railway, Jonh [sic] and Benjamin 
Greet, Architects and Engineers 1838. 
T.M. Richardson Sen.r del et Lith. A Ducote'd lithog.y 
St Martin's Late, London. London Published by T. 
McLean, 26, Haymarket, & F. Loraine Grey st 
Newcastle upon Tyne. 
Scarce tinted lithograph with hand colour. Sheet 350 x 
470mm (13¾ x 18½"). Small tear in bottom left corner.
 £420 
A girdered railway viaduct with a locomotive crossing. 
In the foreground two horses pull a plough, in contrast 
to the modern technology.   
Stock: 57004 

 
449. Hancock’s Steam Carriage.  
[n.d., 1834.] 
Steel engraving. Sheet 130 x 195mm (5¼ x 7¾"). 
Creased. £120 
The steam omnibus ‘Era’, built by Walter Hancock 
(1799-1852) of Stratford to operate between 
Paddington, Regent’s Park and the City of London. 
The fare was sixpence per passenger; she was capable 
of carrying 14 passengers.  
Hancock operated steam road carriages from 1829 to 
1840 (most famously 'Enterprise'), when heavy road 
tolls imposed by the Turnpike Acts made the business 
unprofitable. He continued to build engines for 
railways.   
Stock: 56876 

 
450. [Set of six views of the Great Exhibition.] 
View of the south side from near the Prince's 
Gate, looking west. / View from above the 
Bridge. / View from the North Bank of the 
Serpentine. / Looking over the Dam. / View 
from Kensington Gardens, Looking Down the 
Kings Road. / The East End. 
Phillip Brannan Del. R. Picken, W. L. Walton, R. 
Carrick, Lith. Day & Son Lithr. To the Queen. London 
Published June 9th 1851 by Ackermann & Co. 96 
Strand by Appointment to The Queen, H.R.H. Prince 
Albert, and the Royal Family. 

Fine tinted lithographs, very rare complete as a set, 585 
x 405mm, 23 x 16 inches sheet size.  £1800 
The Crystal Palace was purpose-built in Hyde Park in 
London to house the products of manufacturers, 
designers and craftsmen from Britain, its colonies and 
all around the world. 100,000 exhibits were on display; 
more than six million visitors going through the 
pavilions in the five months the Exhibition was open. 
Apart from supporting British industry, the exhibition 
sought to fulfil a variety of goals. The exhibition 
brought together the skills of individual artisans and 
large manufacturers; this again reflected the dialogue 
between the small and local (artisan) and the large and 
established (manufacturers). 
It provided a platform for international dialogue, to 
benefit trade and exchange of skills, but also for the 
improvement of international understanding. The 
possible economic interests and gains were balanced 
by social and cultural agenda. All the aims were 
underlined by a wish to educate all participants: the 
exhibitors about new methods of production, visitors 
about new products, as well as the British about taste. 
Abbey: 244 - different issue, Abbey states 4 plates, we 
have 6 plates no frontis.  
Stock: 57047 

 

 
451. A Perspective View of the Magnificent 
Structure, erected in the Green Park for the 
Royal Fire Works exhibited the 27 of April 
1749, on account of the General Peace. Veue 
Perspective du Batiment Magnifique... 
London Printed for Robert Wilkinson No.58 Cornhill, 
& Bowles & Carver, No. 69 St.Pauls Church Yard. 
Beautifully coloured engraving, J. Whatman 
watermark; plate 255 x 405mm (10 x 16"), with large 
margins. Some surface dirt mainly focused in the 
margins but also within the plate mark. £360 
A view in Green Park of the structure made for the 
firework display celebrating the end of the War of the 
Austrian Succession (1740–1748) and the signing of 
the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen). The structure 
was designed by the Franco-Italian architect, decorator 
and artist Giovanni Niccolò Servandoni (1695–1766). 
The illuminations were accompanied by music 
composed for the occasion and conducted by George 
Frideric Handel (1685–1759). The display was not as 
successful as the music itself: rainy weather caused 
many misfires, the right pavilion caught fire in the 
middle of the show, as well as several injuries.   
Stock: 56090 

 



452. The Fortress (which enclosed the Grand 
Pavillion) in Green Park; with the ascent of the 
Balloon.  
Published Aug. 24. 1814, by Tho. Palser. Surrey side 
West.r Bridge. 
Fine hand coloured engraving plate 250 x 350mm (9¾ 
x 13¾") with large margins. Glued to early 19th 
century card. £320 
A view of the temporary structure built in Green Park 
for the firework display celebrating the Peace of Paris 
(1783); soldeirs bring in and set up fireworks under the 
command of an officer standing in the centre while a 
balloon rises over them.   
Stock: 56303 

 
453. An Horizontal View of the Public 
Fireworks ordered to be exhibited on occasion 
of the General Peace concluded at Aix le 
Chapelle on November 7.th 1748.  
[n.d., c.1749.] 
Engraving. Plate: 180 x 280mm (7 x 11''), 18th century 
watermark, with large margins. Two vertical creases as 
normal. £140 
A view of the temporary structure erected in Green 
Park for the public firework display held in celebration 
of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle ending the War of 
Austrian Succession. This view is taken from the 
Library at St. James's Palace.   
Stock: 50653 

 
454. [London to Greenwich Railway] London-
Greenwicher Eisenbahn, von obenherab 
geseh'n. Bilder Atlas f. K. u. F. VI. Section 
Schifffarth und Transportwesen. Taf. 9. 
Lith. Aust v. Goedsohe u. Steinmetz in Meissen. 
Verlag o. Georg, Weignad in Leipzig. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Rare lithograph. Printed area 155 x 185mm (6 x 7¼"). 
 £180 
A view of London's first passenger railway, the 
London to Greenwich, opened 1836 as the world's first 
entirely elevated railway.   
Stock: 57097 

 

 
455. [Vauxhall Bridge] This Plate exhibiting a 
Picturesque Elevation of the Iron Bridge 
Erected over the Thames at Vauxhall, under 
the Direction  of James Walker, Engineer, & 
compleated  A.D. 1816, Is respectfully 
Dedicated to the Vauxhall Bridge Company, by 
their very Obedient  & humble Servant, Sam.l 
Cossart. 

Sam.l Cossart del. J.s Basire, sculp. Publishedas the 
Act directs, Nov.r 1, 1816. 
Coloured engraving. 310 x 630mm (12¼  x 24¾"). 
Trimmed to plate on three sides, tears taped, some 
soiling. £350 
The first Vauxhall Bridge, opened as a toll bridge in 
1816, replaced 1906. A scale bar is drawn on a raft of 
timber lower right.   
Stock: 56685 

 
456. Waterloo Bridge. The foundation of the 
Waterloo Bridge, was laid on Friday, Oct 11, 
AD1811, by the Directors for executing the 
same Henry Swann, Esq.r M.P. Chairman; in 
the Fifty- first Year of... 
London; Published by J. Wright Engraver & Printer 35, 
Blue Anchor Passage, Bunhill Row. [n.d., 1812]. 
Rare engraving with text, 1812 watermark; sheet 175 x 
105mm (7 x 4"). Trimmed and glued to backing sheet. 
Tear. £140 
A view of Waterloo Bridge with letterpress with 
engineering information.   
Stock: 56982 

 
457. Principal Entrance to the Gas Works, 
Westminster.  
T. Faulkner Arch.t del.t. Printed by J Boosey & Co. 
310, Strand. Published by T. Faulkner, 44, Marsham 
Street, Westminster [n.d., c.1820.] 
Rare lithograph. Sheet 350 x 450mm (13¾ x 17¾"), 
watermarked 1819, large margins. Centre fold, as 
issued. £260 
The main entrance of the Gas Light & Coke Company 
buildings in Great Peter Street, Westminster.  
The company was incorporated in 1812, the world's 
first public gas works, suppling London with coal gas, 
famously lighting Westminster Bridge on 31st 
December 1813. It is regarded as the original company 
of today's British Gas. Ex: Collection of Norman 
Blackburn.  
Stock: 56875 

 
458. South side of the Grounds surrounding 
the Coloseum, Regent's Park. Plate II. 
Published June 1829 by R. Ackermann & Co, 96 
Strand. 
Very fine & rare coloured aquatint. 275 x 340mm (10¾ 
x 13½"). Small margins.  Crease through title. £360 
A view looking out French windows onto a garden 
with a fountain, the classical porch of the London 
Colisseum on the right. Very decorative image. 
From 'Graphic Illustrations of the Colosseum, Regent's 
Park, in Five Plates, from Drawings by Gandy, 
Mackenzie and other eminent artists'.   
Stock: 57059 

 
459. Grand Entrance to the Coloseum, 
Regent's Park. Plate I. 
Published June 1829 by R. Ackermann & Co, 96 
Strand. 
Rare coloured aquatint. 275 x 340mm (10¾ x 13½"), 
watermarked ''J Whatman Turkey Mill 1826''. Small 
tear entering plate at top taped, small margins. £250 



The classical porch at the front of the London 
Colisseum, a building inspired by the Pantheon in 
Rome, demolished in 1875. Exotic flowers surround a 
path. 
From 'Graphic Illustrations of the Colosseum, Regent's 
Park, in Five Plates, from Drawings by Gandy, 
Mackenzie and other eminent artists'.   
Stock: 57058 

 

 
460. The geometrical Ascent to the Galleries, 
in the Coloseum, Regent's Park. Plate IV. 
Published June 1829 by R. Ackermann & Co, 96 
Strand. 
Fine & rare coloured aquatint. 340 x 280mm (13½ x 
11"). Small tear entering plate on left, thread margins.
 £580 
A view of the interior of the London Colosseum under 
construction, with the central spiral staircase and 
painters in cradles at work on  Thomas Hornor's 
''Panoramic view of London'', the largest painting ever 
created.  The building, inspired by the Pantheon in 
Rome, was demolished in 1875.  A fine view of 
London. 
From 'Graphic Illustrations of the Colosseum, Regent's 
Park, in Five Plates, from Drawings by Gandy, 
Mackenzie and other eminent artists'.   
Stock: 57057 

 
461. The Night of an Illumination.  
[Painted by Augustus Pugin. Engraved by J.C. Stadler.] 
Published by Edwd. Orme, Bond Street, 1806. 
Etching and aquatint in colour. 350 x 500mm. 
Trimmed to plate mark top and bottom. Paper edges 
tatty, with small tears. Tear into plate at left, just short 
of image. Light foxing/staining in title area. Pin hole in 
centre of sky area. £480 
Taken from one half of a larger print 'Illumination For 
Peace', a view of figures gathered at the residence of 
the French envoy in Portman Square to watch an 
illumination for peace between Britain and France, first 

published by Orme to commemorate the Peace of 
Amiens in 1802.   
Stock: 4496 

 
462. The Chinese Bridge Illuminated, On the 
Night of the celebration of the Peace, 1814. 
J.H. Clark Del. M. Dubourg Sculp.t. Published & Sold 
Aug.t 12th 1814, by Edw.d Orme, Publisher to his 
Majesty and H.R.H. the Prince Regent, Bond Street 
(corner of Brook St) London. 
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 190 x 260mm (7½ x 10¼"). 
Trimmed within plate. £140 
On 1st August 1814 a series of events celebrating both 
the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the centenary of 
Hanoverian rule in England. In St James's Park a 
Chinese bridge with a pagoda was built over the lake; it 
was set alight by fireworks, killing one and injuring 
another.   
Stock: 56707 

 
463. Hopital de Greenwich près London. 
Greenwich Hospital near London.  
Dessiné et lith. par Jules Arnout.  Imp. Lemercier, à 
Paris. [Paris, Bulla Freres et Jouy, Editeurs.  London, 
E. Gambart & Co. 25 Berners St. Oxf. St.] [n.d., 
c.1840.] 
Tinted lithograph. Printed area 310 x 425mm (12¼ x 
16¾"). Trimmed within publication lines at bottom. 
Faint time staining in the margins. £380 
A view of Greenwich Hospital from across the river. 
Greenwich Hospital was completed in 1694 to designs 
by Christopher Wren and Nicholas Hawksmoor and 
functioned as a hospital for sailors until 1873. The 
distinctive split design was adopted to allow the 
already existing Queen's House to keep its view of the 
Thames. The Greenwich Observatory can be seen on 
the hill behind.  The waterman on paddle steamer is in 
the foreground.   
Stock: 56993 

 
464. [Hackney]  
[C.J. Greenwood Del.t et Lith.] [****] & Son Litho. 
Ludgate Hill. London. [London: n.d., c.1845.] 
Scarce tinted lithograph. Image 220 x 345mm (8¾ x 
13½"). Trimmed, losing most of the inscriptions, new 
margins added. £180 
A railway bridge over a London street, with a 
locomotive passing.   
Stock: 56701 

 
465. [Viscount Cremorne.]  [&]  Chelsea 
Park. (2)  
[Anon.]  [&]  Printed by C. Hullmandel. [British, 
c.1800 - 1825.] 
Portrait, proof stipple and etching before all letters, 
with lithograph view, both tipped into a single folio 
album leaf. Sheet 485 x 330mm, 18¾ x 13". The prints 
lacking some margin. £120 
Cremorne Gardens, Lots Road SW10 are named for 
Thomas Dawson, 1st Viscount Cremorne (1725 - 
1813); this portrait is by Charles Knight after Sir 
Thomas Lawrence (1769 - 1830). Lord Cremorne 
bought Chelsea Farm, the house depicted below his 



portrait, in 1778. In 1831 it was purchased by Charles 
Random De Berenger, Baron De Beaufain who turned 
it first into a sports club and then opened the Cremorne 
Pleasure Gardens. Entertainment included concerts, 
fireworks, balloon ascents and galas. After its closure, 
the gardens were sold for building and soon built over. 
NPG D2225. See Longford Images of Chelsea 355, 
'Chelsea Farm'.  
Stock: 25686 

 

 
466. Windsor Castle from the Lower Court, 
on the 5th of Nov.  
Paul Sandby Fecit. [Published by Sandby, 1766.] 
Aquatint printed in sepia. 340 x 490mm (13¼ x 19¼"). 
Trimmed just within plate, crease. £360 
A scene of revellers celebrating Guy Fawkes Night, 
with bonfire and fireworks, under the walls of Windsor 
Castle. It was published as the fourth of a set of five 
aquatints of Windsor Castle dedicated to the Duke of 
Montague. BM: 1865,0610.1254  
Stock: 42126 

 
467. Clifton Downs.  
Lithographed & Publsihed by Newman & C.o 48, 
Watling S.t London. 
Very rare lithograph, sheet 220 x 300mm (8½ x 11¾). 
 £160 
A view of the Clifton Downs with the suspension 
bridge and Clifton in the background.   
Stock: 57102 

 
468. Supsension Bridge now erecting over the 
Avon at S.t Vincent's Rocks, Clifton.  
Drawn on Stone by E. Harding from a Sketch by S. 
Jackson. Published by O.C Lane Library, Clifton. 
Printed by C. Hullmandel. [n.d., c.1864] 
Lithograph, sheet 280 x 380mm (11 x 15"), very large 
margins.  £240 
A view of the Clifton Suspension Bridge over the 
water from the ground below.   
Stock: 57084 

 
469. Suspension Bridge Clifton.  
Lavars, Litho: Bristol. Published by James Bolton, 
Hotwell House & Baths. 
Lithograph, sheet 220 x 300mm (8½ x 11¾), large 
margins. Left corner slightly ragged. £130 
An oval view of the Clifton Suspension Bridge.   
Stock: 57101 

 

470. To the Incouragers of Arts, This Plan 
and Elevation of Wisbeach Bridge, in the Isle 
of Ely, and County of Cambridge,  Is humbly 
Inscribed by their Most Obedient  Servant, 
Henry Mackworth Jun.r. 
J. Sharman Arch.t & G. Swain Builders. H. Mackworth 
Sculp.t  et Scrip.t. Lynn Regis [King's Lynn] Publish'd 
According to Act Nov.r 16th 1761 & Sold by the 
Engraver & W. Whittingham  Books.r. 
Scarce engraving. 360 x 495mm (14¼ x 19½"). Some 
creasing, old ink and pencil annotations on plate. £480 
An engraving of the plan and elevation submitted to 
the town corporation in 1757 for a replacement bridge, 
which cost £2200. A floating bridge was used during 
construction.  
According to 'The History of Wisbech and the Fens' 
(Neil  Walker, 1849), the bridge was never popular, 
due to it being too narrow for two carts to pass, a steep 
ascent and a tight corner on the south side.   
Stock: 56686 

 
471. The Viaduct over the River Eden, at 
Wetheral. Designed by Mr Francis Giles, Civil 
Engineer, and Built by Mr W.S. Denton, for 
the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway Company. 
Length 600 feet, Height 100 feet. _ Finished in 
the Year 1835. 
Drawn from Nature by M.E. Nutter. On Zinc by A. 
Picken. Printed by Day & Haghe, London. Carlisle, 
Published by Charles Thurnan, 1835. 
Scarce zincograph on chine collé, with hand colour. 
230 x 325mm (9 x 12¾").  £260 
The five-arch Corby Bridge (or Wetheral Railway 
Viaduct), with the Corby Bridge Inn underneath. The 
bridge still carries trains and is Grade I listed.   
Stock: 56697 

 
472. The Harbour of Whitehaven.  
C.J. Greenwood Del.t. Printed by Standidge & Co, 36 
Old Jewry. Published by R. Gibson & Son, 
Whitehaven. 
Scarce tinted lithograph. Sheet 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 
14¾"). Some surface soiling. £260 
A view of Whitehaven Harbour, Cumberland, built to 
transport coal from the local pits. On the far hill is 
Howgill incline, a funicular railway that connected 
Ladysmith pit to the harbour, which operated to the 
1970s.   
Stock: 56704 

 
473. [Willersley Castle] The Beautiful 
Mansion of the late Sir Rich.d Arkwright, at 
Cromford; neat Matlock Bath, Derbyshire. 
Designed by W.m Thomas, Architect; and 
executed in 1789-90. 
Engrav'd by J. Cartwright. Published July 1st 1805 by 
Laurie & Whittle, 53, Fleet Street, London. 
Rare engraving. 295 x 445mm (11½ x 17¾"). Repaired 
tears. £320 
Originally Willersley Hall, it was built for the 
industrialist Sir Richard Arkwright, known for the 
development of the water-powered spinning frame. 



However he never lived there: in 1791, when the 
building was nearly finished, a fire broke out and 
before the damage could be repaired Arkwright died.  
Now a Grade II* listed building, it was operating as a 
hotel but it closed because of the pandemic and is now 
up for sale.   
Stock: 56869 

 
474. [Dawlish] The Parson and Clerk Rock.  
Lithographed by Newman & Co, 48 Watling Street 
London. Published bvy E.  Croydon, Teignmouth 
Public Library. 
Rare tinted lithograph with hand colour. Sheet 210 x 
285mm (8¼  x 11¼"). Repaired tear top left. £220 
The beach at Teignmouth with the railway skirting the 
bottom of the cliffs, with the cliff and stack known as 
the Parson and the Clerk. 
From 'Six Views in Teignmouth'. Abbey: 326.  
Stock: 56695 

 
475. The Landslip near Lyme Regis looking 
East.  
Lithographed by J. Newman & C.o 48 Watling St. 
London. Published by Daniel Dunster, Lyme Regis. 
[n.d., c1850s] 
Rare coloured lithograph, sheet 280 x 380mm (11 x 
15"), very large margins. Foxing. Reapired tears. 
Creasing in margins. £260 
A view of the aftermath of the 1839 Bindon Landslip; 
craggy cliffs on the coastline of East Devon between 
Axmouth and Lyme Regis.   
Stock: 57120 

 
476. Culverhole Point near Lyme Regis. The 
extended reef & basin of water, looking 
eastward. To the Inhabitants & Visitors this 
plate is most respectfully inscribed by their 
obed.t Servant Daniel Dunster. 
On Stone by G. Hawkins, Jun.r. Day & Haghe Lith.rs 
to the Queen. Published by D. Dunster, Book-seller, 
Broad St. Lyme.  [n.d., c 1850] 
Lithograph sheet, 280 x 380mm (11 x 15")., very large 
margins. Paper toning round the edges. Some foxing in 
image. £95 
View of a bay with rocky cliffs to left, a man standing 
on the shore in the foreground at centre with his back 
to the viewer, another man standing to right.   
Stock: 57119 

 
477. The Hartlepools Steam Tramways. Plan 
of Route 1883.  
Waterlow Bro.s & Layton, Birchin Lane London. 
[c.1883.] 
Wood engraved map, overprinted in red. Sheet 310 x 
400mm (12¼ x 15¾"). Original folds. £160 
'The Hartlepools Steam Tramways' opened in 1884, 
running from Northgate in Hartlepool to Church Road 
in West Hartlepool. The company folded in 1891, after 
which the assets were purchased by 'Hartlepool 
Electric Tramways', who electrified the system and 
reopened in 1896, lasting until 1927.   
Stock: 56706 

 

478. North Road Viaduct, Durham. 
Supplement to the Durham Chronicle. 
J.W.B. del. E. Landells sc. Duham, Friday 2, 1857. 
Rare letterpress newspaper with two wood engravings. 
Sheet 655 x 490mm (25¾ x 19¼"). Folded, album 
sheet pasted to one quarter. £190 
A newspaper account of the opening of the North Road 
Viaduct on the North-Eastern Railway in 1857. The 
wood engravings are a view of the viaduct with a 
locomotive in transit, with Durham Cathedral behind. 
It is now Grade II* listed.   
Stock: 56772 

 

 
479. [Old Wye Bridge] To His Grace the 
Duke of Beaufort, Lord Lieutenant of the 
Counties of Gloucester and Monmouth, and to 
the Chairmen of the Quarter Sessions and 
Magistrates of Said Counties, under whose 
auspices the work was begun and completed - 
This Low Water View of the Cast-Iron Bridge 
erected over the River Wye at Chepstow in the 
Year 1816, By John U. Rastrick, Civil 
Engineer,_is Respectfully Dedicated by their 
Most Obedient and Most Humble Servant,_ 
Thomas Jukes. 
[n.d., c.1840.] 
Lithograph on chine collé. 340 x 500mm (13½ x 
19¾").  £420 
The Old Wye Bridge, an iron bridge designed and built 
by John Urpeth Rastrick in 1816, now the largest iron 
arch road bridge remaining from the first half-century 
of iron and steel construction. It was built by the 
Bridgnorth firm of Hazeldine, Rastrick & Co., at a cost 
of £17,850, less than half the estimate of a rival design 
by John Rennie.  
Rastrick built the London-Brighton Railway in 1841.   
Stock: 57012 

 
480. Basingstoke from Chapel Field.  
Lithographed by Newman & Co. 48 Watling St. 
London. Published by G. Pidgeon Bookseller &c. 
Basingstoke [n.d., c.1840]. 
Scarce tinted lithograph. Sheet 190 x 280mm (7½ x 
11"). Spotting. £190 
A prospect of Basingstoke with Basingstoke Station 
(with a water tower and railway signal) and a train on 
the London and South Western Railway   
Stock: 56703 



 
481. The Aqueduct at Barton in Lancashire. 
Built by His Grace the Duke of Bridgewater. 
Drawn on the Spot by Wm Orme of Manchester for 
which he obtaind the Larger Silver Pallet from the 
Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures 
& Commerce. [Published by Daniel and William 
Orme, n.d., c.1793.] 
Etching and aquatint, open letter proof[?], image 395 x 
525mm. Trimmed to plate on three sides, into plate at 
bottom. £690 
The Barton Aqueduct, built by James Brindley (1716 - 
1772), one of the earliest English engineers, to allow 
the Bridgewater Canal to cross the River Irwell. 
Having been called in by the Duke of Bridgewater (to 
whom this print is dedicated) in 1759 to advise upon 
the project for forming a canal by which the produce of 
the Worsley coal-mines could be cheaply transported 
to Manchester, Brindley produced a plan of striking 
originality. This included the construction of the 
aqueduct in 1761. This canal, suggested to the Duke of 
Bridgewater by the Grand Canal of Languedoc, was 
the first of any importance in England, and formed the 
commencement of the system of inland navigation in 
this country. Brindley seems to have laid out, or 
superintended, the construction of over 365 miles of 
canals. The most important of these was the Trent and 
Mersey canal, known as the Grand Trunk.  
The aqueduct was replaced with the current swing 
aqueduct when the Manchester Ship Canal was 
constructed because some sailing ships were unable to 
pass beyond the bridge.  
From a drawing by William Orme (1771 - 1854; 
active), landscape and transparency painter, and 
brother of Daniel and Edward Orme. This plate 
published under the title 'View of the celebrated 
aqueduct at Barton in Lancashire' with dedication to 
the Duke of Norfolk, President of the Society, on 
August 26th 1793. 
Very rare. See BM: 1872,0713.600. From the 
Blackburn Collection.  
Stock: 57206 

 
482. Berwick on Tweed from near the Water 
Works.  
R.T. Ross, R.S.A. Del.t. Maclure & MacDonald, 
Chromo Lith. Glasgow. Thomas Muchanan, 
Printseller, Hide Hill, Berwick on Tweed. 
Scarce chromolithograph.  Sheet 435 x 565mm (17 x 
22¼").  £360 

A rare, locally-published view of Berwick, from the 
shore of the Tweed, with the early 17th century bridge, 
the skyline of the town dominated by the Town Hall.   
Stock: 56693 

 
483. [High Level Bridge] To George Hudson 
Esquire, M.P. This Print Representing a View 
of the High-Level-Bridge, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 
is with Permission, Respectfully Dedicated By 
his Most Obedient Humble Servant, John 
Christie. 
Newcastle, Engraved & Published by John Christie, No 
3 Nelson Street [n.d., c.1850]. 
Rare coloured steel engraving. Sheet 290 x 380mm 
(11½ x 15"). Trimmed within plate, laid on card.  
Repaired tear in title. £260 
The High Level Bridge, over the Tyne between 
Newcastle upon Tyne and Gateshead, built by Robert 
Stephenson, completed 1849 and opened by Queen 
Victoria the following year. Still in use, it is now listed 
Grade I.   
Stock: 56771 

 
484. Union Chain-Bridge across the river 
Tweed near Berwick. Designed and Executed 
by Capt.n S. Brown, R.N. Completed 1820. 
Length 361 feet. Weight 100 Tons. 
W. Henderson del.t. T. Sutherland sculp.t. [n.d., 
c.1820.] 
Rare aquatint, printed in blue and brown. Sheet 245 x 
375mm (9¾ x 14¾"). Trimmed within plate, tears 
taped.  Central crease. £160 
A view of the remarkable suspension bridge over the 
River Tweed between Horncliffe in Northumberland 
and Fishwick, Berwickshire, with an angler in the 
foreground. When it opened it was the longest wrought 
iron suspension bridge in the world; it is now the oldest 
suspension bridge still carrying road traffic.  
Captain Samuel Brown (1776-1852) championed the 
Royal Navy's use of chain link cables to replace 
unreliable hemp ropes in rigging. Leaving the navy he 
set up a chain-making company which provided the 
navy with chain until 1916. He also provided chain for 
Brunel's SS Great Eastern: the famous photograph of 
Brunel by Robert Howlett includes these chains. In 
1817 he took out a patent titled the 'Construction of a 
Bridge by the Formation and Uniting of its Component 
Parts'. In 1819 he started building this bridge, with the 
help of John Rennie on the masonry, finishing in less 
than a year. In 1823 he built the Chain Pier in 
Brighton. In 1838 Brown was knighted by Queen 
Victoria. 
An unusual example, not finished with hand colour as 
expected.   
Stock: 56709 

 
485. [Abingdon Old Gaol] View of the New 
County Prison, at Abingdon, Berks.  
Drawn by W. Waite. Engraved by H. Meyer. [n.d., 
c.1810.] 
Rare aquatint. 420 x 485mm (16½ x 19"). Narrow 
bottom margin, small tear entering inscription area.
 £420 



 
A view of Abingdon Old Gaol, probably published 
before the prison opened in 1812.  Taken from the 
banks of the Thames (with an angler), it also shows 
Abingdon Bridge. On the opposite side is a wharf, with 
a barge, scale beam and crane. 
The gaol was built by Daniel Harris (c. 1761-1840), the 
Surveyor and Gaoler of Oxford Prison, and Sir Jeffry 
Wyatville RA (1766-1840), architect who worked on 
alterations for both Chatsworth House and Windsor 
Castle. It was largely superseded by the larger prison at 
Reading (1844) and closed in 1868.  After being used 
as a grain store, slum dwellings and a leisure centre, it 
has now been converted into flats.   
Stock: 56769 

 
486. Ironbridge.  
Drawn from Nature and on Stone by I.C. Bayliss. 
Printed by C. Hullmandel. [n.d., c.1856.] 
Scarce tinted lithograph. Printed area 220 x 290mm 
(8¾ x 11½"), with large margins.  £380 
A view of Ironbridge in Shropshire, with the iron 
bridge built 1779-81 that gave the town its name.   
Stock: 56948 

 
487. Vale of Chalford, Gloucestershire.  
Kershaw & Son, London [n.d., c.1850.] 
Tinted lithograph. Sheet 220 x 300mm (8¾ x 11¾"). 
Some staining. £140 
A view of a valley in the Cotswolds, near Stroud, with 
a train running at bottom of valley.   
Stock: 56962 

 
488. Galton Bridge. Erected over the new line 
of the Birmingham Canal at Smethwick in the 
County of Stafford, in the Year 1826. From a 
Design by Thomas Telford Esq.re F.R.S. L.& 
E. Cast at the Horseley Iron Works, 
R. Bridgens Del.t. L. Haghe. [n.d., c.1826.] 
Fine lithograph. Sheet 425 x 570mm (16¾ x 22½"). 
Repaired tears. £390 
When the Galton Bridge was opened in 1829 it was the 
highest in the world. It is now Grade 1 listed. 
It was named after Samuel John Galton Jr. FRS (1753-
1832), a Quaker who was paradoxically an arms 
manufacturer.   
Stock: 56946 

 

489. [Brighton Suspension Pier.]  
[after Edward Fox?] [c.1825.] 
Fine aquatint, proof before letters, printed in sepia. 200 
x 410mm (8 x 16"), on paper watermarked 'J Whatman 
1825', very large margins..  £280 
A view of the Royal Suspension Chain Pier, designed 
by Capt. Samuel Brown and opened in 1823, from the 
west. At first glance it looks like the view by Fox as 
published by C & R Sickelmore c.1827 (Ford: Images 
of Brighton, 207). However there are too many small 
differences for it to be the same plate, for example the 
small dog lower left corner and the figures on the pier. 
See Ford: Images of Brighton, 207.  
Stock: 57054 

 
490. Norfolk Suspension Bridge, Shoreham. 
To his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, This Print is 
most Respectfully Dedicated By his obedient 
humble Servant, W.H. Mason. 
Mr. G.Earp, Pinxt. Repository of Arts, 1, Ship St. 
Brighton, May 1st 1833. 
Rare coloured lithograph on chine collé, laid on printed 
backing paper. Sheet 270 x 365mm (10¾ x 14½"). 
Stains. £260 
Norfolk Bridge, designed by William Tierney Clarke 
and Captain Samuel Brown, opened 1834, replaced 
1923.   
Stock: 56708 

 
491. The Norfolk Bridge, New Shoreham. 
Built at the Expense of Bernard Edward, Duke 
of Norfolk, Hereditary Earl Marshal of 
England. Under the Direction of William 
Tierney, Esq.re Civil Engineer. 
Mr. G.Earp, Pinxt. [n.d., c.1836.] 
Rare aquatint. 295 x 420mm (11½ x 16½"). Trimmed 
into plate at top, surface abrasions and cockling.  Large 
margins on 3 sides. £280 
The first Norfolk Bridge, a chain link suspension 
bridge across the River Adur, designed of W. Tierney 
Clark and Captain Samuel Browne, built in 1832 by 
Bernard and Edward Howard, opened in 1833.. The 
northern tower arch had a decorative lion and the 
southern had a horse. See: Ref: 52997  
Stock: 57098 

 
492. View of the Port of Goole, Taken in 
March 1828. Plan of the Port of Goole, with the 
Indended Improvements. 
Geo. Leather, C.E. 1828. [c.1828.] 
Rare lthograph. Sheet 340 x 285mm (13½ x 11¼"). 
Trimmed to image upper left, folded horizontally. £260 
A plan and view of the port of Goole by George 
Leather (1786-1870), who became Resident Engineer 
at the port in 1821.   
Stock: 56770 

 



493. Vue de l'Est du Pont et Nouvel-Arsenal 
de Kingiston sur l'Hull. Med. fol.o No 53. 
B.F. Leizel sc. Georg Balthasar Probst. exc: A.V. [n.d., 
c.1770.] 
Rare coloured engraving. 310 x 415mm (12¼ x 16¼"). 
Narrow margins, laid on album paper, slight creasing 
and soiling. £260 
A drawbridge above a lock.   
Stock: 57037 

 
494. Scarborough, from the Seamer Road.  
Lithographed by Newman & Co, 48 Watlington St.t 
London. Pub. by James Ainsworth, Scarborough [n.d., 
c.1840]. 
Tinted lithograph. Sheet 220 x 300mm (8¾ x 11¾"). 
 £75 
A view of Scarborough from the South, with a 
locomotive crossing a viaduct on route to York.   
Stock: 57038 

 
495. The Cliff Bridge, at Scarborough.  
Drawn on Stone by F. Nicholson, from a Sketch by J. 
Bird. Published by W. Wilson, Long Room Street, 
Scarborough [n.d., c.1830]. 
Lithograph, printed on chine collé, with hand colour. 
280 x 355mm (11 x 14"). A small area of creasing of 
chine collé £180 
A view of Scarborough through the arches of Cliff 
Bridge footbridge. Completed in 1827, it is a rare 
example of a multiple-span cast iron bridge.   
Stock: 57094 

 
496. The Britannia Tubular Bridge over the 
Menai Straits. R. Stephenson Esq. M.P. 
Engineer. 
Day & Son, Lith.rs to the Queen. Published by J. 
Ambrose, Bangor [n.d., c.1850]. 
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Sheet 240 x 
315mm (9½ x 12½"). Small tear in left edge. £230 
Robert Stephenson's Britannia Tubular Bridge, 
completed in 1850, built to carry trains of the Chester 
and Holyhead Railway across the Menai Straits. The 
stone lions guarding both ends of the bridge were 
carved by John Thomas.   
Stock: 56712 

 
497. The Clogher Gold Mine Halfway 
between Dolgelley & Barmouth. 
Eng.d & Pub.d by Newman & C.o 48, Watling S.t 
London. [n.d., c.1860]. 
Rare engraving, sheet 105 x 120 (4¼ x 4¾"). Trimmed 
and glued to card. Some age staining. £130 
A view of Clogau Gold Mine (also known as Clogau St 
David's) near Bontddu in North Wales. 
The Clogau mine was opened to exploit the copper and 
lead veins in the area. Gold was discovered at the mine 
in 1860 and arrangements were made with the Crown 
Esate to work the gold comercially.   
Stock: 56978 

 

498. Llangollen Vale.  
Drawn by G.F. Robson. Engraved by T. Fielding. 
Pub.d Mar. 1st 1820 by T. Clay, 18, Ludgate Hill, 
London. 
Fine coloured aquatint. 195 x 280mm (7¾ x 11"), large 
margins.  £160 
A view of Llangollen with the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct 
designed by Thomas Telford and William Jessop and 
built over the River Dee, opened 1805. It is a Grade I 
listed building and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.   
Stock: 56961 

 
499. The Menai Bridge.  
Drawn and Printed by W. Crane Chester. Published by 
Messr.s Potter & Co Caernarvon. [n.d., c.1830.] 
Coloured lithograph. Sheet 215 x 275mm (8½ x 10¾"). 
 £190 
A view of Thomas Telford's Menai suspension bridge, 
completed in 1826, from the shore.   
Stock: 56711 

 
500. Entrance of the Menai Bridge From the 
Carnarvon Shore. [&] Entrance of the Menai 
Bridge From the Anglesey Shore.  
Drawn and Printed by W. Crane Chester. [&] W. Crane 
Chester. [n.d., c.1830.] 
Pair of lithographs. Sheets c.220 x 290mm (8¾ x 
11½"), large margins.  £180 
Views of the two entrances to Thomas Telford's Menai 
Suspension Bridge, built in 1826 to span the Menai 
Strait between Anglesey and mainland Wales.   
Stock: 56958 

 

 
501. [Pontypridd Old Bridge] [The Great 
Bridge of the Taaffe in South Wales.]  
[Richard Wilson Pinx.t. P.C. Canot Sculp.t.] [Published 
July 17th 1775 by John Boydell Engraver in Cheapside 
London.] 
Scarce engraving, proof before all letters. 400 x 
540mm (15¾ x 21¼"), with large margins. Uncut. 
 £580 
Pontypridd's 'Old Bridge', built 1756 by William 
Edwards, at the time the longest single-span bridge in 
Britain. Still in use as a footbridge, it is Grade I listed. 
This bridge was Edwards' fourth attempt: the first 
(1746) had three arches but was swept away by a flood 
after two years; the second (1748) collapsed during 
construction; the third fell after only six weeks. The 
expence of the successive rebuildings left Edwards out-



of-pocket, and a subscription was raised to pay his 
debts. 
Richard Wilson (1 August 1714 - 15 May 1782) was a 
Welsh landscape painter, and one of the founder 
members of the Royal Academy in 1768. The son of a 
clergyman, Wilson was born in Penegoes, 
Montgomeryshire. In 1729 he went to London where 
he began as a portrait painter. From 1750 to 1757 he 
was in Italy and adopted landscape on the advice of 
Francesco Zuccarelli. Painting in Italy and afterwards 
in England, he was the first major British painter to 
primarily concentrate on landscape. He composed well, 
but saw and rendered only the general effects of nature 
thereby creating a personal, ideal style influenced by 
Claude Lorrain and the Dutch landscape tradition. 
According to John Ruskin, he 'paints in a manly way,'. 
His landscapes were acknowledged as influential and 
many were engraved by the most accomplished artists 
and engravers. Wilson died in Colomendy, 
Denbighshire. This very fine proof engraving of 
Pontypridd Bridge is Wales was engraved by Canot. 
Canot, Peter Charles 1710-1777, engraver, was a native 
of France, who came to England in 1740, and remained 
here till he died. He was a member of the Incorporated 
Society of Artists in 1766, and was elected an associate 
engraver of the Royal Academy in 1770, when that 
degree was first instituted. He exhibited at the Society 
of Artists, the Free Society, and the Royal Academy.   
Stock: 56688 

 
502. Monument Erected by subscription, to 
the memory of the late celebrated botanist 
David Douglas, in the parish church yard of 
New Scone, Perthshire 1841. Designed & 
executed by John Cochrane & Brothers, 
Marble Cutters &.c &c. Perth. 
J. Schenck. S. Leith's Lithogr.y Edinburgh. [c.1841]. 
Rare lithograph on chine-collé, sheet 330 x 230mm (13 
x 9"). Slight foxing. £120 
Memorial of Scottish botanist David Douglas in Old 
Scone Church churchyard. 
David Douglas (1799 –1834) worked as a gardener, 
and explored the Scottish Highlands, North America, 
and Hawaii, where he died. He is best known as the 
namesake of the Douglas fir. The standard author 
abbreviation Douglas is used to indicate this person as 
the author when citing a botanical name.   
Stock: 57106 

 
503. [The Union Canal] No 2. View in 
Callendar Park, Situate in the County of 
Sterling, the Seat of William Forbes, Esq.r. 
Taken from the same point as No. 1 shewing 
part of the Track of the injurious deviation 
from the Parliamentary Line of the Edinburgh 
and Glasgow Union Canal, as proposed by the 
Canal Company. 
Drawn by Alex.r Nasmyth. Engraved by F.C. Lewis,  
Engraver to H.R.H. the late Princess Charlotte & 
H.S.H. the Prince Leopold. [n.d., c.1820.] 
Rare coloured aquatint. 350 x 730mm (13¾  x 28¾") 
very large margins. Laid on board. £320 

A view of Callendar House in Falkirk, with an artist's 
impression of how the Union Canal was going to affect 
the aesthetics of the estate. 
The Edinburgh and Glasgow Union Canal was a 
contour canal (running at the same level, with viaducts 
to cross valleys, so avoiding  the use of locks), and the 
original plan had it running around a hill overlooking 
the house. The owner, William Forbes, a merchant who 
specialised in Royal Navy contracts, made an 
objection, forcing the company to built a 696-yard 
tunnel through Prospect Hill to the west.   
Stock: 56692 

 
504. Viaduct Across the River Tay at Cargill. 
(Scottish Midland Junction Railway.) J. Locke 
and J.E. Errington Engineers. _ John 
Stephenson & Co.y, Contractors. Span of each 
arch 100 Feet _ Height above bed of River _ 60 
Feet. 1847. 
Sketched by Alex. Cumming. Allan & Ferguson lith. 
Glasgow.  
Scarce tinted lithograph with hand colour. Sheet 350 x 
605mm (13¾ x 23¾"). Repaired tears in edges bottom 
left & right; some paper cracking. £420 
A five-arched railway bridge with a locomotive 
crossing, in Perthshire. The viaduct is still standing 
although the arches have been replaced and has been 
closed to all traffic since 1982.   
Stock: 57019 

 

 
505. View of the New Bridge over the River 
Tweed at Kelso, Scotland. Inscribed to John 
Rennie Esq.r Civil Engineer & F.R. A.S.S. &c. 
&c. by his obliged and obedient servant, 
William Daniell. 
Painted, Engraved & Published by W.m Daniell No 9 
Cleveland Street, Fitzroy Square, London, July 25 
1804. 
Fine coloured aquatint. Sheet 460 x 665mm (18 x 
26½"). Trimmed within plate on three sides, laid on 
archival paper. £490 
In 1797 the old bridge over the Tweed was washed 
away by floods, and the Scottish engineer John Rennie 
(1761-1821) was called in to build this bridge. He used 
the new technique of combining cast iron with stone to 
create wide arches previously unheard of in bridge 
construction. The Kelso Bridge was so impressive that 
he won contracts to build three major London bridges, 
Waterloo (a larger version of this bridge), Southwark 



& London Bridge (completed from his design after his 
death).  
In 1854 the Kelso population had to be read the Riot 
Act when they protested against the bridge tolls, fifty 
years after completion, and long after the construction 
had been paid for. Three years later the tolls were 
abolished. 
This plate attests to the skill of Daniell as an aquatinter: 
whereas most aquatints have lines added by engraving 
or etching, this image is pure aquatint, even the 
boatman's pole and the black border.   
Stock: 56952 

 
506. Kelso.  
H. McCulloch R.S.A. W. Forrest Published by Fraser 
& Co. 97 George St. Edin.r [n.d., 1849]. 
Scarce steel engraving. 425 x 570mm (16¾ x 22½"), 
with very large margins Margins toned and creased.
 £460 
A view of Kelso from across the Tweed, with the 
bridge built by John Rennie, the ruins of Kelso Abbey 
and, in the left background, Floors Castle. It was 
painted by the celebrated scottish artist Horatio 
McCulloch, RSA (1805-1867).   
Stock: 56687 

 
507. [Mitchelstown Caves] Kingston Caves, 
Co. Tipperary.  
On Stone by L. Haghe from a Drawing by Miss 
Atkinson. Day & Haghe Luth.rs to the King, Gate St, 
Linc. Inn F.ds. Published March 1834 by J. & G. Todd, 
York, and Ackermann & Co Strand, London. 
Lithograph on chine collé. 365 x 670mm (14½ x 26½") 
very large margins. Some rubbing of chine collé, tears 
in backing sheet.  Slight foxing in title area. £550 
A scarce and impressive view of Mitchelstown Cave, 
one of two limestone caves on the Kingston estate, 
showing stalagmites and stalagtites, with a man 
included to show the scale, with a map showing the 
cave system.  
Discoverd in 1833 (the first was known about since at 
least 1777), it was mapped by James Apjohn (1796-
1886) in 1834. The caves have been open to the public 
since 1972.   
Stock: 57022 

 
508. The Giant's Causeway.  
C.F. Caledon fecit. C. Graf printer. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Rare coloured lithograph. Printed area 200 x 470mm 
(10¾ x 18½"). Tears just entering image taped. £350 
A view of the famous volcanic basalt columns on the 
coast of County Antrim, Ireland.   
Stock: 57051 

 
509. Gaspard Monge.  
Imp. Lithog. de F. Villain. [Paris, c.1825.] 
Rare lithograph. Sheet 250 x 190mm (10 x 7½"). 
Crease. £160 
Gaspard Monge, Comte de Péluse (1746 - 1818) was a 
French mathematician and inventor of descriptive 
geometry, which allows the representation of three-
dimensional objects in two dimensions, by using a 
specific set of procedures. He accompanied Napoleon 

Bonaparte's expeditions to Egypt and Syria. Wellcome: 
2038 Not in.  
Stock: 56873 

 

 
510. [Fireworks at Strasbourg] 
Représentation des Edifices et Decorations 
Elevés, et du Feu d'Artifice exécuté le 5 
Octobre 1744 sous le bon plaisir et en presence 
de Sa Majesté Louis XV, par les Ordres du 
Magestrat de Strasbourg, sur la Riviere d'Ill, et 
en façe du Palais Episcopal où Sa Majesté. 
Inventé dessiné et dirigé par J.M. Weis Graveur de la 
Ville de Strasbourg. Gravé par J.B. Le Bas Graveur du 
Cabinet du Roy. [n.d., c.1745] 
Etching. 450 x 770mm (17¾ x 30¼"), with large 
margins. Crack in platemark and centrefold margin 
repaired, faint damp stain affecting margin and title 
area on left. £650 
A massive fireworks display outside the Episcopal 
Palace, Strasbourg, with spectators lining the river. 
In 1744 Louis XIV travelled to Germany to join his 
army fighting the War of the Austrian Succession. He 
fell ill, so gravely that his chaplain could blackmail 
Louis into giving up his mistress before receiving 
absolution. When he recovered a five-day party was 
held, with the events recorded in 'Représentation des 
fêtes données par la ville de Strasbourg pour la 
convalescence du roi, à l'arrivée et pendant le séjour de 
Sa Majesté en cette ville', with this being plate 5 of 11.   
Stock: 54038 

 
511. Volcanic Isles of Santorini.  
[n.d., c.1790.] 
Engraving. 115 x 165mm (4½ x 6½"), large margins. 
Slight ink offset from text. £70 
The archipelago of Santorini in the Aegean, the 
remains of the volcanic island Thera which exploded 
3,600 years ago, probably ending the Minoan 
civilisation on Crete.   
Stock: 56705 

 
512. Naples Bay & View of Mount Vesuvius.  
Hackert del. Wells Sculp. Publsihed 30th July 1803 by 
J. Gold 103 Shoe Lane. 
Lithograph, sheet 140 x 225mm (5½ x 9").  £70 
A view in Naples Bay looking out towards a smoking 
Mount Vesuvius.   
Stock: 57046 

 



513. Entrance to the Grotto of Neptune, 
Sardinia. Looking Seaward. 5th July 1824. 
Day & Son, Lith.rs to the Queen. [n.d., c.1840.] 
Rare tinted lithograph. Sheet 230 x 320mm (9 x 12½"). 
Edges chipped. £160 
A view of the Grotta di Nettuno, near Alghero on 
Sardinia, famed for its stalactites.   
Stock: 57100 

 
514. A Prospect of Mount Ætna, with its 
Irruption in 1669.  
[The Gentleman's Magazine, and Historical Chronicle 
1750.] 
Engraving, sheet 180 x 195mm (7 x 7¾"). Trimmed.
 £140 
A diagram of the volcanoe Mount Etna erupting with 
explainatory key, with a view of the inundated towns 
and the city of Catania with ships anchored in the 
harbor.   
Stock: 57041 

 

 
515. [The Royal Vineyard, Turin, during the 
fireworks] Veduta della Vigna di S.M. la 
Regina con l'illuminatione [parallel text in 
French] 
Ignatius Agliaudus Architect ornavit Joan. Ant. 
Belmondus sculpsit Taurini 1737  
Etching, rare, platemark 290 x 410mm (11½ x 16¼"). 
 £420 
The villa of the Royal Vineyard in Turin, Italy, which 
underwent substantial expansion after it passed to 
Anna d'Orleans in 1692. This locally-published print 
shows a firework display taking place in the 
background. Provenance: Thomas Pitt 1st Baron 
Camelford  
Stock: 45279 

 
516. Voitures Russes dessinées par Swebach. 
Russian Carriages drawn by Swebach. No. 33. 
[Drawn by Edouard Swebach.] London published by 
Ch. Tilt 86, Fleet Street. Paris Publié par Jeanin, rue to 
Croissant No 20. Bew-York published by Bailly Ward 
& Co. 
Lithograph. Sheet 415 x 280mm (16¼ x 11"). Slight 
toning of paper.  Small margins. £160 
21 vignettes of Russian coaches, carriages and sleighs.   
Stock: 56959 

 

517. [Nicholas Chain Bridge] Views of the 
Great Suspension Bridge at Kieff, now erecting 
over the River Knieper for the Emperor of 
Russia. Half a Mile in Length. Charles 
Vignoles F.R.A.S. M.R.I.A. Engineer. 
From Water Color  Sketches made on the spot by John 
Bourne, May 1851.  
Scarce tinted lithograph. Sheet 195 x 345mm (7¾ x 
13¾"). Repaired tear on left. £360 
The Nicholas Chain Bridge, built over the Dnieper near 
Kiev, completed 1853 as the longest suspension bridge 
in Europe at the time.  It was blown up in 1920 by 
retreating Polish troops; its replacement was 
demolished by Soviet troops trying to stop the German 
advance in 1941.   
Stock: 56710 

 
518. The Indians Astonished at the Eclipse of 
the Moon foretold by Colombus. Engraved for 
Drake's Voyages. 
[n.d.] 
Coloured engraving. 185 x 250mm (7¼ x 9¾"). Paper 
toned. £85 
Desperate for supplies, Columbus impressed the 
natives of Jamaica by correctly predicting a lunar 
eclipse for February 29, 1504. He threatened that the 
gods would turn off the moon if they did not continue 
to feed his crew.   
Stock: 45052 

 
519. Views of the Principal Cities on the Line 
of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada  
By William Abbott,  F.R.G.S. 10 Tokenhouse Yard,  
London, E.C. [n.d., c.1880.] 
Rare lithograph. Sheet 450 x 570mm (17¾ x 22½"). 
Splits in folds. £360 
The eight views include Ottowa, Toronto, Montreal, 
Quebec, Portland and the ''International Bridge, Grand 
Trunk Railway of Canada, over Niagara River at 
Buffalo'', with a locomotive crossing.   
Stock: 56691 

 
520. Samuel F.B. Morse [facsimile signature]. 
Likesness from the last approved photograph 
from life. 
Painted by Alonzo Chappel. Johnson, Fry & Co 
Publishers, New York [1862]. 
Steel engraving. Sheet 270 x 195mm (10¾ x 7¾"). 
Trimmed. £140 
Samuel Finley Breese Morse (1791-1872), American 
portrait painter and inventor, who contributed to the 
invention of a single-wire telegraph system and morse 
code with physicist Joseph Henry and mechanical 
engineer Alfred Vail.   
Stock: 56874 

 
 



 




